•

Alternative 15 - Channelization and Capping at Line I; and Excavation,
Onsite Incineration, Onsite Ash Disposal, and Land Use
Rest,ictions at Line SOD.

These alternati'/es are compared below.
Ef fec tiv ene ss. The diffe rence in e ffec tiv ene ss between Al te rna tives 14 and 15 is
due only to the difference between groundwater extraction and treatment and land
use restrictions.

Groundwater treatment is clearly more effective in reducing the

risk of exposure to contaminated groundwater offsite, since it would act to contain
the contaminant plume and reduce contaminant concentrations in groundwater. In
the case of Alternative 15, which employs land use restrictions, there could be
unacceptable exposure levels for explosive contaminants in groundwater in the
future.
ImplementabjJity.

Alternative 14 would be easier to implement than Alternative

15, due to possible difficulties in implementing offpost land use restrictions.
Cost.

The present worth costs asscciated with Alternatives 14 and 15 are

presented in Table 3-7. Alternative 15 is slightly less costly than Alternative 14.
Potential future cleanup costs asscciated with the possible spread of groundwater
contamination, if Alternati'/e 15 were to be implemented, could change the balance
in favor of Alternative 14.
Recommenda tion.

Alterna tive 14 has clear effectiveness and implementabjJity

advantages over Alternative 15, while being only slightly
Alternative 15.

more costly

than

On balance, Alternative 14 is, therefore, selected for detailed

analysis in Section 3.2.
3.1.6 Summary of Alternatives Passing Screen
As discussed in Section 3.1.5, four groups of similar alternatives were
developed.

The use of these four groups preserves the broad range of alterna tives

tha t must be considered under both the NCP and SARA, and follows the SARA
guidelines of comparing alternatives offering similar levels of performance and
effectiveness in protecting human health and the environment. Alternatives within
each of these four groups were then compared to each other in terms of their
effectiveness, implementability, and costs.

As a result of these compariscns, the

following four remedial alternatives were selected to serve as a basis for the
detailed analyses in Section 3.2:
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TABLE 3-7
Present Worth Cost Comparison of Combined Soil
Containment and Incineration Alternati'/es
(costs in $ 1988)

Cost Element
Line I Capping and Stream
Channelization
Line 800 Soil Excavation, Handling,
BackfiJJ, and Site Restoration
Onsite Incineration
Surface Water Removal and Treatment
Groundwater Extraction and Treatment
Land Use Restrictions
Line 800 Groundwater Monitoring
TOTAL PRESENT WORTH COST
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Add Table 3-7A

TABLE3-7A
Present Worth Cost Comparison of Combined Soil
Containment and Incineration Alternatives
(Costs in $ 1994)

I

I

Cost Element

Line I Capping and Stream Channelizatioo

AltenUltive 14

I

Altenwtive 15

$1,513,000

$1,513,000

8,190,000

8,190,000

119,796,000

119,796,000

Surface Water Removal and Treatment

38,000

38,000

Groundwater Extraction and Treatment

I ,809,000

--

--

Not Estimated

59,000

365,000

131,405,000

129,902,000

Line 800 Soil Excavation, Handling, Backfill, and Site
Restoration

Onsite Incineration

Land Use Restrictions
Line 800 Groundwater Monitoring

TOTAL PRESENT WORTH COST

PNKWTR.T37A
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I

•

Alterna tive I -

010 Action

•

Alternative 6 -

Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800; and
capping and

Groundwa ter

Extraction/Treatment at

Line 800
•

Alternative 8 -

Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Onsite Ash Disposal at Line I and Line 800: and Groundwa ter Extraction/Trea tment at Line 800

•

Alternative 14 - Channelization and Capping at Line I: and Excavation,
Onsite Incineration, Onsite Ash Disposal, and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800.

3.2 DETAILED ANAL YSIS OF REMEDrAL ALTERNA TIVES
3.2.1 Introduction
As a result of the remedial actions screening process described in Section 3.1,
the four remedial alternatives summarized in Section 3.1.6 were selected for
detailed analysis under the 10- 6 risk level scenario.
Each of these alternatives includes remediation options for both the Former
Line I Impoundment and the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon.

In this section, these

four alternatives are developed and described in grea ter detail, thereby enabling
the more detailed analyses and evaluations to be performed.
To select the most appropriate remedial alternative for the IAAP sites under
the 10- 6 risk level scenario, the four candidate alternatives are evaluated and
compared in terms of the following seven criteria:
•

Short-term Effectiveness--examines the protection of community and
worker health and the environment during construction and implementation of the remedial alternative.

•

Long-term Effectiveness examines the protection of human health and
the environment after construction and implementation of the remedial

alternative has been completed. This criterion addresses the long-term
adequacy, reliability, and permanence of the remedial alternative.
•

Reduction of toxicity, mobility, and volume--of contaminants/waste by
each alternative.
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•

lmpiementability--considers the technical and administrative feasitJility
of each alternative, as well as availability of required resources.
Factors considered in assessing this criterion include:

the ability to

construct, opera te, and maintain the remedial alternative; the ability to
monitor the effectiveness of the alternative; the ability to obtain
required approvals and permits from regula tory agencies; availability of
required offsite treatment or disposal services; availability of necessary
equipment, ma terials, and personnel; and the time required to implement the alterna tive.
•

Cost--involves development and evaluation of the following:

the

capital cost of construction, equipment, land, buildings, engineering
services, and project administration; and O&:M costs of labor, spare
parts, materials, and administration.

In addition, the present worth of

each alternative is calculated using a discount rate of 10 percent.
Costs are then compared on a common, present-worth basis in terms of
1988 dollars. The cost estimates presented in this section are designed
to have an accuracy of approxima tely

~30

percent, based on the level of

detail appropriate for a feasibility study of this type. The accuracy of
these estimates is considered satisfactory for making choices between
alterna tives, but the estimates are not intended for use in detailed
budge tary planning.
•

Overall protection of human health and the environment--involves an
assessment based on a composite of factors addressed under other
evaluation

criteria,

including

long-term

effectiveness,

short-term

effectiveness, and compliance with ARARs.
•

Legal/institutional factors--examines any apparent preferences or concerns about alternatives that the surrounding community and the State
may have, and compliance with contaminant-specific, action-specific,
and loca tion-specific ARA Rs.

The following sections present the detailed alternatives analysis (Section
3.2.2),

comparative analysis of alternatives (Section 3.2.3), and selection of the

most appropriate remedy (Section 3.2.4).
described in Section 3.2.4 represents

The selected and recommended remedy
the best balance of
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the above

seven

evaluation criteria, in addition to being protective of human health and the
en'." ironment.

In selecting the preferred remedial alternative,

the statutory

preferences for remedies that utilize source control, offer permanent solutions, or
result in the reduction of mobility, toxicity, or ',olume of contaminants were duly
considered.

3.2.2 Alterna tives Ana1ysis
This section presents narrative descriptions of each alterna tive, followed in
each case by detailed analyses in terms of the seven evaluation criteria.

3.2.2.1 Alterna tive I--No Action
3.2.2.1.1

Description. The no action alternative under the 10- 6 risk level scenario

is defined in this FS to mean tha t no remedial actions would be performed at either
the Line I or Line 800 sites.

No efforts would be undertaken to treat, contain,

remove, or monitor contaminants in the soil, surface water, or groundwater.

Evaluation of the no action alternative provides a baseline against which other
alternatives can be measured.

3.2.2.1.2

Short-Term Effectiveness.

Since no remedial actions would be under-

taken under this alternative, there would be no short-term impacts on community
or

worker health or the environment due to construction or implementation

activities.

3.2.2.1.3

Long-Term Effectiveness.

The no action alternative would provide

inadequate protection of pub:ic health

due to potential exposure of offsite

residen ts (with shal10w wel1s adjacent to Brush Creek) to contaminated groundwa ter from Line 800 in the future.

In addition, the surface wa ter in Brush Creek

could be adversely affected by the erosion of sediments at the Former Line 1
Impoundment and by migration of the contaminant plume at the Line 800 Pink
Wa ter Lagoon.
3.2.2.1.~

Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility, and Volume.

No reduction in toxicity,

mobility, or volume of contaminants or contamina ted media would result from the

no ac tion alterna tive.

3.2.2.1.5

Implementability.

There are no construction-related implementation

considerations associated with the no action alternative.

However, considering

potential risks associated with conditions at the two sites and with other viable
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alterna tives being available,

regula tory

approval

for

this

alternative

would

probably be difficult to obtain.
3.2.2.1.6

Cost.

No direct costs are associated with the no action alternative.

However, the Army would assume the long-term liability for contaminants migrating oftsite.

While the costs associa ted with future potential liabilities have not

been estimated, they could be substantial if no remedial actions are taken at the
Line I and Line 800 sites.
3.2.2.1.7

Overall Protection.

The no action alternative is not considered to

provide adequate overall protection of human health and the environment because
of adverse long-term impacts (see Section 3.2.2.1.3) and failure to meet several
ARARs (see Section 3.2.2.1.8), including RCRA requirements for closure of surface
impoundments and applicable water quality standards for Brush Creek.
3.2.2.1.8

Legal/lnstitutional Factors.

Since the public and State and Federal

regulatory agencies are aware of the presence of contamination at the Line I and
Line 800 sites, the no action alternative would likely encounter community and
Sta te opposition.

Also, the no-action alternative fails to meet a number of

requirements that are considered as ARARs.

First, although the waste materials

found in Line I and Line 800 would not be subject to RCRA requirements if left
in-place, RCRA closure requirements for excavation/removal or capping of wastes
in surface impoundments may be considered as "relevant and appropriate", as
excavation/removal or capping could eliminate or significantly reduce migration of
hazardous constituents from the former lagoons.

In addition, the no action

alternative may result in exceedances of surface wa ter quality criteria in Brush
Creek as a result of the erosion of contamina ted soils/sediments to Brush Creek
during rainfall events and/or the migration of contaminated groundwater from Line
800 to Brush Creek in the future.

Water quality standards established by the Sta te

of Iowa may also be exceeded in Brush Creek for the same reasons. Finally, the no
action alternative would not achieve the remedial action criteria established for
the Line I or Line 800 sites (see Section 2.2) under the 10- 6 risk level scenario.
3.2.2.2

Alternative 6--Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800; and
Capping and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800

3.2.2.2.1 Description. This alternative involves excavating contamina ted soils and
sediments in the Line I stream bed and floodplain, and moving them to Line 800 for
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redisposal. Line 800 would first be prepared to receive the Line I soils by draining
the lagoon and then laying a geotextile fabric over the lagoon sediments.

Line I

soils would be spread over the installed geotextile and then the Line 800 site-including the lagoon, settling basins, and sludge dumping area--would be capped. A
groundwater extraction and treatment system would be installed downgradient
from Line 800 to capture the contaminant plume emanating from the lagoon.
Extracted groundwater and collected surface water from the lagoon would be
trea ted by carbon adsorption, with trea ted wa ter being discharged to Brush Creek.
Spent carbon would be incinerated onsite.

Groundwater monitoring would be

performed at Line 800 to ensure that unexpected migration of contaminants was
not occurring and/or to monitor the effectiveness of the remedial actions. A more
detailed description of these actions is provided below.
The area to be excavated at Line I is approximately 1,000 feet long and 400
feet wide, as shown in Figure 3-1.

The

4- to 6-foot-wide strip along the center

line of Brush Creek would be excavated to a depth of 4 feet. The remainder of the
excavation in the floodplain would be approximately 2 feet deep. The total amount
of excavated sod and sediments is estimated to be approximately 30,000 c.y. in
place.

Conventional excavation equipment would be used to implement the

excavation portion of this alternative. This is considered technically feasible based
on site characteristics and measured depth to groundwa ter in the Line I valley (see
Appendix C).

Dust generation would be controlled by the light spraying of water,

as required. The
lagoon.

exc~va ted

soils would be hauled on dump trucks

to the Line 800

During the excavation at Line I, the installation of a silt fence may be

necessary at the southern boundary of the excavation to prevent silt transport
downstream.

After the excavation has been completed, the streambed and flood

plain at Line I would be backfilled with clean soil and regraded to approxima tely
the original contours, and the floodplain would be seeded.
Prior to the start of earthwork at Line 800, the free water in the lagoon
would have to be drained and treated.

Depending on the location of the waste-

water treatment system, this water may be pumped directly from the lagoon to the
carbon adsorption unit or may be pumped into tanker trucks for transport to the
treatment system. The treatment system is described in the discussion of groundwater extraction/treatment that follows.
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Dames & Moore

The portion of land to be capped at Line 800 is shown in Figure 3-2.

The

lagoon occupies an area of approxlma tely 5 acres. Additional area surrounding the
lagoon proposed for capping covers about 7 acres. Therefore, the total are: of the
proposed

cap

is

approximately

12

acres.

A

conceptual

drawing

of

the

recommended capping system is shown in Figure 3-3.
A number of assumptions were made in analyzing this alternative.

Tnese

assu:nptions are listed below:
•

The depth of standing water

In

remedial actions are performed.

the lagoon is about 2 feet when the
At least 2 feet of freeboard exists

above the water line. This depth fluctuates seasonal1y.
•

AJI of the material from Line I would be contained within the Line 800
lagoon.

•

The sediments

In

the lagoon wil1 settle due to the weight of the

sediments from Line I and the cap.

Therefore, additional clay would

have to be placed to offset this settlement and maintain surface
contours.

•

The weight of the soil cap would cause consolidation of the sediments,
forcing wa ter out of them. This wa ter would be diverted into drainage
trenches, collected, and trea ted.

•

Soft sediments in the lagoon would

prevent construction equipment

from operating on top of them. Therefore, a geotextile layer would be
placed on top of the sediments (after removing the surface water from
the lagoon). The geotextile layer would

provide tensile reinforcement

which would minimize lateral spreading, mud waves, and rotationaltype failures caused by the weight of construction equipment and the
soil cap.
•

The geotextile may have to be extended beyond the perimeter of the
lagoon to allow construction equipment access.

•

The geotextile would be anchored in a trench dug around the perimeter
of the lagoon. Soils excavated from the trench would be spread over
the soft sediments inside the lagoon.

The trench, which Is expected to

be in clay, would be backflJled with sandy soils to serve as a drain for
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PROPOSED CAPPING SYSTEM
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water squeezed out of the sediments. The trench would divert water to
one of at least four concrete collection pits.

Any wa ter collected in

these pits would be removed and treated together with the removed
standing water, or stored in appropriate containers prior to treatmeClt.
.'\s shown in Figure 3-3, the proposed capping system would be composed of
three layers: (J) a topsoil surface layer, (2) a middle layer of synthetic composite
drainage net, and (3) a low permeability, clayey soil bottom layer.
IAAP personnel, potential sources of clay are available onsite.

According to

One source near

Line 800 was sampled and the clay was classified. Based on this classification and
on measured permeability coefficients (see Appendix 0) of clays versus underlying
soils (i.e., the permeability of the clay is less than or equal to that of underlying
soils), capping with native clays would be feasible at IAAP.
To implement the capping system, the following sequence of construction
steps should be followed:
I.

Free water in the lagoon would be pumped out and treated. If possible,
sump pits would be used to drain some of the wa ter from the sediments
inside the lagoon at this stage.

2.

The dikes would be removed.

If suitable, soils from the dike would be

used as fil1 and/or in the capping system.
3.

A trench around the lagoon would be excavated.

It would be used to

anchor the geotextile and seNe as a drain for the wa ter squeezed out of
the sediments.
4.

The geotextile would be placed over the lagoon and embedded in the
anchor trench.

5.

The trenches would be filled with compacted sand.

6.

Soils and sediments from Line I would be spread over the geotextile.

7.

The full cap would be built over the Line 800 site.

To prevent the geotextile from being damaged and/or the lagoon from being
overfilled on one side, strips of fiJI about 12 feet wide and 1.5 to 2 feet thick would
be initial1y placed over the geotextile.

These strips would be separated by a

distance of 100 feet on-eenter in the transverse direction of the lagoon, and would
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consist of excavated sediments from Line J. Line I sediments are silty/sandy soils
that would act as a drainage medium and expedite the dewatering and settlement
of the soft sediments under the permeable geotextile.
strips would stretch the geotextile and strengthen it.
the rem2.ining material from Line I could be applied.

The placement of these

After the strips are placed,
These sediments should be

placed evenly over the entire lagoon. Light-weight construction equipment should
be used, especially when pl2.cing the first layer over the geotextile.

After

placement of all the sediments from Line I in the Line 800 lagoon, clay cover
placement could be initiated.
The clay cap should be at least II feet thick at all locations. The surface of
the cap should be mounded to facilitate drainage of rain water and prevention of
run-on. A drainage layer is recommended on top of the clay cap. Due to the lack
of free-draining material onsite, a synthetic composite drainage net may be used.
A J.5-foot-thick layer of top soil would be spread on top of the drainage layer.
After the placement of these soils, the entire area of the cap would be seeded.
The clay to be used for the cap should be of the nonexpansi'le type to prevent
shrinking and swelling due to drying and wetting, respectively.

If such clay is not

available on post, expansi'/e clay could be used as long as it is encapsulated after
placement by a geosynthetic membrane (geomembrane). The geomembrane would
serve as a moisture barrier and would protect the clay from shrinking and swelling.
Other methods of treating or protecting a cap built of expansive soil are available
and could be used instead of encapsulation with a geomembrane (e.g., using a
3-foot layer of soil over the clay cap).

If this alternative is selected for site

remediation,

should

the

available

characteristics, and
characteristics.

the

cap

clay

soil

should

be

be

designed

tested
in

for

accordance

its

swelling

with

those

The present conceptual design assumes that nonexpansive clays

are present on post and could be used to build the cap.
The groundwater extraction system would consist of twelve wells installed in
contaminated areas of the limestone aquifer.

Of the twelve wells, ten would be

operating at any given time, and two wou·ld be used for standby. Each operating
well would be pumped at a rate of up to 10 gpm, resulting in a total groundwater
extraction rate of 100 gpm. (See Appendix B for a discussdion of and rationale for
this groundwater extraction approach.) A single or dual carbon adsorption column
would be set up near the well field. The column would provide at least a 30-minute
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mean retention time to treat the contaminated influent.

Such units come skid-

mounted and, thus, little assembly would be required. The carbon column would be
housed in a small hea ted building to provide protection from freezing during the
winter months.

Treated water would be pumped and discharged to Brush Creek

under an NPDES discharge permit.
Activated carbon

would

become

contaminated water is treated.

saturated with explosive molecules as

When this saturation or exhaustion point is

approached, explosives in the extracted groundwa ter will cease to be removed at
design efficiency. This phenomenon--termed breakthrough--would be monitored by
testing the column effluent on a regular basis.
about one pound per thousand gallons treated.

Typical carbon usage rates are

As site-specific operating data for

this system are obtained, the frequency of column monitoring can be optimized.
Saturated carbon in the column would be replaced when breakthrough occurs.
After shutting off the influent flow, the column would be opened and the carbon
slurry collected in a tanker truck.

Fresh slurried carbon would then be· pumped

back into the column. The explosives-contaminated carbon cannot be regenerated
and, therefore, would require disposal.

Thermal destruction at IAAP's onsite

incinera tor is recommended and is assumed for this study.

If IAAP's onsite

incinera tor could not be used for this purpose, the sa tura ted carbon would have to
be shipped offsite for disposal by incinera tion.
Groundwater monitoring would be performed at the Line 800 site.

The

groundwater monitoring system would consist of eight existing wells that are
sampled semi-annually.

These samples would be analyzed for the explosive

contaminants of concern in the Line 800 groundwater, and the metals of concern in
the soils, sediments, and sludge. Groundwater monitoring at Line 800 is assumed to
be required for a period of 20 years under this alterna tive.
3.2.2.2.2 Short-Term Effectiveness. Because of the remote location of the Line I
and Line 800 sites, which are more than 6,000 feet from the closest IAAP property
line, no impacts on the community would occur as a result of the construction and
imple menta tion activ itie s.
Exposure of workers to contaminants--by inhala tion of dust or dermal contact
during excavation and ma terial handling--is possible. Water sprays could be used to
minimize dust genera tion.

Dust masks and protective clothing would also be used

by workers to minimize exposure.
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Some contamin"ted sediments could be resuspended in Brush Creek and
transported downstream during excavation in the streambed at Line 1. ,". silt fence
would be used to minimize downstream transport of these sediments.
3.2.2.2.3

Long-Term Effectiveness.

Tne combined remedial actions taken at

Line I and Line 800 would provide a high degree of reliable, long-term protection
of

human

health

and

the

environment.

Tne

excavation

and

remo'tal

of

contaminated sediments and soils at Line I would eliminate any long-term risks at
Line I due to erosion of sediments into Brush Creek or growth of vegetation in
surface soils and sediments.
The capping system at Line 800 would be highly reliable

if properly

maintained. The cap would prevent contact between humans or animals and contaminated soil, sediments, or sludge (by preventing growth of vegetation in
contaminated materials), and would greatly reduce infiltration of precipitation and
leaching of contaminants into the groundwater. The removal of the surface water
in the Line 800 lagoon prior to capping will also reduce infiltration and leaching
and alleviate mounding that may drive contaminant migration.

The groundwater

extraction and treatment system should be very reliable and effective for containing the contaminant plume at Line 300 and for removing explosive contaminants
from the trea ted surface wa ter and groundwa ter prior to discharge to Brush Creek.
By preventing further migration of the plume and by effectively treating the surface wa ter and groundwa ter prior to discharge, wa ter quality in Brush Creek will
be protected.
In addition to the above remedial actions, groundwater monitoring at Line
800 will be used to confirm the long-term protectiveness of these actions, and
would permit additional remedial measures to be implemented if unanticipated
problems with this remedial alternative should occur in the future.
3.2.2.2.~

Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility, and Volume.

soils/sediments will result in direct elimination of

Excavation of Line I

the contaminant source.

Capping at Line 800 will reduce contaminant mobility by preventing infiltration
through waste materials.

Surface water removal at Line 800 will also serve to

reduce contaminant mobility through reduction of infiltration and alleviation of
mounding that may drive contaminant migration.
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This alternative also employs a groundwater extraction and treatment system
to reduce the toxicity, mobility, and volume oi contaminants.

Tne mobility of the

groundwater contaminants would be reduced by the use oi the extraction wel1s to
contain the contaminant plume and thereby limit its migration.

The groundwa ter

extraction system wil1 directly reduce the toxicity and volume (concentration) of
groundwa ter contaminants, as these contaminants wil1 be physically captured during the extraction process.

As contaminated groundwater is removed and the

plume recedes, the concentration of contaminants in groundwa ter will be physical1y
reduced, as contaminated water is replaced by clean water recharging the aquifer.
The carbon adsorption treatment process reduce the toxicity of the extracted
wa ter as contaminants adsorb to carbon particles.

Once the carbon becomes

saturated with explosive molecules, it would be incinera ted to permanently destroy
the adsorbed contaminants.
In conjunction with the groundwater treatment system, the Line 800 lagoon
would be capped.

The cap would reduce the migration and mobility of contami-

nants in the soils, sediments, and sludge by reducing infiltration and leachate
generation.

Leachate reduction will be beneficial to the groundwater treatment

system as the volume of additional groundwater that wil1 require treatment will be
grea tly curtailed.
3.2.2.2.5 Implementability. Excavation and capping are wel1 developed techniques
that have been used at many different hazardous waste sites.
and materials required to implement these actions

Labor, equipment,

are readily available.

The

excavation and capping could be accomplished by using conventional techniques
while applying appropriate health and safety requirements.

The excavation and

regrading at Line I and capping at Line 800 should not be hindered by any
difficulties other than extreme weather conditions (e.g., rain, snow, or extreme
cold) tha t could possibly occur.
The proposed alterna tive would reqUJre little maintenance.

To prevent the

erosion of the surface soils, vegetation would have to grow and spread over the
excavated Line 1 area and the Line 800 cap.

Therefore, some additional seeding

may periodical1y be necessary to ensure complete vegetation cover over these
areas.

The capping system would have to be periodical1y inspected and occasional

repairs may be necessary.
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The re media tion contractor

would have to coordinate the construction

schedule with the appropriate officials at IAAP.

These oificials would need to

arrange access for contractor personnel, coord ina te with the contractor to locate
access roads and storage areas for construction equipment, identify borrow sites
ior clay and topsoil, etc.
The proposed well system to be used for extraction and monitoring could be
installed without any unusual diiiiculties.

This system would provide an effective

technique to observe the quality of the groundwater after the contaminated soils
and sediments have been excava ted at Line I and capped at Line 800.
The exact time required to implement this alterna tive would depend on the
construction contractor's type and quantity of equipment.

A period of I to 2

months should be sufficient to implement the excavation, regrading, and seeding at
Line 1.

A period oi less than I year should be sufficient to implement the

earthwork at Line 800.

This overal1 time period would include the time required

ior well installation and setup oi the carbon treatment system.
Groundwater
6
monitoring would continue for 20 years under the 10- risk level scenario.
3.2.2.2.6

Cost.

Costs associated with implementing this alternative have been

estima ted in accordance with standard engineering procedures. These costs include
both capital and O&:M costs. The capital costs oi construction-related items were
increased by a factor of 40 percent to account for lower productivity due to
hazardous waste site work, contractor costs of health and safety programs, and
requirements ior building staging and decontamination facilities.

The major

capital and O&:M cost items for this alternative are presented in Tables 3-8 and
3-9, respectively.
The costs in Tables 3-8 and 3-9, as well as in other cost tables presented in
Section 3.2, are based on contractor or vendor quotations, published cost data
(Means, 1988), and Dames &: Moore's experience at other hazardous waste sites.
3.2.2.2.7 Overall Protection. As discussed in Sections 3.2.2.2.2 and 3.2.2.2.3, the
remedial actions performed under this alternative would be designed to eiiectively
control and minimize bot~ short-term and long-term impacts on human health and
the environment.

In addition, this alternative would meet al1 ARARs (see Section

3.2.2.2.8). Therefore, this remedial alternative is considered to offer a high level
of overall protection of human health and the environment.
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TABLE 3-8
Capital Cost Estimate:
Aiternati'/e 6--Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800;
and Capping and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800
Unit Price a

Cost

Cost Item

Quantity

($)

($ 1988)

Access Roads
Excavation &: hauling
sediments to Line 800
Placement in Line 800
Regrading Line I
Seeding Line I

5 c,d.
30,000 c.y.

2,800/c.d.
8.40/c.y.

14 ,000
252,000

30,000 c.y.
5 c.d.
400,000 s.f.

5.04/c.y.
832/cod.
93.80/1,000 sof.

151,000
4,000
38,000

30 c.d.
5 c.d.
2,500 1.f.
24,250 s.y.
2,500 I.f.
94,000 c.y.

756/c.d.
1,918/c.d.
8.12/I.f.
7.94/s.y.
6/l.f.
11.62/coy.

58,100 s.y.
29,000 c.y.
523,000 s.f.

4.20/s.y.
8.4/c.y.
93.80/1,000 sof.
Assumed

244,000
244,000
49,000
100,000

I
12 (60 ft deep)
12
2,000 1.f.
I

100,000 ea.
40/I.f.
1,500 ea.
12.90/l.f.
4,000 eao

100,000
29,000
18,000
26,000
4,000

Line I:

Line 800:
Dewa tering (Pumping)
Dike Regrading
Trench Excavation
Geotextile (Placed)
Trench Backfill
Clay Cap (borrow, haul,
place)
Drainage Net
Topsoil
Seeding

Regrading &: Seeding
Borrow Source

23,000
10,000
20,000
193,000
15,000
1,092,000

Groundwater Treatment:
Carbon Column
Extraction Wells
Pumps
Piping
Column Housing
TOTAL
Abreviations: c.d.
c.y.
ea.
l.f.
s.f.
s.y.

2,626,000
-

crew day
cubic yard
each
linear foot
square foot
square yard

a Unit costs for Line I and Line 800 site work and earth work were increased by a factor of
40% over normal rates to account for hazardous waste site work.
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Add Table 3-8A

TABLE3-8A
Capital Cost Estimate:
Alternative 6 - Excavation at Line 1 and Disposal at Line 800;
and Capping and Groundwater Extractionffreatmeot at Line 800

I

Cost Item

I

Cost ($ 1994)

Line I:
Access Roads
Excavation & Hauling Sediments to Line 800
Place in Line 800
Regrading Line I
Seeding Line I

$ 19,000
338,000
202,000
5,000
51,000

Line 800:
Dewatering (Pumping)
Dike Regrading
Trench Excavation

Geotextile (Placed)
Trencb Backfill
Clay Cap (Borrow, Haul, Place)
Drainage Net

Topsoil
Seeding
Regrading & Seeding Borrow Source

31,000
13,000
27,000
259,000
20,000
1,463,000
327,000
327,000
66,000
134,000

GroUluiwater Treatmen/.:

134,000
39,000
24,000
35,000
5,000

Carbon Column
Extraction Wells

Pumps
Piping
Column Housing

3,519,000

TOTAL

PNKWTR.T38A
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TABLE 3-9
Operation &. Maintenance Cost Estimate
Alternative 6--Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800;
and Capping and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800

Uni t Price ($)

Annual Cost
($ 1988)

Present Worth Cost"
($ 1988)

Assumed

15,000

150,000

16 analyses/yr

520/analysis

8,320

71, 000

10 wells

500/well-yr

5,000

113,000

Carbon Replacemen t

53,000 Ib/yr

0.80/lb

42,1100

361,000

Carbon Disposal

53,000 Ib/yr

1.53/lb

81, 090

690,000

26 analyses/yr

300/analysis

7,800

66,000

53 MG/yr

150/MG

7,950

68,000

Assumed

9,000

77 ,000

177 ,000

1,526,000

Cost Item

Quan ti ty

Line 800:
Cap Maintenance
Groundwa ter Moni toring
Groundwater Treatment:
Groundwa ter Extraction

""
I

"'"

Effluent Monitoring
Effluent Pumping
System Main tenance
TOTALS

aGroundwater treatment and monitoring are assumed to continue for 20 years.
continue indefini tely.

Cap maintenance is assumed to

Add Table 3-9A

TABLE3-9A
Operation & Maintenance Cost Estimate
Alternative 6-Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800;
and Capping and Groundwater Extractionrrreabnent at Line 800
Allllual Cost
($ 1994)

Cost Item

Preselll Worth Cost'
($ 1994) ,

Lille 800:
Cap Maintenance
Groundwater Monitoring

$ 20,000
11,100

$ 201,000
95,000

6,700
57,000
109,000
10,500
10,700
12,000

58,000
484,000
925,000
88,000
91,000
103,000

237,000

2,045,000

Groundwater Monitoring:
Groundwater Extraction
Carbon Replacement

Carbon Disposal
Effluent Monitoring
Effluent Pumping
System Maintenance

TOTAL

Groundwater treatment and monitoring are assumed to continue for 20 years. Cap maintenance is assumed to
continue indefinitely.

PNKWTR.T39A
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3.2.2.2.8 Legal/Institutional Factors. Because the contaminated soils at Line I are
not considered as hazardous westes (as discussed in Section 2.3.4), RCE<A land
disposel restrictions and minimum technology requirements do not apply to the
disposal of these soils at Line 800.

However, RCRA closure requirements for

capping of landfills/surface impoundments are considered as "relevant and appropriate" to the Line 800 area. The cover design for this area satisfies these RCE<A
closure requirements. In addition, RCRA groundwater monitoring requirements (40
CFR Part 264, Subpart F) are considered "relevant and appropria te," because of the
presence of K044 sludges in the area to be capped. A groundwa ter monitoring plan,
which complies with the intent of these requirements, has been developed for the
Line 800 site.
In this alternative, treated surface water and groundwater at Line 800 would
be trea ted and then discharged to Brush Creek. Treatment levels to be achieved
prior to discharge would meet effluent guidelines (40 CFR Part 257) for explosives
manufacturing.

In addition, appropria te aquatic wa ter quality criteria would be

considered in the determination of treatment levels and discharge rates to Brush
Creek.

The State of Iowa would be consulted regarding any additional require-

ments for discharge to surface waters which may apply to this activity.
A hazardous waste (spen t carbon) would be genera ted from the act iva ted
cubon treatment of surface water and groundwater at the Line 800 site.

This

spent carbon would either be incinerated onsite in an existing hazardous waste
incinerator (currently operating

under

interim status) or shipped offsite for

incineration. In either case, incineration would be carried out in full compliance
with RCRA incinera tor standards, as well as other applicable air quality standards
(such as NAAQS or NESHAPS). 1f the spent carbon must be stored prior to onsite
or offsite incinera tion, such storage would be conducted in compliance with RCRA
requirements for containers or tanks.

Any offsite shipment of hazardous waste

would fully comply with applicable DOT and RCRA standards for waste transportation, as well as the Superfund offsite policy for waste disposal.
Finally, OSHA standards for remedial activities would be followed for all
remedial actions performed onsite.
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3.2.2.3

Alternative 8--Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Onsite .Ash Disvosal
at Line I and Line

sao:

and

Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at

Line 800
3.2.2.3.1

Description.

This alternative involves excavation and incineration of

contaminated Line 1 and Line 800 soils, sediments, and sludges.
mobile rotary kiln incinera tor units

One or more

would be brought on site and would be fed

exca'/ated materials from the Line 1 and Line 800 sites. Surface water in the Line
800 lagoon would have to be drained prior to excavation. A groundwater extraction
and treatment system would be instaJJed down gradient from Line 800 to capture
the plume emanating from the lagoon area.

The extracted groundwater and the

surface water removed from the Line 800 lagoon would be treated by carbon
adsorption, with the treated water being discharged to Brush Creek.
adsorption system

The carbon

would be located near the groundwa ter extraction

wells.

Groundwater monitoring would be performed at Line 800 to ensure that unexpected
migration of contaminants was not occurring and/or to monitor the effectiveness
of the remedial actions.

Finally, the excavations at Line 1 and Line 800 would be

bac:<filled with incinerated ash, graded with clean soil, and seeded.

A more

detailed description of these actions is provided below.
The area to be excavated at Line 1 is about 1,000 feet long and 400 feet
wide, as shown' In Figure 3-1. The 4- to 6-foot-wide strip along the center line of
Brush Creek would be excavated to a depth of about 4 feet. The remainder of the
excavation in the floodplain would be about 2 feet deep.

The total amount of

excava ted soil from Line 1 is estima ted to be about 30,000 c.y. in place.
tional

excavation

equipment

would be

used to

implement these

Conven-

excavation

activities. Dust generation would be controlled by the light spraying of water. The
excavated soil would be hauled in dump trucks and taken to the onsite rotary kiln
incinerator. During excavation of the streambed sediments at Line 1, a silt fence
may be required at the southern boundary of the excavation to prevent silt
transport downstream in Brush Creek.
Prior to the start of earthwork at Line
would have to be drained and treated.

sao,

the free water in the lagoon

Depending on the location of the waste-

water treatment system, this water may be pumped directly from the lagoon to the
carbon adsorption unit or may be pumped into tanker trucks for transport to the
treatment system.

The treatment system is described in the discussion of

groundwa ter extraction/treatment that foJJows.
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The excavation at Line 800 is estimated to be required to a depth of 15 feet
both inside the lagoon and in the nearby settling basins and sludge dumping area.
The area to be excavated is shown in Figure 3-2.

Due to the high water table

oilsite, soft soil conditions, and the excavation depth requirement, overexcavation

of the perimeter would be necessary to maintain stability.

The overexcavation

would add to the amount of soil removed and may necessita te the removal of some
existing small structures (e.g., fences, roadways, or slabs). Sheeting and shoring of
the excavation was not considered, because of anticipa ted construction difficulties
and the high cost associated with this procedure.
The total amount of excavated material at Line 800 is estimated to be about
325,000 c.y. in place.

Conventional construction equipment would be used to

implement the excavation. Dust generation would be controlled by the light spraying of water. The soft sediments/sludges in the lagoon would be dewatered before
being hauled away for incineration.

Dewatering could be accomplished by piling

the sediment/sludge in different areas of the lagoon and allowing the water to be
pressed out under the sediment's own weight. Sump pits would be used to collect
the water pressed from the sediments.

These pits would also collect any ground-

wa ter from the surrounding ti11 that infiltra tes into the excavation. The collected
water would be pumped out and treated in the same manner as the surface water
and extracted groundwa ter.
The excavated materials from both sites would be treated in an onsite rotary
kiln incineration system.

Incineration services would be provided by a qualified

vendor with experience at similar sites.

It should be noted that a transportable

rotary kiln incinerator has recently been successfu11y employed by USA THAMA at
the Cornhusker Army Ammunition Plant in Nebraska for inc in era ting explosivescontamina ted soils and sediments, and is planned to be used in a similar operation
at the Louisiana Army Ammunition Plant (Sisk, 1988; Erickson, 1988).

This or a

similar vendor-supplied and opera ted unit would be used at IAAP.
A schematic of the rotary kiln incineration system is shown in Figure 3-4.
Soil would be fed into the incinera tor in bulk. The soil would be dewatered to the
extent practical to minimize incinerator fuel consumption. If practical, heat from
the incinera tor could be used to genera te steam which in tum migh t be used to
hea t a soil prehea ter or drier to further reduce incoming soil moisture content.
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FIGURE 3·4
ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR CONFIGURATION

SOURCE: IT Corporation. 1987.
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Dames & Moore

The incineration process would be designed to achieve at least 99.99 percent
destruction and removal

efficiency

for

explosi?e contaminants

in

the

soil,

sediments, and sludge, and to meet other pertinent RCRA incineration standards
and air pollution control requirements.

The rotary kiln incinera tor would be

equipped with the following equipment: (1) a mechanical feed system to feed the
explosi'/es-eontaminated materials into the refractory-lined kiln; (2) a secondlary
combustion chamber or afterburner to maximize combustion efficiency; (3) an air
pollution control system, such as a venturi scrubber and/or a baghouse fillter to
remove particulates (and acid gases, if present) from the exhaust gases; and (4) a
stack.
The incinerator ash is expected to be inert. To ensure that on site redisposal
of the ash would not adversely affect the environment, the ash would tle tested br
the presence of explosive contaminants and metals.

Any ash containing explosive

contaminants at levels that exceed analytical detection limits or that fails the
appropriate metals leaching test (EP Toxicity or TCLP) would either be recycled to
the incinerator before being disposed of onsite or would possibly be shipped offsite
for disposal at a secure hazardous waste landfill.

For purposes of this FS, it is

assumed that the incinerator ash would be suitable for onsite disposal.
The incinerator ash would be backfilled and compacted in the excavated
areas at Line I and Line 800.

Additional soils would be required to backfill the

area presently occupied by the Line 800 lagoon.

These soils are assumed to be

available from an onsite borrow area. After backfijling is completed, both the Line
and Line 800 sites would be regraded and seeded.
The groundwater extraction system would consist of up to 12

wells installed

in contaminated areas of the limestone aquifer (see Appendix B). Of the 12 wells,
ten would be operating at any given time, and two would be used for standby. Each
operating well would be pumped at a rate of up to 10 gpm, resulting in a total
groundwater extraction rate of 100 gpm.

A single or dual carbon adsorption

column would be set up near the well field.

The column would provide at least a

30-minute mean retention time to treat the contaminated influent.

Such units

come skid-mounted and thus little assembly would be required. The carbon column
would be housed in a small, heated building to provide protection from freezing
during the winter months. Treated water would be pumped and discharged to Brush
Creek under an NPDES discharge permit.
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Activated carbon would become saturated with explosive molecules over time
as contaminated water is treated.

When this saturation or exhaustion point is

approached, explosives in the extracted groundwater will cease to be removed at
the design efficiency. This phenomena (termed breakthrough) will be monitored for
by testing the column effluent on a regular basis.
about one pound per thousand gallons treated.

Typical carbon usage rates are

As site-specific operating data for

this system are Obtained, the frequency of column monitoring can be optimized.
Sa tura ted carbon in the column would be replaced when breakthrough occurs.
After shutting off the influent flow, the column would be opened and the carbon
slurry collected in a tanker truck.

Fresh slurried carbon would then be pumped

back into the column. The explosives-contaminated carbon cannot be regenerated
and, therefore, would require disposal.

Thermal destruction at IAAP's onsite

incinerator is recommended and is assumed for this study.

If IAAP's onsite

incinerator could not be used for this purpose, the saturated carbon would have to
be shipped offsite for disposal by incinera tion.
Groundwater monitoring would be performed at the Line 800 site.

Five

monitoring wells would be sampled semi-annual1y and tested for explosive contaminants of concern in the Line 800 groundwa ter, and the metals of concern in the
soils, sediments, and sludge. Groundwater monitoring at Line 800 is assumed to be
required for a period of 20 years under this alternative.
3.2.2.3.2 Short-Term Effectiveness. Because of the remote location of the Line I
and Line 800 sites, which are more than 6,000 feet from the closest IAAP property
line, no impacts on the community would occur as a result of the construction
activities.

While the incinerator wil1 be designed to effectively control air

emissions, operation of the incinerator for an estimated period of up to four years
could have an impact on the community, especially if system malfunctions should
occur.
Exposure of workers to contaminants by inhalation of dust or dermal contact
during excavation and material handling is possible.

Water sprays will be used to

minimize dust generation. Dust masks and protective -clothing will also be used by
workers the minimize exposure.
Some contaminated sediments could be resuspended in Brush Creek and transported downstream during excavation in the streambed at Line 1.
would be used to minimize downstream transport of these sediments.
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A silt fence

3.2.2.3.3 Long-Term Effectiveness. The remedial actions taken at Line 1 and Line
800 would provide a very high degree of reliable, long-teem protec:ion of human
health and the environment.

Excavation and incineration would result in contam-

inant source removal at both sites.

Incineration is a proven technology for

destruction of explosive contaminants, and is a highly reliable method of achie"ling
a permanent solution to the soil, sediment, and sludge contamination at IAAP. The
excavation and incineration of contaminated sediments and soils at Line 1 and
redisposal of the inert ash in the excavated area would elimina te any long-term
risks at Line 1 due to erosion of sediments into Brush Creek or contact with
surface soils and sediments (via consumption by deer that fed on vegetation that
formerly grew in contaminated materials).

Incineration of the contaminated soil,

sediments, and sludge at Line 800 and redisposal of the inert ash in the excava ted
area would virtually eliminate the risks of direct contact with contaminated
materials and of explosive contaminants leaching into the groundwater.

The

removal of the surface water in the Line 800 lagoon prior to excavation will also
reduce infiltration and leaching.
The groundwater extraction and treatment syste m should be very reliable and
effective for containing the contaminant plume at Line 800 and for removing
explosive contaminants from the treated surface water and groundwater prior to
discharge to Brush Creek.

By preventing further migration of the plume and by

effectively treating the surface water and groundwater prior to discharge, water
quality in Brush Creek will be protected.
In addition to the above remedial actions, groundwater monitoring at Line
800 will be used to confirm the long-term protectiveness of these actions, and
would permit additional remedial measures to be implemented if unanticipated
problems with this remedial alternative should occur in the future.

3.2.2.3.4 Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility, and Volume. This alternative represents
the most complete set of treatment actions that can be taken to clean up
contamination at the two study sites.

Incinerating the contaminated soil, sedi-

ments, and sludge would permanently result in at least a 99.99 percent reduction
in explosive contaminant levels. This action would also greatly reduce the toxicity
of contaminated soil by greatly reducing the contaminant concentrations.

The

volume of material incinerated would decrease only slightly, but the resulting "ash"
would no longer be contamina ted.
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This alternative also employs a groundwater extraction and treatment system
to reduce the toxicity, mobility, and '/olume of contaminants.

The groundwater

extraction system will directly reduce the toxicity and volume (concentration) of
groundwa ter contaminants, as these contaminants will be physically captured
during the extraction process.

As contamina ted groundwa ter is removed and the

plume recedes, the volume of contaminated groundwater will be physically reduced
and the aquifer will be recharged with clean water.

The carbon adsorption

treatment process would reduce the toxicity of the extracted water as contaminants adsorb to carbon particles.

Once the carbon becomes saturated with

explvsives, it would be incinera ted to permanently destroy the adsorbed contaminants. The mobility of the groundwater contaminants would be reduced by the use
of the extraction wells to contain the contaminant plume and thereby limit its

migra tion.
3.2.2.3.5

Imolementability.

Excavation and incineration are well developed

techniques that have been used at many hazardous waste sites. Labor, equipment,
and materials required to implement the excavation and other construction related
acti',ities are readily available.

1ne excavation could be accomplished by using

conventional techniques along with the appropria te health and safety requirements.
The construction should not be hindered by any difficulties other than extreme
weather conditions (e.g., rain, snow, or extreme cold) that could possibly occur.
A potential obstacle to the implementation of this alternative is that the
supply of mobile rotary kiln incinerators is limited.

Thus, a rela tively long lead

time may be required to ensure the availability of the incinera torts) needed to
implement this alternative.
The

remediation contractor

would

have to coordinate the construction

schedule with the appropriate officials at IAAP.

These officials would need to

arrange access for contractor personnel, coordinate with the contractor to locate
access roads and storage areas for construction equipment, and identify borrow
sites for clay and topsoil.
The contractor would have to coord ina te the construction schedule with the
appropr ia te officials at IAAP.

These officials would need to arrange access for

contractor personnel, coordina te with the contractor to locate access roads and
storage areas for construction equipment, identify borrow sites for clay and
topsoil, etc.

The proposed well system to be used for extraction and monitoring could be
instalJed without any difficulties.

This system

would provide an effecti'/e

technique to observe the quality of the groundwater after the contaminated soils
and sediments have been excava ted, incinerated, and redisposed in the excavated
areas,
The time required to implement this alternative is estimated to be about four
years.

This time period would include the time required for well instalJation and

setup of the carbon adsorption system. However, this estimate is highly dependent
on

the size and number of incinerator units procurred for

the remediation

operation. Groundwater monitoring would continue for 20 years under the 10- 6 risk
1eve 1 scenar ie.

3.2.2.3.6

Cost.

Costs associated with implementing this alternative have been

estima ted in accordance with standard engineering procedures. These costs include
both capital and O&:M costs, The capital costs of construction-related items were
increased by a factor of 40 percent to account for

lower producti'lity due to

hazardous waste site work, contractor costs of health and safety programs, and
requirement for building staging and facilities.

The major capital and O&:M cost

items for this alternati'/e are presented in Tables 3-10 and 3-11, respectively.
3.2.2.3.7 Overall Protection. As discussed in Sections 3.2.2.3.2 and 3.2.2.3.3, the
remedial actions performed under this alternative would be designed to effectively
control and minimize both short-term and long-term impacts on human health and
the environment. By employing incineration to destroy explosive contaminants in
the soils, sediments, and sludge and by using a carbon adsorption system to treat
extracted groundwater and surface water, a permanent solution would be achieved.
In addition; this alternative would meet or exceed all ARARs (see Section
3.2.2.3.8).

Therefore, this remedial alternative is considered to offer a very high

level of overalJ protection of human health and the environment.
3.2.2.3.8

Legal/Institutional Factors.

Excavated materials from both the Line 1

and Line 800 sites would be incinerated in an onsite mobile incinerator which would
comply with RCRA incinerator standards.

As discussed in Section 2.3.4, K044-

con ta mina ted soils are not considered as hazardous waste if they are non-reactive,
although some K044 sludge that is a listed hazardous waste would also be
incinera ted.

RCRA

incinerator

standards
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would

nevertheless

be

met

for

Replace Table 3-10

-

TABLE 3-10
Capital Cost Estimate:
Alternative 8-Excavation, Onsite, Incineration, Onsite Ash Disposal,
at Line 1 and Line 800; and Groundwater ExtractionlTreatrnent at Line 800

Cost Item

QlU1I1Jity

UIlU ?riet!'
($ 1988)

5 c.d.
30,000 c.y

2,800/c.d
12.60/c.y.

14,000
378,000

30,000 c.y.

3.0I/c.y.

90,000

400,000 s.f.

93.80/1,000 s.f.

38,000

30 c.d.

756/c.d.

23,000

121,000 c.y.
204,000 c.y.
325,000 c.y.
276,250 c.y.
276,250 c.y.
74,750 c.y.
523,000 s.f.

---

1l.20/c.y.
6.58/c.y.
3.0I/c.y.
4.75/c.y.
l.81/c.y.
1l.62/c.y.
93.80/1,000 s.f.
Assumed

355,000 c.y.

275/c.y.

I
12 (60 ft deep)
12
2,000 I.f.
1

100,000 ea.
40/1.f.
1,500 ea.
12.9/I.f.ea.
4,000

Cost
($ 1988)

Lille 1:

Access Roads
Excavation & Hauling
(Rouod Trip)
Regarding (iocludiog ash
placemeol)
Seediog
Lille 800:

Dewateriog (Pumpiog)
Excavation:
Wet Sediments
Other Soils
Hauling to incinerator
Loadiog & Hauliog Ash
Ash placement
Lagooo backfill
Seeding
Borrow Source
Regrading aod Seeding
Incineration

1,355,000
1,342,000
978,000
1,312,000
500,000
869,000
49,000
15,000
97,625,000

Groundwater Treatment:

Carbon Column
Extraction Wells
Pumps
Piping
Column Housing

104,765,000

TOTAL
Abbreviations:

100,000
29,000
18,000
26,000
4,000

c.d. - crew day
c. y. - cubic yard
ea. - each
I. f. - linear fool
s. f. - square foot
s.y. - square yard

Unit costs for Line I and Line 800 site work and earth work were increased by a factor of 40% over nonna!
rates to account for hazardous waste site work.

PNKWTRT.310
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Add Table 3-1M

TABLE 3-1M
Capital Cost Estimate:
Alternative 8 - Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Onsite Ash Disposal
at Line 1 and Line 800; and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800

I

I

Cost Item

Cost ($ 1994)

Line 1:
Access Roads

Excavation & Hauling (Round Trip)
Regrading (Including Ash Placement)
Seeding

$ 19,000
507,000
121,000
51,000

Line 800:
Dewatering (Pumping)

31,000

Excavation:

Wet Sediments
Other Soils
Hauling to Incinerator

Loading and Hauling Ash
Ash Placement

Lagoon Backfill
Seeding
Borrow Source Regrading & Seeding
Incineration

1,816,000
1,798,000
1,311,000
1,758,000
670,000
1,164,000
66,000
20,000
130,818,000

Groululwater Treatment:
134,000
39,000
24,000
35,000
5,000

Carbon Column
Extraction Wells

Pumps
Piping
Column Housing

140,387,000

TOTAL

PNKWfRT.3TA
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TAllLE3-JI
Operation « Maintenance Cost Estimate:
Alternative 8--Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Onsite Ash Disposal
at Line I and Line 800; and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800

Cost Item

Quantity

Unit Price ($ 1988)

Annual Cost
($ 1983)

Present Worth Costa
($ 1988)

Line 800:
10 analyses/yr

520/analysis

5,200

11 11,000

10 wells

500/well-yr

5,000

43,000

Carbon Replacement

53,000 Ib/yr

0.80/lb

112,1100

36 J ,000

Carbon Disposal

53,000 Ib/yr

1.53/Jb

81,090

690,000

26 analyses/yr

300/analysis

7,800

66,000

53 MG/yr

150/MG

7,950

68,000

--

Assumed

9,000

77 ,000

159,000

1,3 119,000

Groundwa ter Moni toring
Groundwater Treatment:
Groundwater Extraction

w
I

00

"

Effluent Monitoring
Effluent Pumping
System Maintenance
TOTALS

aGroundwater treatment and monitoring assumed to continue for 20 years.

Add Table 3-11A

TABLE 3-11A
Operation & Maintenance Cost Estimate
Alternative 8-Excavation, Onsite Incineration, Onsite Ash Disposal
at Line I and Line 800; and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800
A/lIllUll Cost
($ 1994)

Cost Item

Present Worth Cost'
($ 1994)

Line 800:
$ 7,000

Groundwater Monitoring

$

59,000

Groundwater Trearment:
Groundwater Extraction
Carbon Replacement

Carbon Disposal
Effluent Monitoring
Effluent Pumping
System Maintenance

TOTAL

6,700
57,000
109,000
10,500
10,200
12,000

58,000
484,000
925,000
88,000
91,000
103,000

213 ,000

I ,808,000

Groundwater treatment and monitoring assumed to continue for 20 years.
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destruction of all soils, sediments, and sludges. Furthermore, incinera tion of these
materials would be conducted in a manner that ensures compliance with NAAQS
and

~ESHAPS.

Redisposal of incinera tor ash onsite, while not subject to RCRA (as discussed
In

Section 2.3.4), may be subject to State of Iowa Solid Waste Regulations. State

minimum requirements for sanitary landfills, which could be applic3ble to

the

disposal of ash onsite, include:
•

The site must be designed/located to prevent movement of le3chate
into surface wa ters and groundwa ters which may be used as a source of
drinking water.

•

The base of the fill must be at least 5 feet above the high water table,
unless a grea ter separation is necessary to protect ground and surface
wa ters or a lesser separa tion is unlikely to have a significant adverse
effect on these wa ters.

•

No adverse effect on any existing community water supply is permitted.

•

The site cannot be located within a floodplain or shore land.

•

The site must be a least 200 feet from the property line and at least
500 feet from any habita t residence.

These standards could be met by the onsite ash disposal areas at Line I and Line
800, expecially since the incinera tor ash would be inert. The Sta te of Iowa would
be consulted concerning any further requirements for disposal of the incinerator
ash onsite.
At Line 800, both surface water and groundwater would
subsequently discharged to Brush Creek.

be treated and

Treatment levels for discharge would

meet the effluent guideline limitations for explosives manufacturing. In addition,
surface wa ter quality criteria would be considered in determining treatment levels
and discharge rates to Brush Creek.

The Sta te of Iowa would be consulted to

ensure that Sta te wa ter quality standards are not exceeded.
A hazardous waste (spent carbon) would be generated from the activated
carbon treatment of surface water and groundwater at the Line 800 site.

This

spent carbon would either be incinerated on site in an existing hazardous waste
incinerator (currently operating under interim status), or shipped offsite for
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incinera tion.

In either case, incinera tion would be carried out in full compliance
If the

with RCRA incinera tor standards and air pollustion control requirements.

spent carbon must be stored prior to on site or offsite incinera tion, such storage
would be conducted in compliance with RCRA requirements for containers or
tanks. Any offsite shipment of hazardous waste would fully comply with applicable
DOT and RCR,'\ standards for waste transportation, as well as the Superfund
offsite policy for waste disposal.
Fianlly, OSHA standards for remedial activities would be followed for all
remedial actions performed onsite.
3.2.2.~

Alterna tive I ~--Channelization and Caoping at Line I; and Excavation,
Onsite Incineration, Onsite Ash Disoosal, and Groundwa ter Extraction/
Treatment at Line 800

3.2.2.~.1

Description.

Alternative

I~

was judged

In

Section 3.1 to be the best

combination of containment and treatment actions for contaminated soils.

Con-

tainment would be performed for Line I soils by installing a concrete channel in
Brush Creek and capping the creek bed and contamina ted areas of the floodplain.
At Line 800, one or more mobile rotary kiln incinerator units

would be brought

onsite to incinerate the contaminated soils, sediments, and sludge.

The remedial

action operations at the Line 800 site--including excavation, incineration of
contaminated materials, redisposa! of the Incinerator ash in the excavated areas at
Line 800, and groundwater extraction and treatment--would be identical to the
Line 800 activities described in Section 3.2.2.3.1 for Alternative 8.

Thus, the

remainder of this discussion will focus on the Line I actions.
A conceptual drawing of the stream channel and cap at Line I Is shown in
Figure 3-5. A concrete channel is recommended to accomplish the channelization.
Based on preliminary hydraulic analyses (see Appendix El, a

~-foot-high

channel

that Is I ~ feet wide at the base and whose side slopes are 2: I (horizontal to
vertical) should be capable of carrying the flow of a laO-year storm with I foot of
freeboard.

The channel would be built in the area of Brush Creek shown in

Figure 3-1 and would have an estimated length of approximately 1,000 feet.
Headwalls would be built at each end of the channel to help in preventing erosion
of soils at these locations.
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FIGURE 3·5
PROPOSED CHANNELIZATIDN AND CAPPING
FORMER LINE 1 IMPOUNDMENT AREA

D.mes & Moor

A 2-foot-thick clay cap is recommended for covering the existing contaminated soils and sediments in the flood plain, extending approxima tely 200 feet from
each side of the center line of the concrete channel.

The clay cap would extend

under the concrete channel and should be anchored in a 2-foot-wide and deep clay
trench at each end. The surface of the cap should slope toward the center line of
the concrete channel. Extending the cap under the concrete channel would prevent
wa ter from seeping through any cracked or damaged points in the channel and
infiltrating into the underlying contaminated sediments.

Anchoring the ends of

the cap in clay trenches would minimize cap erosion at those locations.
A drainage layer is recommended for placement on top of the clay cap. This
layer should be instalJed from the edge of the concrete channel to both ends of the
clay cap. It could be built of coarse sand or gravel.

However, due to the lack of

such materials at the IAAP site, a geocomposite drainage net is recommended
(e.g., Geonet

by the Tensar Company).

A 1.5-foot-thick layer of topsoil should be placed on top of the drainage
layer.

After topsoil placement, the area outside the concrete channel would be

seeded.

Vegetation would prevent the erosion of the soil/clay cap. To minimize

and/or eliminate the erosion of the cap at the top of the concrete channel and soilcap interface, an erosion mat would be placed on top of the soil layer prior to
seeding, to cover a distance extending 12 to 15 feet outward from the channel.
A temporary flow system would be necessary to divert the stream during the
construction of the concrete channel and clay cap. A steel pipe system is recommended to accomplish this temporary diversion.
Groundwater monitoring would be performed at the Line 800 site.

The

groundwater monitoring system would consist of five wells that are sampled semiannually.

These samples would be analyzed for the explosive contaminants of

concern in the Line 300 groundwater, and the metals of concern in the soils,
sediments, and sludge.

Groundwater monitoring at Line 800 is assumed to be

required for a period of 20 years under this alternative.
3.2.2.4.2 Short-Term Effectiveness. Because of the remote location of the Line I
and Line 800 sites, which are more than 6,000 feet from the closest IAAP property
line, no impacts on the community would occur as a result of the construction
activities.

While the incinerator wilJ be designed to effectively control air
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emissions, operation of the incinerator for an estimated period of up to 3.7 years
could have an impact on the community, especially if system malfunctions should
occur.

Exposure of workers to contaminants by inhala tion of dust or dermal contact
during excavation and material handling is possible.

Water sprays will be used to

minimize dust generation. Dust masks and protective clothing wil1 also be used by
workers to minimize exposure.

Some contaminated sediments could be resuspended in Brush Creek and
transported downstream during excavation in the stream bed at Line I.

i\ silt

fence would be used to minimize downstream transport of these sediments.
3.2.2.4.3 Long-Term Effectiveness. The remedial actions taken at Line 1 and Li!1e
800 would provide a high degree of reliable, long-term protection of human health
and the environment. The containment of contaminated sediments and soils by the
channelization and capping system at Line 1 would greatly reduce any long-term
risks at Line 1 due to erosion of sediments into Brush Creek.
Incinera tion is a proven technology for explosive contaminants, and is a
highly reliable method of achieving a permanent solution to the contamination
present at Line 800. Incineration of the soil, sediments, and sludge at Line 800 and
disposal of the inert ash in the excavated areas would virtually eliminate the risk
of explosive contaminants leaching into the groundwater.

The removal of the

surface water in the Line 800 lagoon prior to excavation will also reduce infiltration and leaching.
The groundwater extraction and treatment system should be very reliable and
effective for containing the contaminant plume and reducing contaminant concentrations in groundwater at Line 800, and for removing explosive contaminants from
the treated surface water and groundwater prior to discharge to Brush Creek. By
preventing further migration of the plume and by effectively treating the surface
wa ter and groundwater prior to diScharge, water quality in Brush Creek will be
protected.
In addition to the above remedial actions, groundwater monitoring at Line

800 will be used to confirm the long-term protectiveness of these actions, and
would permit additional remedial measures to be implemented if unanticipated
problems with this remedial alternative should occur in the future.
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3.2.2.4.4 Reduction of Toxicitv, Mobilitv, and Volume. This alternative employs a
combination of treatment and containment options.

Under this alternative, treat-

ment would be performed only on the Line 800 contaminated media. Incineration
of contaminated soil, sediments, and sludge at Line 800 would greatly reduce the
concentrations of contaminants and, consequently, the toxicity of these materials.
The incineration process employed at Line 800 would permanently result in at least
. a 99.99 percent reduction in explosive contaiminant levels in the treated soil,
sediments, and sludge.
This alternative also employs a groundwater extraction and treatment system
at Line 800 to reduce the toxicity, mobility, and volume of contaminants.
groundwater extraction system wil1 directly

The

reduce the toxicity and volume

(concentration) of groundwater contaminants, because these contaminants will be
physical1y captured during the extraction process. As contamina ted groundwa ter is
removed and the plume recedes, the volume of contaminated groundwater will be
physically reduced and wil1 be replaced by clean water recharging the aquifer. The
carbon adsorption treatment process would reduce the toxicity of the extracted
water as contaminants adsorb to carbon particles.

Once the carbon becomes

sa tura ted with explosives, it would be incinerated to permanently destroy the
adsorbed contaminants.

The mobility of the groundwa ter contaminants would be

reduced by the use of the extraction wells to contain the containment plume and
thereby limits its migration.
At the Line I site, Brush Creek would be channelized and the creek bed and

floodplain would be capped. This action would effectively prevent further errosion
of contaminated sediments and soils into Brush Creek. The cap and channel would
also reduce infiltration

and thus the quantity of leachate genera ted.

Reduced

leachate generation correspondingly reduces the ability of contaminants to migrate
away from the site.
3.2.2.4.5

Imple men tab ili ty.

Channe liza tion, capping, excavation, and incinera tion

are well developed techniques that have been used at many hazardous waste sites.
Labor, equipment, and materials required to implement the excavcation and other
construction-rela ted activities are

readily available.

The

actions could be

accomplished by using conventional techniques, while adhering to appropriate
health and safety requirements.

The construction and implementation activities

should not be hinderd by any difficulties other than extreme weather conditions
(e.g., rain, snow, or extreme cold) that could possibly occur.
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Replace Table 3-U

TABLE 3-12
Capital Cost Estimate:
Alternative 14 - Channelization and Capping at Line 1;
and Excavation, Onsite, Incineration, Onsite Ash Disposal,
and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800

Cost Item

QUIlIIMy

Ch3.nnel Excavation

2,300 c.y.
20 c.d.
1,000 l.f. of treoch
1,000 l.f. of me\a! pipe
Pipe removal & disposal
1,000 l.f.
30,500 c.y.
39,000 s.y.
22,200 c.y.
350,000 s.f.
3,750 s.y.

Ullit Price"

Cost

($ 1988)

($ 1988)

Line J:

Site Preparation
Temporary Water
Diversion

Concrete Channel

Clay Cap
Drainage Net

Top Soil
Seeding
Erosion Mat

Regrading and Seeding

3.50/c.y.

1,750/c.d.
7.3411. f.

$

8,000
35,000

26.46/l.f.

14/l.f.

----

1O.50/s.y.
Assumed

48,000
280,000
342,000
164,000
155,000
33,000
39,000
25,000

30 c.d.

756/c.d.

23,000

121,000 c.y.
204,000 c.y.
325,000 c.y.
276,250 c.y.
276,250 c.y.
74,750 c.y.
523,000 s.f.

11.20/c.y.
6.58/c.y.
3.0I/c.y.
4.75/c.y.
1.8I/c.y.
11.62/c.y.
93.8011,000 s.f.

---

Assumed

1,355,000
1,342,000
978,000
1,312,000
500,000
869,000
49,000
15,000

325,000 c.y.

275/c.y.

89,400,000

1
12 (60 ft deep)
12
2,000 I.f.
I

100,000 ea.

280/1. f.

11.20/c.y.
4.20/s.y.
7.00/c.y.

93.8011,000 s.f.

Borrow Source

Lille BOO:

Dewatering (Pumping)
Excavation:
Wet Sediments

Other Soils
Hauling to incinerator

Loading & Hauling Ash
Ash placement
Lagoon backfill
Seeding
Borrow Source

Regrading and Seeding
Incineration

Groundwater Treatment:

Carbon Column
Extraction Wells

Pumps
Piping
Column Housing

1,500 ea.
12.9/I.f.

4,000 ea

100,000
29,000
18,000
26,000
4,000
96,609,000

TOTAL

Abbreviations:

40/l.f.

c.y. - cubic yard

I. f. - linear foot
s. f. - square foot

ea. - each

s.y. - square yard

c.d. - crew day

Unit costs for Line 1 and Line 800 site work and earth work were increased by a factor of 40% over Donnal rates
to account for hazardous waste site work.
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Add Table 3-12A

TABLE 3-12A
Capital Cost Estimate:
Alternative 14 - Channelization and Capping at Line 1;
and Excavation, Onsite lncineration, Onsite Ash Disposal
and Groundwater Extractionrrreatment at Line 800

I

I

Cost Item

Cost ($ 1994)

Line 1:
$ 11,000

Channel Excavation
Site Preparation
Temporary Water Diversion
Concrete Channel

Clay Cap
Drainage Net
Top Soil
Seeding
Erosion Mat

Regrading and Seeding Borrow Source

47,000
64,000
375,000
458,000
220,000
208,000
44,000
52,000
34,000

Line 800:
31,000

Dewatering (Pumping)
Excavation:
Wet Sediments

Other Soils
Hauling to Incinerator

Loading and Hauling Ash
Ash Placement
Lagoon Backfill
Seeding
Borrow Source Regrading & Seeding
Incineration

1,816,000
1,798,000
1,311,000
1,758,000
670,000
1,164,000
66,000
20,000
119,796,000

Groundwater Treatment:

134,000
39,000
24,000
35,000
5,000

Carbon Column

Extraction Wells
Pumps
Piping
Column Housing

130,180,000

TOTAL

PNKWfRT.312
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I

TAl\LE 3-13
Operation &: Maintenance Cost Estimate:
AIterna tive JlI--Channeliza tion and Capping a t Line I;
and Excavation, Onsite Incineration, Onsite Ash Disposal,
and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800

Cost Item

Quantity

Unit Price ($ 1988)

Annual Cost
($ 1983)

--

Assumed

10 ,000

10 analyses/yr

520/analysis

5,200

Present Worth Costa
($ 1988)

Line 1:
Cap & Channel Maintenance

100,000

Line 800:
w
I

'"
'"

Groundwater Monitoring

'1
'

1,000

Groundwater Treatment:
I a wells

500/well-yr

Carbon Replacement

53,000 Ib/yr

Carbon Disposal

Groundwater Extraction

Effluent Monitoring
E ffI uen t Pumping
System Maintenance
TOTALS

5,000

'13,000

0.80/lb

42,400

361,000

53,000 Jb/yr

1.53/lb

81 ,090

690,000

26 analyses/yr

300/analysis

7,800

66,000

53 MG/yr

150/MG

7,950

63,000

--

Assumed

9,000

77,000

169,000

19,000

1,//
'

aGroundwater treatment and monitoring assumed to continue for 20 years. Cap and channel maintenance assumed to
continue indefinitely.

Add Table 3-13A

TABLE 3-13A
Operation & Maintenance Cost Estimate
Alternative 14-ChanneJization and Capping at Line 1;
and Excavation, Onsite Incineration,. Onsite Ash Disposal,
and Groundwater ExtractionITreatment at Line 800

Annual Cost
($ 1994)

Cost Item

PresellJ Worth Cost'
($ 1994)

Line I:
Cap & Channel Maintenance

$ 13,000

$ 134,000

7,000

59,000

6,700
57,000
109,000
10,000
11,000
12,000

58,000
489,000
925,000
88,000
91,000
103,000

226,000

1,942,000

Line 800:
Groundwater Monitoring

Groundwater Treatment:
Groundwater Extraction
Carbon Replacement

Carbon Disposal
Effluent Monitoring
Effluent Pumping
System Maintenance

TOTAL

Groundwater treatment and monitoring are assumed to continue for 20 years. Cap and channel maintenance
assumed to continue indefinitely.

PNKWTRT.313
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3.2.2.4.7

Overall Protection. As discussed in Sections 3.2.2.4.2 and 3.2.2.4.3, the

remedial actions performed under this alternati'/e would be designed to effectively
control and minimize both short-term and long-term impacts on human health and
the environment. By employing incineration to destroy explosive contaminants in
soils, sediments, and sludge and by using a carbon adsorption system to treat
extracted groundwater and surface water, a permanent solution would be achieved
at the Line 800 site.

Use of the channelization and capping system should

effectively contain the explosive contaminants present at the Line I site and
prevent erosion and offsite migration via Brush Creek. In addition, this alternative
would meet or exceed all ARARs (see Section 3.2.2.4.8). Therefore, this remedial
alterna tive is considered to offer a high level of overall protection of human health
and the environment.

3.2.2.4.8

Legal/Institutional Factors. Although the soils and sediments at Line 1

are not considered as hazardous wastes (as described in Section 2.3.4), RCRA
capping requirements for landfil1s/surface impoundments are considered relevant
and appropriate and would be followed in the design of the capping system.
Excavated materials at Line 800 would be incinerated in an onsite mobile
incinerator which would comply with RCRA incinerator standards. As described in
Section 2.3.4,

K044-contaminated soils and sediments are

not considered as

hazardous waste, although some K044 sludge that is a listed hazardous waste would
also be incinerated.

RCRA incinerator standards would nevertheless be met for

destruction of all soils, sediments, and sludges at Line 800.

Further, incineration

of these materials would be conducted in a manner that ensures compliance with
NAAQS and

~ESHA PS.

Redisposal of inc in era tor ash onsite, while not subject to RCRA (as discussed
In

Section 2.3.4), may be subject to State of Iowa Solid Waste Regulations.

The

minimum State requirements for sanitary landfills, which could be applicable to the
disposal of ash at Line 800, are listed in Section 3.2.2.3.8. These standards could
be met by the onsite disposal of ash at Line 800, especial1y since the incinerator
ash would be inert. The Sta te of Iowa would be consulted concerning any further
requirements for disposal of the incinera tor ash onsite.
At Line 800, both surface water and groundwater would be treated and
subsequently discharged to Brush Creek.
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Treatment levels for discharge would

meet or exceed the effluent guideline limitations for explosives manufacturing. In
addition, surface water quality criteria would be considered in determining
trea tment levels and discharge ra tes to Brush Creek. The Sta te of Iowa would be
consulted to ensure that State water quality standards are not exceeded.
A hazardous waste (spent carbon) would be generated from the activated
carbon treatment of surface water and groundwater at the Line 800 site.

This

spent carbon would either be incinerated onsite in an existing hazardous waste
incinera tor (currently opera ting under in terim sta tus), or shipped offsite for
incineration.

In either case, incineration would be carried out in full compliance

with RCRA incinerator standards.

If the spent carbon must be stored prior to

onsite or offsite incineration, such storage would be conducted in compliance with
RCRA requirements for containers or tanks.

Any offsite shipment of hazardous

waste would fully comply with applicable DOT and RCRA standards for waste
transportation, as well as the Superfund offsite policy for waste disposal.
Finally, OSHA standards for remedial activities would be followed for all
remedial actions performed onsite.
3.2.3 Summarv of Detailed Analysis/Comparison of Alternatives
In Section 3.2.2, each alternative considered under the 10- 6 risk level
scenario was discussed and analyzed independently in terms of the seven evaluation
criteria. In this section, the four alternatives are compared against each other to
highlight their relati'/e strengths and weaknesses.

Table 3-14 presents a summary

of this comparison in terms of the seven evaluation criteria.

The comparative

analysis is discussed in the sections that follow.
3.2.3.1 Short-Term Effectiveness. The no action alternative causes no short-term
impacts due to construction or implementation activities.
The principal differences between the three action alternatives (6, 8, and 14)
with respect to short-term impacts are as follows:
•

Alternative 6 would take less than one year to implement, while
Alternatives 8 and 14 would take about 4 and 3.7 years to complete,
respecti·/ely.

•

Much larger quantities of contaminated materials would be excavated
and handled in Alternatives 8 and 14 than in Alternative 6, resulting in
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TABLE 3-14
Comparative Analysis of Alternatives/Summary of Detailed Annlysis
for the 10- 6 Risk Level Scenario
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pU)\Irc to dust by iflthll.Jtion
or ucnoLiI contLiCI hy weilrinl)
thJ)t an.lsl<s CJnd appropriIJ Ie
dothinli. tJ~c of w,Jlcr sprdY
will llllllimilc du)"

Environ'neillal j,lIpacls

No

cnvirofuncn 1~i1

caused by

tivc.

110

IInpae I

uCllon "llerna-

conl;lInincl teu
sct.li,nenlS Inay be IranSpO( led
downslrealn during Lil\e I

SOlllC

elCc~valion.

No coltllnunily illll'MCI clue 10

con)lrm:ciuu ..... lIvitlcS, ueCiJuse of remote 10 ,Jlll)n ul
si les. Air elOiuiulh Iroll' the
incincr41tur
cuuld
pus~ihly
hlive a lIlinor iltlplicI on the
COIIHI1UlIitt. althoubh usc 01
cflicicilt .,lir clIlissiol1 COil·
trois .llld i"cinc(~ lor control
systems would IllinimllC lIds

SOlllC
Illc,HS

COnt:llllil\dtf:tJ
scdiHHly be tr •.lI\~pl)rtcu
llownstrC:IJln durlnl; Line I cxeilvJ.lion. Air cllliuio,,~ IrOlll

the incineralor couh' "os>lllly
lIuvc J IOlI\or i1l11hU: t \1n lhe
t:')lIl1l1u"lly, IJII!1UlIt;h 11)1: of
. " . 'jCI\I
.lir CIIII))I\1f1 C:Un·

dU).1

lH.hks

dotlli"l:'

~IIHt

1lppropri.llc

Usc of w.J let \pr.1Y

will lIIinhoizc cJU)t.
COllt.lIl1il1;\tcd
sedl·
be lr.,1I1Spor lcd
downSlrcJII1 duri0l) l.ine I cx..:,)v.\lioll. Air <:ll\hsll,)llS Irom
lhe incIlH:r", lor could pO~~lhly
h.lve ..I Illinur llllp.,,:t Oil Ihe

SOllie

InCll1S

Inay

""b ...

c;OI'llIlIlIlily, .dlhuu,;1a lac I)f
cllidt'lll .lIr CIl!i))IOII (un..
trub .Iud il1dll'r.tlUr \:unlrol

rbk.

ri)k.

nd illcjlH"(,Jcur LUlltrul
~y:~dcin~ would IIdnjmi,.c Ihis

Sy)tt:lIl~

wuuh.l llfillillU.lC lids

TAI3LE 3-111 (COil tId)

Ollsile /Ish nisl'os.,1 .11 I.ille I
"nll Linc SOOj .10<1 Croundw,J t~r

CroumJw.llcr exlt.IClh.>ol

EXlr.h':li~"jTrc ..IIIIH~1I1 .tt

AIICrnJlive I-No /I liull

Eval""li"n Crileri.!1
ASScSSlncnt F.h.:tU(S

Allcflh'live 8--Excav.Jtioll,
Ol\~j Ie Illcillcr,ltion, JI\c.J

Altr.rn.1livc (,--CkC.IV.lliun
.11 I.int: I .Jill! Dispo:..d .11
Line sao; and Cappinl: .11,,1
Tre.lllIlclIl

.11

Lille 800

Lllle SOO

Alh:rn.lCive 14--ClliJrlnclll.Jtlon
,IIHI C:'\Ppint; Jt Lille I; d"d
EXC.IV.JlltJll, ()n)ilc III ilh·r."liol\,
Onsi Ie A~II Oi)pos.a1 •. uuJ (,roUluJ·
'.""Icr f:xlr.u::ci..,ujTrc ..IIIIH:I1'
_ _ _ _U~I

I.,IIe 300

Lonu·Tcrlfl E ffccti",cllC~S
Ma~nllude

of residuJI risk

Unacceplal>le risk would relllaill

niSk of erosioll and trunsporl

t.l1
Line
I 01 erosion 01
COlll.lIl1ill.1ICO )Oils .JlltJ ~di

of

lI1enu, ,Inl! u( theIr

trJll~p0r1

L:Onl3rni'l.Ilcc.J soils tJnd
SCc.JiIlICllU ,II line I clilld,,·
..lIed.

duwn [leush Creek.

A I Line 800, lea

lJnuccepldble risk would relllain
a I Line 800 rrOlll ~round
W..ltCt cOI\I.JllIlnj lion.

Plume

e xpec ted to reach and adversely urrecI !'lrush Creek
waler qllalily. Croundwater
ullSui table tor drinkill~.

hin~

ra Ie
of Corll.:uninJ.IlIS
to liround·
waler waler t;really reduced
by C"Pllint;.
Croundwater

extraction

and

"c.lllIlelll sySle,n ul Line 800
prevents t:onlull)in.IIH IIligra ..
11011 l.~ I1r"'h Creek alld re-

duces contami".!nt levels to
wilhln sale IifOils.
W
I
>-

o
o

A dequdcy 0 f Con trois

No controls provided tu retJucc

cxpo~urc

pOlcoli.1I ot

or

luig,r..11ion

COIH.lfllillllnu.

Line 800 cap would prevent
wi th conl.ullin,) led
$olls l>y humans and direct

contdct

cu,'lu.:t

~y

wiluli/c (i.e., by

prcvclIli1'1; I;.rowlh of YebcI:'~

tlol\ ill conl..lu\in...11c(J

lIl.llc-

ri.ls).
C~ppint; is ~ provell lI:chllol0cy lor rcd<lcillt; in/iltrution

u(
sur "lCC
w.:l tcr
IhruuCh
COIH.1lldn..llcd
II'\) H:riah.
Lc.u.:hdlc licncr,,) lion is corrc-

spolldlnt;ly rcd<lced.
Crounuw.ller extracllon sys«Ill sho<lld I>c c~pul>lc of
cOl\t ..d "in b the cOlll.lIllin.",t

phillie ..1I1d rcdllcinl~ r.oIlIJlI1i ..
1\.11\1 t;Ullc;,:n Ir .• I iUlIs. C,lrlJoo
..l.burption h.ls been pruvt'l\
1'III·l..IlVC .11 lfl:.lltllt: I·.pl.))lvc·.:o", ..llllill.ltcli
liru\IluJIN,'II:r.

nisk of erosioll and cr.IISpOrl

Risk 01 erosion and Ir~"spor I

of conld,ni".llcO salls d'h.J
sc<Ji,ocl11S ..it LlI1c I clllllill-

of

aled.

g.lled

c'.)I1c..Illdn..1te<J

)Cdllll~'01)

hy

.11

SOils

tine

I

..I

oJ

11\111-

<.:h,"lflclil,Jliol\

ur

Slre ..HII .ll1d CupPIll!:.

Risk o( cont.uninanu leachin~ into uroulltJw~tcr climin-

.ted

~I

Line 800.

.""..1

Ic~ch

IU,k of cOlllalllin.lIllS

int.: in lo nroulH.lWJ ler a I line
800 c1i",il1.• led.

Groundwtllcr cJCtr~clion
trc.Jtmenl SYSIClll prcvcnls
Conl.:llllin.Hlt
lIlit,;r.1 liun
1\1

Crollntlw.llCr ClIClf,JC!iOl\ .Jnd
lrcdllllcni
SYSIt:'lH prevents

I1rush Creek and reduces COI1-

cool,uninant

taminiJnl

levels

10

wilhin

ltl,nindnt

sale li",llS.

E xcava tiull
eJiminate
sources.

s~le

will

efleclivcly

cont.lfOil'~,JI ion

Inciner.:ltion is u proven IcchItulo!)y for the dc)lrut.:liol\ or

explosive cont.lluil1ar\ls.
Groundwater cXlr..at:lio" sys1t:1II shuuld be CL~I).\hlc of
contaioinu the conlalJlil\~"ll
plume uocl reduc:i"l; conl ..llld!ldol COl\cc"cr~lions, C.lrbon
.,d~orpliol' h.IS hecn proven
effective .11 trc..Itin b clCplo~
sive-cot\lt1l1'lil1.'lcd
groundWoller.

lIligrtlliun
10
.1Ild reduCcs cooI~Ycls
lu
wi1hin

Oru~h Creek

limits.

Ex .Iv~tioll at Lille 800 will
clleclively eli,ni'Mle Con1,IIIIiIt.lliOl\ soun::cs.
Indncr'll ion is

..I

pro\lclI Icch-

lIolo11Y fur Ihe deSlrllctluIl of
cltphJ)ivc Cl.>ut.HIl;UtIlHS,

C.II' and ell.lIll1cl .11 I.llIe
sho"ld
physic.lIly
prevelll
cro)iun ul suil and SCtJ11fI"'111S

very clfe':livcly.
CrullndwJh:r CXlralClil)l~ ~Yl
lelll should be
.Ip.lble 0'
c..:UI'l.dllil1 b the COIII.llllil\anc
ph.. llc .llU..J rcduciflt ont.ulliI1.H~1 t;um:clllr.Jtiun). Carhon
~"borpliull h,l)

heen

ptooJcn

t'J Jel.live .LI Irc,lliol~ cxplo)jve-,;oH1.llHin.llcd
J;rotlluJ .
\III'.,I,·r.

TA~LE 3-14

Evah!. li"," CrifcrLl/
ASSchlncllt Fal.:1UrS
Reliability 01 contr"l.

Alle" ••lllve I-No ACII"'l
No cOlllrol> pr".ide<J 10 reduce cxpo~urc ur lI,ilif.Jtlon
POlcf\1i.J1 of cuu1.11ui".tnu.

(cont'd)

I\llcn'.Jlivc 6--ExC:.JV.lciOIl
at Line I .Ind ni'p"s.!1 .II
Line SOD; .,n<.l Cappint: and
Croultdw.t ler r.: x If .1<: IiOIl/
Trealment ... 1 LlflC 300
Excuv.Jlion al Line I is un
ab,olutely reliable approao:h
10 conlJulinatioll ~ourl.:e rc.JS Il.)f1ll .1S conl.Jlllin.Jlcu IH.ltcri...lls ,He rClue"cU
froln o1pprul'ri,l te .Hc""') .lnd
deplh,.

Allcrn.Jlivc 8.. -Exc,I ... .Jlion,
O"~IIC Il\cilu'r.Jliull, ,IIHI
OIl,iIC Ash 11;'''''5.11 .11 Line I
amI L inC SOOj oJntJ Cruulltlw..1ter
I;XlroU":lhu,/Trc.llIlll.:f1I.lt
L,"e ~OO

AIICrnJli..,c 1~--Ch.lnnelil,'IIi)"
,Ilul C: ..lppll'L .. I L inc Ii .... lId
Exc.:,I".J th,m, Onslte htcincrJ (lUll,
Ol\si le Ash f),)ptiS,a1, ..}luJ CrOllluJ.
Woller [xlr,1 °lillo/Trc.JllIlcllt
oJ I Llnc 30U

Excnv.J lion ..anc.J inciucr:. liun
wOllllJ bc it pCrll1itllCl\1 ~olu
liun III )011 conl.lIl1in..tlitlIL

Cap and "h.. ""el ..II Line I
would be hit;hly reli~hlc i I
pruperly flloJi"c,aincd.

Hclidbili ly uf H(Olillclw,llcr
c:lClr •.h:lioll
..wd
II'CoJIIIlCIl~
syHell\ .II Line 800 i, hiGh .IS
h)f1ll ~) Ill-.lilltcnt\nc:c is per-

EXC.IV:' lion .lnd illc:illcr.lliol\
wOtlld he .J PCflll;,II\CI\I )01\1tiuo 10 soil cont.lIl1ll\.Illull .It
Line SOO.

1110".11,

Linc 800 cap would be hillhly
reli.lhle i 1 properly ma,nt.Jined.

formcd 10 kcep IIlccll..slllcJ.1
syslCIll) upcra tint; ..

Reliability 01 groundwaler
extraction
.Jnd
1rcallnc.)l
sysle'" at Line 800 is hlllh .IS
IOl\t; tIS mainlcn.lIlcc is pt:rforlllcd to kcep lflccll.loic.J1
SYSIC"\~ opcriJ ling..
W
I
>-

a

Reli.lbili Iy

01

eXlructiun

~lId

Ilrolll,,'wJ ler
IrC.Illll\:lll
sy'le,n ~ t Line 800 IS hit:h .'5
lonl: ..t) mJ.lnlcn..tI1Cc b perI..,rlllt'd 10 keep IIlC hUllk.J1
~y~lclns opcru li"U.

Reductioll in Toxicily, Mobility, and Volume

E lteC:lIvcncss

in
reducing
conl.lIninanl t01Cicily, lrIobil-

l1y, and volume ..

No

re<Juclions

In

lollcily,

",obilily, or volume olJl.lillc\J.

~xcavalion at Line I elimindies contdminanl s from the
arca.

Reduction
in
tox,c'ly 01
t re.' Icd Ilroundwa Ier a 1lorded
by c,lfbtlJl lic..!sorptiun trc.Jl ..
lUenl sy)tcfI1.

L.1'l;c retluc lion in COIlI.1minJnl couccncracions in J.nd
toxicily 01 ~il (roln CXCo.1Valion/incincra lion.
Rcductlon
in
10xICIly ot
lre.lled Ilroundw.l ter .Illorded
by curb,," ad,orplion IreatIIICllt

Cappint; a t Line 800 rech,ces
infiltration .UHJ Ic.lch..ste gen..
eration, tlnc..! aids in rec.Juction
of contaminant InObility.
Itccluctiun in tnohility of con..
1.Jlnin.1 h:c..!
brounc..!w.J ler
,l's
t:ll:tr..s.clion
systcln
ercoJl<:s
conc of c..!cpresslon in ..tqui fer,
thereby
can t.lininli
and

shrinking, piu/lle.
It(·t1l1l.:ti~)n
oj
CUIlI,lIllill,ml
t:ullc.:cn 1f.J IlOIIS
ill
!,;ruunu"
W..l ler uS ..Hluifcr is rccharticu
by U1H:ont.JlllinJ, Icd w\llcr,

sy~tcll1.

Il. 'cluetion in Illohility 01 '-=Oll(,JIll In... tcc..!
lirOUlldlN.J Icr .tS
exlrdctlon
systclI\
crc.Jlcs
cUlle 01 ucprcssloll in ilqulJer,
thereby
COIII.lin,nt:
and
sl,rinkinl) plUlflC ..

Reducti"n "I COIII.I,nin.11l1
COllc:clllr.1llons
in
bfOUOU·
w.'ler as ,,'qultef is rccllilfl)l.'d
hy unc:olliaminaled w,llcr.

Cap and ·h.lllllci at Lille I
i)ol..lICS coltt.ill1in.lnts, Ihereby lIlili b .ttint; )clhlllCnC erosion,
infilcr,lciofl,
.lnu
Icac:ha cc
gCfl(!r:lllOn
~IH..l
Inil;r.llioll.

Larllc rcd"':tion in conl;'ll1i ..
ntlllt c.:,)I\c.;cnlr"",dvos in .lIHJ
toxici ty
of
soil
Irolll
CXl.:.Jv,lllon/inc:lllcr,IIJon
"I
Linc sao.
R~tluc.;lion
In toxldty of
IrC,llec.J llrouncl ...... .t ler
furded
hy c.lrhon .uhorptiun tn:,ll~
IflCfll sy\lcm ..

J'

Ileducti"n in lI\obillly of COll1..lluill.1lCd
~ro\lfldw... tcr
JS
Sy\lt:1I1
cr '.'11:5
1:'itr.IC:1ion
COliC ~)l d\:P(I::.:.iu" in .lqui fcr;
IIH:rehy
CUl\luil1lllll
,J/ul
shrillld"u pIUlI1C.

Itcdtll.:cion

of

ClUu.l'l1lr.ltiull~

COI1I,llUiI1Mll

in
t~rUIIlHJW..I h·r u:. ,Upl' fer h rc olhlr~cd
by UlK..,U 1.1 1I\lfhl led w.llcr.

TABLE 3-14 (cont'd)

Allcrn.ltiyc 6--Exc:aY,Jlion
ol I I. illC' I .wcl Dbpos..d ~I t

Line 300; and CappinG and

E... .Jlllalion Crilcri.1/

Alternative I--

AS:IocS:IoIlH-l\( F.lclurs

No AClioll

GroundwoJlf.:r EXlr~Klion/
Trc.ltlnclll .tl Line gOO

1\ Ilt'fll., t jyC I '1--Ch,lllllc Ii lJ, I ion

Allt:rn.ttivc 8--Ex<:.IV;lti'1l1,
On:loitc Incincr.Jli')l\, .IIHI
Onsi te A:IoII f)i':lopo.:l.,.d .H L II\(: I
and L inc 800i ,IIHj Grolll1dw., tcr
Extr~cliol1/Trc..ltlOel\l.It

Onsite Ash Di.:l.pos.ll, .lOt! Croundwoller Extr.lcliun/Trc,Jllllcnl

L illc 30U

_,t I.illc 800

Ineiner.l r ion leclllml0I,;Y proycn u1 other silldlar sites. No
tcchnology-rcl.1lcd prohlcms
anlicip.ltcd.

Siream ch.lIl11cl ..:lod c~p dl
Line I should be c.ssily constructed.

;md C,lppilll~ ,II LIlIC Ii .IlHj

Exc.lv.lI i\lll. Onsite IlIciner.Jti011.

ImplclUcllc.Julli Iy

Technical fcasibility

No lechnical Icasibili Iy con-

ExcaYiJtiun

sidcrJ liuns.

cappin!: 01 Line 800 could be

of

Linc

I

and

c.lsily implelll«:nlclL
Fu1ure rCIIlCdiJtion, if nccdcd, would be 1l1.1Ck: Illorc difficult by sprc.lu 01 brounuw.ller c.:ol\t4J1nil\.l lion.

No urllJ:Iolial cJjlficliltic~ ~nlic
i1poJ1CcJ
for
iO:lol.Jllint
LI
groundwatcr clCtraction and
lrcoJllllcnt ~ystcln.

No unuslI~1 cJifticullies 4lntkip.Jlcd
Jor
inst.llliJl b
oJ,
gro\,.Jt\uw.1rcr cxtrJ.clioll '-ind
lrcLltlncnl syslCJn,

Incillt'r.Jtion h:chllolol~Y p'OYcn.Jt olher silllil.lr sites. No
tt~dHloh>by-rcl,J1eo prohlelns
.llltlt.:ip..ltetJ.
No unusual dilflcuJlics 4\111ic-

ipalcd

lor

inslalling

groundwaler cxtrdction
trc,JllllCnt .:l.ySlcl1I.

Adminislralivc fcasibility

Accep1ability of no action to
rCJ.;uli.1 lars is uncertain.

NPDE5 discharoc pcrn,;t re10
relc .. se Irca Icd

~uired

wa ter to Orush Creck.

NPDE5 dischargc pcrmi I rcquircd

to

release

tre.s ted

wa Icr to Brush Crcck.

I

N

Approv,,' may bc rC1luircd to

A I(CRA pcrlllit rn"y be re-

incillcr,)le
spcnl
<.IctiY.Jtcd
c.srhon in on:loi te incil\crd tor

quircd

oper" ling undcr

and

Not Applicable.

'''.1 t(~ri.11 S

lIIohilc

incincr-

ator(:Io) uroul;ht onsite.

Serviccs oJnd IIl.1teri,Jls rt:adily aY.ail,lbk lor cXC.ly.ttiOIl,
t.:dppillt;. and l;roundwollcr extrilctiun .Iud tre~llllcnt sySteln.

A JlCI(A pcrmit may bc rc(luired

Jor

mohile

ApproYal lI1ay be rcquired to
incincrJ,tc
SPCllt
ih.:tlY,ltcd
cdrbon in ansi tc incillcr,J lor
oper.! ling under ItCItA interim Sf.1 CUS.

Lirnited pool of mobile incil\-

ApproYal rndY be rCtlllired 10
incincr.Jtc
spent oJctiY ..'tcu
Curholl in on~i Ie iocincr.110r
opcr.JllI1J; UlH..1cr nCRA i,,tcrim st.llu.:l..

cr.J1or con1r.letor':lo. M.,y h.lye
to wait for incincr.lIOrS to
becollle ,JY.Jilal.>lc.

Lind Icu pool o( Inobile inducr.,lor C,)j\l(.It:h)r~. M.1y h.JYC
III W.lit fur il1cillcr..ltor:lo 11.>
hccolne tJ,v.1ilaule.

Serviccs ,JI\d IIh.tlt:riJ.ls rC.ldily ..lv.lildble {or CXCIY.JtiOll
.Ind l;rOlllldw.1 tcr cx Ir.JC I ion
;11\(1 Irc.sllllcni SY:loICII1.

Services .UlO III.Jlcri ..l ls re.ldi1y .:J .....liILlhlc for cxcaY ..,tion
l: .. lppinl;, ""d t;rUUndw.l11:r ClC1r,Kliol1 ,Huj 1(l~i1tllll:llt sy~
kill_

Cost
Capital

0:0'1,

Sins

Annu... 1 O&M cost, S/yr
Prcscill wonh

COSI,

$ 19&8

a
a

2,616,000

a

4, I )),ClOO

177 ,000

incil\cr-

a tods) broll!:J.! o",i tc.

IlCRA in-

tcrim .:l.t,J tus.

AVJilabilily u1 ser ... ices

for

NI'OE5 disch"rl:c pcrlllit required
to
relc,Jse
trcaled
WJ, tcr to nrll~h Creck.

W

o

a
41nd

JO>,r,OO,OOO
I>~,OOO

106, ')OU, 000

~»

.s ) I • 000
16~,OOO

'n ,270. 000

TAI3LE 3-111 (contld)

Allernative G·-Excdv~liun

EVJlua I;',n Cri 1~r1a/
ASSc-SSIOCll( p... CIOfS

Altcrn.Jtivc t-

prulecliven~S$

I':xtructiun/Trc.ltllll.:nt .1t
Line MOO

:sao

No I\clio"

OverJII Prolecllo" uf IIUlllM' IleJIlII alld Ihe
OverJII

L illc ~OO; ,Hid C,jppillt~ :lllCJ
Croundw.tlcr Exlro.1t:liiJn/
Trc~lllIlClll.l( Line

a

Altt:rUJlivc !--exc:,jv..tlioll t
Ons-ile Incil1cr..1tiol1, .lIuJ

On,lIc A,h l)i,l'os.... 1\ Line I
;lIlCl Line 800j ,Jnu Cro'Jndw~ ler

al Lille I alltl Di'l'usal al

A Ilcroll t i'ic lli--Ch.;:lnncli La liO,l
'Ind ClippinC at L inc I; oJlld
l!XC',lv,lli",n. Onsi It: InciHcr,'li"ln,
Qnsile A~" f)i~plJ).JI, .lnd Crollnd·
w~ler EKlr.JClion/Trc.lIIII(:1l1

.'1

I.ille

sao

Envirullm~III

InadequJ Ie
prole.;l;un
of
IHIlII..JIl hcalth und Ih~ cnvi·
rllnll'H.'nt,

Oilers a very hit;h levcl or
protection or hum..tn hC.llth
l1nd Ihe environment.

,Ind Ille envirunment.

IlCltA
would

closure
requirc,ncnl
be
IIIC l,
inc.:lutJlll b
sroulldw..l ter lI10ni tOr inl: rc ..

ItCltA incinerator st.llul.uds
would lie would be lilt: I f tJr
deSlruClion
efficicncy
and

ItCIU\ incinerator st.lllcJ'lrd~
would he mel lur t,Jc)lrllcliun
cf IlC.:icu y and clOi)!:liun).

quirc,ncnl.

cIlliuions.

NI'OES efflucnl re'i"ire",enll
"'ollid be IIlCC ror treu let!

quirc:,ncnt~

Oilers a hi!:h level 01

ov~rJII

protection or hUlllall
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a greater potential for worker exposure due to inhalation and dermal
contact.
•

Alternatives 3 and 14 could potentiaJ1y have a minor impact on the
surrounding community due to air emissions from the incinerators,
while

Alternative

6 should

cause

no

short-term

impacts on

the

community.
Other

short-term

effectiveness

factors

are

similar

for

the

three

action

alternatives.
Therefore, Alternative 6 has a definite advantage over Altematives 8 and 14
with respect to short-term impacts, while the latter two alternati'Jes appear to
have similar impacts.

The short-term impacts associated with each of the three

action alternatives could be effectively reduced by use of appropria te control
systems.
3.2.3.2 Long-Term Effectiveness. Under the /0-6 risk level scenario, the no action
alternative would allow unacceptable risks to Brush Creek water quality to remain
from eroding sediments at Line 1 and contaminated groundwater discharge to the
creek.

It would also allow the continued degradation of groundwater quality

between Line 800 and the creek.

These risks would be controJ1ed by any of the

other three alternatives.
All three action alternatives would employ the same groundwater extraction
and treatment system to contain the contaminant plume at Line 800 and to treat
the contaminated groundwater and standing water in the Line 800 lagoon by carbon
adsorption.

This would serve to protect groundwater quality and mitigate the

infiltration of contaminants into Brush Creek via the groundwater route.
In addition to the groundwater extraction and treatment system that would
be employed at Line 800, the three action alternatives would employ containment,
incineration, or a combination of

these

two methods to

protection of human health and the environment.

achieve long-term

Alternative 6 would employ a

combination of excavation at Line I and containment by capping at Line 800, while
Alternative 8 would incinerate all contaminated soil, sediments, and sludge at both
study sites. Alternative 14 would employ a combination of containment by capping
and stream channelization at Line 1 and incineration at Line 800.
methods,

excavation/incineration

would

be
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more

reliable

than

Of these

containment,

because it is a permanent solution.

On the other hand, containment does reduce

the risk of direct contact, erosion, and leachate generation by me=.ns of a physical
barrier. Its long-term effectiveness would be dependent on the proper maintenance
of the cap and/or stream channel. An important consideration in this comparison is
the fact that groundwater treatment is proposed in conjunction with all of the
action alternatives. Groundwater treatment reduces the consequences of containment failure at Line 800 (and thus the risk), because any contaminated leachate
genera ted would be captured and trea ted by the groundwa ter system.

In addition,

groundwater monitoring at Line 800 in all three action alternatives would help
ensure long-term effectiveness. In terms of long-term effectiveness, Alternative 8
has an advantage over Alternative 14, which, in turn, has an advantage over
Alternative 6.
3.2.3.3

Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility, and Volume.

The no action alternative

employs no treatment technologies and thus achieves no reductions in toxicity,
mobility, or volume (TMV). The three action alternatives aU employ some form of
treatment process to reduce TMV in affected media.
All three action alterna tives would include a groundwater extraction and
treatment system.

The toxicity of extracted groundwater would be reduced by

treating the water with activated carbon.

Incineration of the spent carbon from

the carbon adsorption system would permanently destroy the adsorbed contaminants.

While carbon adsorption

treatment itself would reduce groundwater

toxicity, the groundwater extraction process would reduce the mobility of the
contaminated groundwater.

Mobility would be reduced as the extraction system

crea tes a cone of depression, thereby containing the plume.

The groundwa ter

extraction system would also result in a reduction of contaminant concentrations in
groundwater, as extracted contaminated water is replaced by clean water recharging the aquifer.
In Alternative 6, surface water removal and capping at Line 800 will reduce
mobility, in that infiltration, leachate generation, and leachate migration are
mitigated b{ this action. Alternative 6 would also provide a permanent solution at
Line I, because the contaminant source would be removed.
Two alternatives--3 and 14--employ excavation and incineration to remove
and treat contaminated soils, sediments, and sludge.
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This process will essentially

eliminate sources of contamination.

Contaminant concentrations and toxicity are

greatly reduced, because incineration is capable of destroying over 99.99 percent
of the explosive molecules in these

materials.

Alterna tive 8, which would

incinerate material from both Line 1 and Line 800, has an advantage over
Alternative 14, which would only incinerate material from Line 800.

Both

Alternatives 8 and 14 have an advantage over Alternative 6 in terms of TMV
reduction.
3.2.3.4

lmplementabilitv. Three main factors are included under the implement-

abili ty cri ter ion;

technical feasibili ty, adm in istra tive feasibili ty, and availabi Ii ty

of services and materials. These factors are discussed below.
A11 four alternatives are technically feasible to implement.

While the no

action alternative would have no immediate technical feasibility considerations, it
could entail some future risks, because the groundwater contamination at Line 800
could become more widespread and difficult to remediate in the future.

The

incineration alternatives (8 and 14) would be somewhat more difficult to perform
than Alterna tive 6, because of the much greater material handling requirements
associa ted with excavating, incinerating, and replacing the incinera tor ash in the
excavated areas.
Administratively, the no action alternative would be the most difficult to
implement, because of its potential unsuitability to regulators.

The two alter-

natives that include incineration would be more difficult to implement than
Alternative 6, since either a RCRA operating permit for the incinerator or a
permit waiver may

be required before cleanup could begin.

The NPDES permits

and approvals required to operate the groundwater treatment system, if any, would
be common to all three action alternatives.
In terms of availability, Alternatives 8 and 14 would be more difficult to
implement than Alternative 6, because there is a limited supply of mobile rotary
kiln incinerators available and guarantees cannot be provided that one or more
incinerators would be available when desired by the Army to start site remediation
activities.

Thus, longer lead times may be required to implement the incineration

alternatives.

Alternative 6, however, could be initiated with only a short lead

time, because only conventional construction equipment would be required and a11
required ma terials would be readily available.
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Therefore, Alternative 6 would have an overalJ advantage over Alternatives 8
and 14 with respect to implementability.
3.2.3.5 Cost. The total capital, O&M, and present worth costs of each alterna tive
are summarized in Table 3-14. The no action alternative would entail no cost, but
may lead to a more costly remediation in the future. Because of the large volumes
of contaminated soils, sediments, and sludge, especially at Line 800, and the
resulting high costs for incineration, Alternatives 8 and 14 are an order-ofmagnitude more costly than Alternative 6.

Therefore, Alternative 6 has a very

large cost advantage over Alternatives 8 and 14.
3.2.3.6

OveralJ Protection of Human Health and the Environment.

The overall

protectiveness criterion is a composite of other evaluation criteria, especialJy
short term effectiveness, long term effectiveness and permanence, and compliance
with ARARs.

This evaluation provides an overalJ assessment as to whether each

alternative is protective.
As discussed in Section 3.2.3.2, the no action alterna tive does not provide
long-term effectiveness in protecting human health and the environment.

In

addition, the no action alternative does not meet ARARs (see Seeton 3.2.3.7).
Therefore, the no action alternative is judged to be unprotective.
All three action alterna tives analyzed were found to provide high levels of
protectiveness. Alternative 6 could be implemented in the shortest period of time
and

would result in the least amount of exposure to site workers and the

surrounding community.

Therefore, it is judged to have the grea test short-term

e ffectiv ene ss (see Sec tion 3.2.3. O.
As discussed in Section 3.2.3.2, Alternatives 3 and 14 are considered to have
advantages over Alternative 6 in terms of long-term effectiveness, because of the
permanence of incinera tion. However, alJ three of these alterna tives are judged to
have acceptable long-term effectiveness, especially when the use of the groundwater extraction and treatment system at Line 300 and the groundwater monitoring programs at Line 1 and Line 800 are considered together with the other
previously described remedial actions.

In addition, all three of these action

alternatives would meet or exceed alJ ARARs.
On balance, Alterna tive 8 is considered to have a slight advantage over
Alternative 14 in terms of overall protectiveness of human health and the
environment, which in turn has a slight advantage over Alternative 6.
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3.2.3.7

Legal/Institutional Factors.

Of the four remedial alterna ti'/es under

consideration, only the no action alternative does not meet ARARs, and may not
comply with applicable criteria and advisories. The no action alterna tive would not
meet RCRA closure requirements for landfills and surface' impoundments, and may
result in exceedances of surface water quality criteria for Brush Creek and
unacceptable degradation of groundwater quality for drinking purposes.
tion, State and

In addi-

community opposition would be likely if no remedial actions are

taken at either of the two study sites.
Each of the three action alterna tives would meet or exceed aJl ARARs,
including RCRA closure standards (Alternatives 6 and H) and RCRA incineration
standards (Alternatives S and
3.2.~

l~).

Recommended Remedial Alternative
The recommended remedial alternative for the 10- 6 risk level scenario is

Alternative 6--Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800; and Capping and
Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800.

The recommended alternative

should be protective of public health and the environment and represent the best
balance of the seven evaluation criteria.

Alternative 6 satisfies these require-

ments.
With the exception of the no action alternative, the remedial alterna tives
analyzed

in

detail

were

found

environment; to provide both

to be

protective. of

human

health

and

the

short- and long-term effectiveness; to reduce

toxicity, mobility, and volume of contaminants in at least some affected media; to
be capable of being implemented without any insurmountable obstacles; and to be
compatible with all applicable legal and institutional requirements. The overriding
issue in comparing the three action alternatives involves the huge cost advantage
of Alternative 6 over Alternatives 8 and l~ versus the relatively small advantages
that the latter two alternatives may have with respect to overaJl protectiveness of
human health and the environment. The cost savings of Alternative 6 with respect
to

Alternatives S and

respectively.

I~

would

be

about

102.8

miJlion and 93.2

miJlion,

Because Alternative 6 has been shown to offer a high level of

protection of human health and the environment, its huge cost savings is considered
to outweigh the slight advantages that Alternatives 8 and
protection.

l~

have in overall

Alternative 6, which is described in detail in Section 3.2.2.2, is
therefore the preferred alternative under the 10- 6 risk level scenario.
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\
Add Table 3-15

TABLE 3·15
Risk Level Comparisons of Volume of Malerial to be Removed and
Cost of Remediation

Aftemative
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

10-' Risk Level
• Volume of Material Treated Cost (I994)

No Action

N/A

Containment in-place at Line 1 and Line 800; and groundwater
extraction/treatment at Line 800.

Soil: N/A

N/A

Groundwater: 530 X 10' gal
Containment in-place at Line I and Line 800 and land use restrictions at Soil: N/A
Groundwater: N/A
Line 800.
Excavation at Line 1 and Line 800 and disposal in offsile RCRA landfill; Soil: 89,000 cy
and groundwater extraction and treatment.
Groundwater: 530 X 10' gal
Excavation at Line 1 and Line 800 and disposal in offsile RCRA landfill; Soil: 89,000 cy
Groundwater:

N/A

and land use restrictions at Line 800.
Excavation at Line I and disposal at Line 800; and capping and
groundwater extraction and treatment at Line 800.

Soil: 15,000 cy

Excavation at Line I and disposal at Line 800i and capping and land use
restrictions at Line 800.

Soil: 15,000 cy
Groundwater: N/A

Excavation, on site incineration, and onsite ash disposal at Line I and
Line 800 and groundwater extraction/treatment at Line 800.

Soil: 89,000 cy

Excavation, onsite incineration, and onsite ash disposal at Line I and
Line 800 and land use restrictions at Line 800.
Excavation, on site incineration, and offsite ash disposal for Line I and
Line 800 and groundwater extraction/treatment at Line 800.

Soil: 89,000 cy

II. Excavation, on site incineration, and offsite ash disposal for Line 1 and
Line 800 and land use restrictions at Line 800.
12. Excavation, offsite incineration, and offsite ash disposal for Line 1 and
Line 800 and groundwater extraction/treatment at Line 800.
13. Excavation, offsite incineration, and offsite ash disposal for Line I and
Line 800 and land use restrictions at Line 800.
14. Channelization and capping at Line I i excavation, on site incineration,
on site ash disposal, and groundwater extractionltreatment at Line 800.

15. Channelization and capping at Line 1i excavation, on site incineration,
onsite ash disDosal and land use restrictions at Line 800.

Groundwater: 530 X 106 gal

Groundwater: 530 X 10 6 gal
Groundwater: N/ A

Soil: 89,000 cy
Groundwater: 530 X 10' gal
Soil: 89,000 cy
Groundwater:

Soil: 89,000 cy
Groundwater: 530 X 10' gal
Soil: 89,000 cy
Groundwater:

N/A

Soil: 74,000 cy
Groundwater: 530 X 106 gal

Soil: 74,000 cy
Groundwater: N/A

* Estimated Volume without the use of risk-based PROs.
PNKWTRT.315

N/A
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J(r Risk Level
• Volume of Matetial Treated
N/A

$4,862,000

Soil: N/A

$ 324,000

Soil: N/A

Groundwater:
Groundwater:

N/A
$ 6,091,000
1.06 X 10' gal
$ 4,551,000

N/A

$31,771,000 Soil: 355,000 cy
Groundwater: 1.06 X 10' gal
$30,184,000 Soil: 355,000 cy
Groundwater:

$142,013,000
$140,510,000
$230,098,000
$228,595,000
$263,992,000
$262,489,000

N/A

$32,953,000 Soil: 325,000 cy
Groundwater: 1.06 X 10' gal
$31,365,000 Soil: 325,000 cy
Groundwater:

$ 3,652,000

N/A

$68,002,000 Soil: 355,000 cy
Groundwater: 1.06 X 10' gal
$66,414,000 Soil: 355,000 cy
Groundwater:

$ 5,193,000

N/A

$57,414,000 Soil: 355,000 cy
Groundwater: 1.06 X 10' gal
$57,635,000 Soil: 355,000 cy
Groundwater:

$119,241,000

N/A

$37,350,000 Soil: 355,000 cy
Groundwater: 1.06 X 10' gal
$35,762,000 Soil: 355,000 cy
Groundwater:

$120,745,000

N/A

$ 3,693,000 Soil: 30,000 cy
Groundwater: 1.06 X 10' gal
$ 2,080,000 Soil: 30,000 cy
Groundwater:

Cost (1994)

N/A

$131,404,000
$129,902,000

4.0 REMEDIAL AL TERNA TIVES ANAL YSIS: 10- 5 RISK LEVEL
The

methodologies

employed

in

de'/eloping,

screening,

and

evaluating

remedial action alternatives in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 for the 10-5 risk level scenario
are identical to those described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, for the 10- 6
risk level scenario.

In addi tion, al terna tives developed and analyzed in detail in

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 for the 10- 5 risk level are generally similar to those discussed
in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 for the 10- 6 risk level. While some alternatives are
significantly different for the 10- 6 and 10- 5 risk level scenarios--due to differences
in areas and volumes of contaminated material at the Line I and Line 800 sitesmuch of the general discussion in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 for the 10-6 risk level
scenario would also apply to the 10-5 risk level scenario. Nevertheless, the parallel
discussions for the 10- 5 risk level scenario are repeated in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 in
most cases for the convenience of the reader and to allow Sections 3.0 and 4.0 to
serve as "stand-alone analyses." Thus, cross referencing between Sections 4. I and
4.2 and Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, is kept to a minimum, being limited to
general discussions of methodology and procedures.
4.1

DEVELOP'vlENT AND SCREENING OF REMEDIAL ACTION ALTERNATIVES

4.1.1 Introduction
The methodology employed in developing and screening remedial action
alternatives for the 10- 5 risk level scenario--inc!uding the use of evaluation
criteria and the categorization of alternatives--is identical to that described in
Section 3.1.1 for the 10- 6 risk level scenario.
Media alternatives are discussed in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 for the Former
Line I Impoundment and the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon, respectively.

In some

instances, the terms Line I and Line 800 are used to designate the areas requiring
remediation at these two study sites.

Site-wide alternatives are then developed in

Section 4.1.4, using media al terna tives identified and evaluated in Sections 4.1.2
and 4.1.3. These site-wide alternatives are then evaluated and screened in Section
4.1.5.

The no action alterna tive, which is required by the NCP and SARA to be

carried through to the detailed analysis to sene as a basis of comparison to the
other remedial alternatives, is discussed in detail in Section 4.2.2.1. The remedial
alternatives selected for detailed analysis in Section 4.2 under the 10- 5 risk level
scenario are summarized in Section 4.1.6.
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4.1.2

Development

and

E,taluation

of

Media

Alternati,tes--Former

Line

Impoundment
The only media requJrlng remediation at Line I under the 10- 5 risk level
scenario are the contaminated soils and sediments in the flood plain and streambed
of Brush Creek.

Alternatives for remediation of these soils and sediments are

discussed in Section 4.1.2.1.
4.1.2.1 Soils and Sediments. Alternatives which are applicable to the remediation
of soils and sediments at the Former Line I Impoundment are considered in the
sections that follow. These alternatives are:
•

. Channeliza tion and Capping

•

Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Onsite I\sh Disposal

•

Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Offsite Ash Disposal

•

Excavation, Offsite Incineration, and Offsite Ash Disposal

•

Excavation and Disposal in Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon

•

Excavation and Disposal in Offsite RCRA Landfill.

4.1.2.1.1 Channelization and Capping
Description. The containment al terna tive under considera tion for Line I combines
the technologies of channelizing Brush Creek and capping contaminated areas of
the flood plain (see Section 4.2.2.4 for conceptual design). Channelization would be
performed by widening the existing creek bed and lining it with a trapezoidaJshaped concrete channel.

The channel would extend approximately 1,000 feet

upstream from the former dam, which was the downstream boundary of the former
impoundment. The channel would be designed to accommodate the runoff from the
predicted lOa-year storm event.

The channelization of the creek bed would be

designed to prevent erosion and migration of contaminated sediments down Brush
Creek.
Parallel to the length of the channel, a clay cap would be installed over
contamina ted areas on both sides of Brush Creek. The cap would also pass under
the channel and would extend about 200 feet from each edge of the channel. The
cap over the floodplain would be designed to direct runoff into the channel.
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The

purpose of the cap would be two-fold.

First, the cap would serve as an erosion

control measure to prevent contaminated soils from being swept into Brush Creek
with storm water runoff.

Secondly, the cap would greatly reduce infiltration of

surface water and leaching of contaminants in the· soil and sediments into the
groundwa ter.
Effectiveness.

Possible construction-related impacts on human health and the

en·,ironment include exposure of workers tei contaminants by inhalation of dust and
dermal contact, and resuspension of contaminated sediments in Brush Creek during
excavation in the streambed. These potential impacts could be controlled by the
use of water sprays to reduce dust formation,. dust masks and protective clothing,
and a silt screen to minimize the downstream transport of any resuspended
sediments.
The streambed channel and floodplain caps would provide reliable long-term
containment of the contaminated soil and sediment at Line I, and should greatly
reduce erosion of contaminated sediments to Brush Creek, growth of vegetation in
contaminated materials, human or animal contact with contaminated soil or
sediment, and infiltration and leaching of contaminants to groundwater. Although
the soils and sedb,ents at Line I are not considered to be hazardous wastes (as
described in Section 2.3.4), RCRA capping requirements for landfills/surface
impoundments are considered relevant and appropriate and would be followed in
the design of the capping system.
Implementability. Channelization and capping are commonly-used techniques that
have been employed at many hazardous waste sites.
are anticipated for their implementation.

No construction difficulties

Labor, equipment, and materials

required to implement this alternative are readily available.
A period of 3 to 6 months should be sufficient to construct the proposed
stream channel and cap at Line 1.
Costs.

The cost to construCt the stream channel by excavating the creek bed and

installing the I,OOO-foot-Iong concrete channel is estimated to be $280,000 (see
Section 4.2.2.4 for design basis and cost estimates).

The cost for capping the

flood plain is estimated to be $849,000, based on a 9-acre area to be capped, a cap
consisting of 2 feet of clay, and placement and seeding of soil on top of the cap
(see Section 4.2.2.4). The total capi tal cost to construct the channel and cap at

~-3

Line I is, therefore, estimated to be $1,129,000. Maintenance of the cap would be
required, but this is expected to add very little to the overall cost.
~.J.2.J.2

Excavation, Onsite Incineration. and Onsite Ash Disposal

Description. In this alternative, contaminated soils and sediments at Line I would
be excavated and incinerated onsi teo

The area to be excavated at Line I is

approximately 1,000 feet long by 400 feet wide.

A 4- to 6-foot-wide strip along

the center line of Brush Creek would be excavated to a depth of about 2 feet. The
remainder of the excavation in the floodplain would be about I-foot-deep.

The

total amount of excavated soils from Line I is estimated to be approximately
15,000 cubic yards (c.y.) in place.
The excavated material would be placed in dump trucks and taken to a mobile
rotary kiln incinerator that would be brought to the site.

Incineration services

would be provided by a qualified vendor with experience at similar sites. Soil and
sediments would be fed to the incinerator in bulk.

The incinerator would be

designed to achieve at least 99.99 percent destruction and removal efficiency for
the explosive contaminants, and would be equippeJ with appropriate pollu·tion
control equipment.
Due to the high combustion efficiency of the incinerator, the ash is expected
to be inert.

A testing program will be used, however, to confirm that the

concentrations of explosi'le contaminants in the ash are below analytical detection
limits and that metals in the ash are within acceptable levels, according to an
appropriate metals leaching test (EP Toxicity or TeLP).

Assuming that these

conditions are met, which is likely, the ash would be disposed in the excavated
areas at Line I.
Effectiveness.

Possible construction ad implementation impacts on human health

and the environment include exposure of workers to contaminants by inhalation of
dust and dermal contact, resuspension of contaminated sediments in Brush Creek
during excavation in the streambed, and release of air emissions from

the

incinerator. These potential impacts could be controlled by the use of water sprays
to reduce dust formation, dust masks and protective Clothing, a silt screen to
minimize the downstream transport of any resuspended sediments, and appropriate
air pollution controls on the incinerator.

Long-term effectiveness would be very good, since the contaminant source
would be removed and incineration is a proven, highly reliable technology for the
permanent destruction of explosi'/e contaminants.

Therefore, incineration of the

contaminated materials followed by disposal of the ash in the excavated areas
should virtually eliminate the risks of explosi'/e contaminants leaching to groundwater, erosion of contaminated sediments into Brush Creek, growth of vegetation
in contaminated soils, or human or animal contact with contaminants.
Incineration would greatly reduce the toxicity and slightly reduce the volume
of the contaminated soils and sediments.

The incinerator would be designed to

meet RCRA incineration standards and the ash disposal onsite would comply with
State of Iowa Solid Waste Regulations for Sanitary Landfills (see Section 4.2.2.3.8
for detailed regulations).

As discussed in Section 2.3.4, the ash would not be

subject to RCRA regulations.
Implementability. Excavation and incineration are well developed techniques that
have been used at many hazardous waste sites.

Labor, equipment, and materials

required to implement the excavation, ash disposal, and related site. work are
readily available.

The excavation could be accomplished by using conventional

techniques along wi th the appropriate health and safety requirements.
It is important to note that the supply of mobile rotary kiln incinerator units
sui table for use at IAAP is limited.

Thus, relatively long lead times may be

required to make the necessary arrangements to ensure that the incinerator unit(s)
would be available when needed to ini tiate remedial actions. Therefore, it may not
be possible to initiate remedial alternatives that include onsite incineration as
quickly as other alternatives.
Incineration of Line 1 soils. and sediments would most likely be performed in
conjunction with the incineration of the much larger volume and more heavily
comtaminated wastes of Line 800.

The total time required to incinerate the

wastes from both sites is estimated to be about 1 year, with about one sixth of the
total being needed for the Line 1 materials. These estimated time require'Tlents
would depend on the size and number of incinerator units employed for these
remedial actions at IAAP.

The estimate of 1 year is based on two incineration

units burning 150 tons/day each.
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Costs. The cost for excavation, material handling and hauling, ash redisposal in the
excavated areas, grading, and seeding is estimated to be $285,000 (see Section
4.2.2.3 for cost estimate).
Onsi te incineration would be performed on a contract basis by a hazardous
waste incineration firm. Based on discussions between Dames & Moore and several
incineration

firms

(Ensco,

1983;

IT

Corporation,

1988),

the

unit cost

for

incinerating the Line I soils and sediments is estimated to be about $250!ton. This
uni t cost is based on a total volume of Line I and Line 800 wastes to be incinerated
of 89,000 c.y. (see Section 4.1.3.1.2).

Assuming that I c.y. weighs 1.1 tons, the

incineration cost for only the Line I wastes would be $4,125,000. The total cost to
implement this media alternative at Line I would then be $4,410,000.
4.1.2.1.3

Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Offsite Ash Disposal.

This

al terna ti 'Ie is si milar to the Exca va tion, Onsi te Incineration, and Onsi te Ash

Disposal alternative discussed in Section 4.1.2.1.2, with the exception that the
incinerator ash would be disposed offsi te instead of onsite. For elements common
to both alternatives, the description, effectiveness, implementability, and costs of
the

excavation and onsite incineration actions would be identical

to those

presented in Section 4.1.2.1.2. Therefore, the following discussion will focus on the
shipment and disposal of ash offsite.
Description. The envisioned mode of offsite shipment would be to containerize the
incinerator ash in roll off boxes that would be loaded onto flat bed tractor trailers
trucks for full transport to an offsi te landfill.
As discussed in Section 2.3.4, the incinerator ash would probably not be
classified as a hazardous waste under RCRA.

Nevertheless, due to possible long-

term liability considerations, the ash should probably not be sent to an offsite
sani tary landfill, which could leak and cause environmental problems in the future.
The ash from IAAP's existing incinerator used to burn carbon filters and other
explosive wastes is, in fact, disposed at a hazardous waste landfill in Ohio.

For

purposes of this FS, it is therefore assum.ed that the incinerator ash would be
shipped to a secure RCRA landfill for disposal.
In this alternati·,e, since the ash is shipped oifsite, it would be necessary to
obtain clean soil from a nearby location to backfill the excavated area. The clean
fill would be compacted, graded, and revegetated.
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Effectiveness.

Disposal of the ash in a secure hazardous waste landfill should

provide a high level of long-term protection of human health and the environment.
Some risks would, however, result from the transport of the ash on public roads,
although these should be minimal considering the expected inert nature of the ash.
Implementability.

No technical or administrative problems are anticipated in

disposing of the ash offsite. Due to the expected benign nature of the incinerator
ash, it should be possible to identify one or more offsite RCRA landfills willing to
accept the ash.
As discussed in Section 4.1.2.1.2, it is estimated that about I year would be
required to complete the onsite incineration of both the Line I and Line 800 wastes
and to dispose of the ash. The same time frame is applicable to the offsi te disposal
alternative.
Costs.

The ash transportation and oftsite landfill costs are estimated to be

$730,000 and $2,000,000, respectively, based on the following assumptions:

(I) a

soil moisture content of 20 percent, resulting in about a 20 percent reduction in
the weight of ash· to be landfilled; (2) a commercial landfill disposal cost of
$150!ton; (3) disposal of the ash at a RCRA landfill in Chicago, which at 230 miles
from fAAP is the closest commercial landfill that may be available to receive the
ash; and (4) unit transportation costs of $0.24!loaded ton-mile.

As discussed in

Section 4.1.2.1.2. the estimated onsite incineration cost for the Line I waste would
be about $4,125,000.

The cost for excavation, backfilling, grading, and seeding

would be about $155,000. Thus, the total estimated cost for this media alternative
is $7,000,000.
4.1.2.1.4

Excavation, Offsite Incineration, and Oftsite Ash Disposal.

This

alternative is similar to the Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Offsite Ash
Disposal alternative discussed in Section 4.1.2.1.3, except that the contaminated
wastes would be shipped offsite to be incinerated with the ash then being
transported from the offsite incinerator to an offsite landfill.
discussion

will

therefore

focus

on

the

shipment

and

The following

incineration

of

the

contaminated soil and sediments offsite.
Description.

The excavation and oftsite ash disposal actions are described in

Sections 4.1.2.1.2 and 4.1.2.1.3, respectively.
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As discussed in Section 2.3.4, the soils and sediments at Line [ may not be
classified as hazardous wastes under RCRA. Nevertheless, because of the presence
of the explosive contaminants in the wastes, it is recommended that a RCRApermitted, offsite incinerator be used.

The offsite incinerator would probably

consist of a stationary, permanent rotary kiln.
The envisioned mode of transport would be to containerize the contamina ted
soils and sediments in roll off boxes, which could be loaded onto flat bed tractor
trailer trucks for bulk transport. The receiving incineration facility would have to
be capable of handling bulk shipments, and have an appropriate feed system for the
incinerator. It is assumed that the incinerator ash would similarly be transported
to the nearest available RCRA landfill.
Effectiveness. Effectiveness issues associated with the excavation and offsite ash
disposal actions are discussed in Sections 4.1.2.1.2 and 4.1.2.[.3, respectively.

As

in the case of onsite incineration (see Section 4.1.2.1.2), the offsite incinerator
would provide very good long-term effectiveness, since at least 99.99 percent of
the explosive contaminants would be permanently destroyed and the toxicity of the
wastes would therefore be grea tly reduced.
[mpJementability.

Implementability issues associated with the excavation and

offsite ash disposal actions are discussed in Sections 4.1.2.1.3.
Offsite incineration of the contaminated soils and sediments may be difficult
to implement. While offsite incineration is technically feasible, most commercial
incinera tion firms expressed reluctance to accept contamina ted soil, especially in
bulk.

Most com mercial incinerators do not have the equipment needed to handle

and feed bulk soil.

Due to the large volumes of soils and sediments at the Line

and Line 800 sites, placement of these wastes in drums would be impractical.
Costs. Offsite incineration would be very expensive because of the negligible BTU
content of the wastes, even if an offsite vendor could be induced to treat the soils
and sediments in bulk. The costs for transport of the contaminated wastes to the
offsite incinerator, incineration of the wastes, transportation of the ash of an
offsite landfill, and the landfilling of the ash are estimated to be $9[1,1000,
$4,950,000, $63,400, and $2,000,000, respectively, based on the following assumptions:

0) shipment of the contaminated wastes to an offsite incinerator near

Chicago, about 230 miles from fAAP; (2) a unit transportation cost of $0.24/loaded
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ton-mile; (J) on offsite incineration cost of $300/ton; (4) a transportation distance
of 20 miles between the incinerator and the offsite landfill; and (5) a commercial
landfill cost of $150/ton.

As discussed in Section 4.1.2.1.2, the excavation and

related site work at Line I would cost about $155,000.

The total cost for this

alternative would therefore be $8,000,000.
4.1.2.1.5

Excavation and Disposal in Line 800 Pink ",,'ater Lagoon.

alternative, contaminated soils and sediments in the Line

In this

I streambed and

floodplain would be excavated and hauled in dump trucks to Line 800, where the
contaminated materials from both si tes would be consolidated. The Line 800 area
would then be capped.
The fol1owing discussion involves the excavation and related activities at
Line!. Disposal activities at Line 800 are described in Section 1i.!.3.!.!.
Description. Excavation actions at Line I are described in Section 1i.1.2.1.2. After
the soils and sediments have been excavated and removed from Line I, clean
backfill material would be placed in the excavated areas which would then be
regraded and seeded.
Effectiveness.

Short-term effectiveness issues associated with the excavation

activities at Line I are discussed in Section 1i.1.2.!.2. The excavation and removal
of contaminated sediments and soils at Line I would eliminate any long-term risks
a t Line I due to erosion of sediments into Brush Creek or contact wi th surface soils
and sediments. The disposal of these materials in the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon
would not add any risks at that site.
Implementability. As discussed in Section 1i.1.2.1.2, excavation is a wel1 developed
procedure used at may hazardous waste sites. All resources needed to perform the
excavation action at Line I are readily available.

A period of one to two months

should be sufficient to implement the excavation, backfilling, regrading, and
seeding activities.
Costs.

The cost for the excavation and hauling of waste to Line 800, regrading,

and seeding action at Line I is estimated to be approximately $180,500. The cost
to place and compact the wastes in the Line 800 disposal area is estimated to be
approximately $76,000. Thus, the total cost for this alternative is $257,000 (see
Section 1i.2.2.2 for cost estimate).
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4.1.2.1.6 Excavation and Disposal in Ofisite RCRA Landfill
Descri;>tion.

In this alternative, the contaminated soils and sediments at Line I

would be excavated and shipped offsite for disposal. The excavation activities are
discussed in Section 4.1.2.1.2.

After the soils and sediments have been removed

from Line I, clean backfill material would be placed in the excavated areas, which
would then be regraded and seeded.
As discussed in Sections 2.3.4, the contaminated soil and sediment at Line I
would probably not be classi fied as hazardous wastes.

Nevertheless, it is

recommended that these materials be shipped to a permitted, hazardous waste
landfill

for

disposal,

to

minimize

the

potential

for

leakage

oi

explosive

contaminants from the offsite landfill in the future, with associated threats to
public health and the environment and economic liability to the Army.

The

excavated materials could be shipped in roll off boxes that are loaded onto flat bed
tractor trailer trucks.
Effectiveness. Effectiveness issues associated with the excavation and other siterelated activities are discussed in Section 4.1.2.1.2.
Transportation of the contaminated wastes to the offsite landfill on -public
roads would entail some risks due to possible spillage or accidents.

The long-term

effectiveness oi containing the untreated wastes in a well managed and controlled
offsite RCRA landfill should generally be good, although leakage from the landfill
at some point in the future would be possible.
ImpJementability.

This alternative is technically feasible.

Administratively,

however, this alternative may be difficult to implement. A landfill operator that
responsed to Dames &. Moore's inquiry about landfiJljng (CECOS, 1988) expressed
reluctance

to accept explosives-contaminated solids, which might possibly be

interpreted as being K044 waste included in the August 17, 1988, land disposal ban
(see Section 2.3.4).
Costs.

The estimated costs for transporting the Line I wastes to the offsite

landfill and for disposing of the wastes at the landfill are $911,000 and $2,475,000,
respectively, based on the following assumptions: (1) shipment of the 15,000 c.y. of
contaminated wastes to an offsite landfill located in Chicago, about 230 miles from
IAAP; (2) a unit transportation cost of $0.24/loaded ton-mile; and (3) a landfill
disposal cost of $ 150/ton. The cost of excavation and regrading of the site would
be about $155,000. Thereiore, the total cost for this alternative is $3,541,000.
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4.1.3

Development and Evaluation of Media Alternati·tes--Line

sao Pink Water

Lagoon
Several media are contaminated at Line sao and require remediation under
the 10- 5 risk level scenario. These include soil, sediments, and sludge; surface
water consisting of the standing water in the Pink Water Lagoon; and groundwater.
Alternatives for remediating these media are discussed in the sections that follow.
4.1.3.1 Soil, Sediment, and Sludge
Alternatives which are applicable to the remediation of soils, sediments, and
sludge at the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon are considered in the sections that
follow. These alternatives are:
•

Capping and Backfilling

•

Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Onsite Ash Disposal

•

Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Offsite Ash Disposal

•

Excavation, Offsite Incineration, and Offsite Ash Disposal

•

Excavation and Disposal in Offsite RCRA Landfill.

4.1.3.1.1

Capping and BackfilJing. Capping at Line 800 could be used to contain

contaminated soils, sediments, and sludge present at the Line 800 site, and possibly
the contaminated soils and sediments currently present at Line 1, which could be
excava ted and transported to Line

sao (see Section 4.2.1.5). Backfilling could be

used to regrade the noncontamina ted portion of the lagoon and the settling basins.
Description.

Prior to the start of earthwork at Line

sao, the free water in the

lagoon would have to be drained and treated (see Section 4.1.3.3).

Earthwork at

Line 800 would involve removing the existing dikes from around the lagoon,
installing a geotextile layer over the soft sediments of the lagoon to allow access
for construction equipment, and placing a cap or backfilling and grading the
different areas of the site.
The area (estimated at about 3 acres) would be covered with a multi-layer
cap. For purposes of this discussion, the "critical area" is defined as that portion
of

the

lagoon

and

sludge

dumping

area

containing

soils

with

elevated

concentrations of explosives that would result in an unacceptable risk level due to
leaking of the contaminants to groundwater. While adjacent portions of the lagoon
and sludge dumping area and the nearby settling basins might also contain soil with
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elevated levels of explosive contaminants, the concentrations in those areas would
not result in a risk level above 10- 5 . Thus, for purposes of this discussion, these
other areas will be defined as being "uncontaminated." The cap would be composed
of three layers: (J) a topsoil surface layer, (2) a synthetic composite drainage net
in the middle, and 0) a low permeability, clayey soil bottom layer. The remaining
4.5-acre portion of the lagoon would be backfilled with local soils, including the
materials from the excavated dikes. The settling basins at Line 300 would also be
backfilled and graded with available onsite soils. After completion of earthwork,
the entire area would be seeded.
Effectiveness.

Possible construction-related impacts on human health and the

environment would include exposure of workers to contaminants by inhalation of
dust and dermal contact. This potential impact could be controlled by the use of
water sprays to control dust formation. Dust masks and protective clothing would
also be used by workers to minimize exposure.
The capping system at Line 800 would be highly reliable if properly
maintained. The cap would prevent direct contact between humans or animals and
contaminated soil, sediments, or sludge,· and would greatly

reduce infiltration of

precipitation and leaching of contaminants into the groundwater.

Surface water

removal and capping would also aid in reducing groundwater mounding at the site,
thus alleviating a driving force for contaminant migration. RCRA closure requirements for landfills/surface impoundments are considered to be relevant and
appropriate and would be followed in the design of the capping system.
Implementability. Capping is a commonly used technique that has been employed
at many hazardous waste sites. No serious construction difficulties are anticipated
for its implementation.

Labor, equipment, and materials required to implement

this alternative are readily available.

The only significant complication in

constructing the cap over the critical area and backfilJing the lagoon would involve
the presence of soft sediments in the lagoon, which could hinder the use of the
required construction equipment. A geotextile layer would therefore be placed on
top of the wet sediments. Once the geotextile base layer is installed, construction
operations would be routine.
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A period of less than one year should be sufficient to complete the capping
and backfilling required at Line 800.
Costs. The total cost for constructing this alternative at Line 800 is estimated· to
be

$1,100,000

(see Section 4.2.2.2

for

conceptual

design

and

detailed

cost

estima tel.
4.1.3.1.2 Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Onsite Ash Disposal
Description. In this alternative, contaminated soils, sediments, and sludge in the
critical area (see Section 4.1.3.1.1) at Line 800 would be excavated and incinerated
and disposed onsite. Prior to the start of excavation operations, the standing water
in the lagoon would have to be drained (see Section 4.1.3.3).
Contalnination that could result in a risk level above 10- 5 is believed to be
present to a depth of 15 feet in the soil over an area of approximately 2 acres at
the western end of the lagoon, and to a depth of 10 feet over an additional I-acre
area. The total volume of contaminated material at these two contiguous areas is
estimated to be 65,000 c.y.
9,000 c.y.

In addition to the .contaminated zone, an additional

would have to be excavated during construction to form stable slopes

that could be accessed by earth moving equipment. Therefore, the total excavated
volume at the Line 800 site is estimated to be 74,000 c.y.
Groundwater from the surrounding till aquifer would be expected to infiltrate
to some degree into the excava tion. Provisions would be made for this by building
temporary sump pits at the bottom of the excavation. The infiltrating groundwater
would be pumped out of the pits and treated in the same manner as the standing
surface water present in the lagoon (Section 4.1.3.3).
dewa tered prior to incineration.

Excavated soil would be

Dewatering would be performed by temporarily

piling the excavated soil in a section of the lagoon and allowing the water to seep
out.

Collected leachate from the dewatering process would be treated together

with the water collected in the sump pits.
The excavated

material

would be transported to a mobile rotary kiln

incinerator that would be brought to the site.

Incineration services would be

provided by a qualified vendor with experience at similar sites. Soil, sediments,
and sludge would be fed to the incinerator in bulk.

The incinerator would be

designed to achieve at least 99.99 percent destruction and removal efficiency for
the explosive contaminants, and would be equipped with appropriate air pollution
control equipment.
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Due to the high combustion efficiency of the incinerator, the ash is expected
to be inert.

A testing program would be used to confirm that the explosive

contaminants in the ash are below analytical detection limits, and that metals in
the ash are within acceptable levels, according to an appropriate metals leaching
tes t (EP Toxici ty or TCLP). Assuming that these condi tions are met, the ash would
be disposed in the excavated areas at Line 800. The ash would be compacted, and
additional soils would be needed to backfill the excavated areas. After backfilling
is completed, the Line 800 site would be regraded and seeded.
Effectiveness. Possible construction and implementation impacts on human health
and the environment include exposure of workers to contaminants by inhalation of
dust and dermal contact and release of air emissions from the incinerator. These
potential impacts could be controlled by the use of water sprays to reduce dust
formation, dust masks and protective clothing, appropriate air poJlution controls on
the incinerator.
Long-term effectiveness would be very good, since incineration is a proven,
highly

reliable

technology

for

the

permanent

destruction

of

explosive

contaminants. Therefore, incineration of the contaminated materials foJlowed by
disposal of the ash in the excavated areas should virtually eliminate the risks of
explosi'/e contaminants leaching to groundwater, and direct or indirect human or
animal contact with contaminants.
Incineration would greatly reduce the contaminant concentrations in and
toxicity of the soils and sediments.

The incinerator would be designed to meet

RCRA incineration standards and the ash disposal onsite would comply with State
of Iowa Solid Waste Regulations for Sanitary LandfiJls (see Section 4.2.2.3.3 for
detailed regulations).

As discussed in Section 2.3.4, it is believed that the ash

would not be subject to RCRA regulations.
Implementability. Excavation and incineration are weJl developed techniques that
have been used at many hazardous waste sites.

Labor, equipment, and materials

required to implement the excavation, ash disposal, and related site work are
readily available.

The excavation could be accomplished by using conventional

techniques along with the appropriate health and safety requirements.
The supply of mobile rotary kiln incinerator units suitable for use at IAAP is
limi ted.

Thus, relatively long lead times may be required to make the necessary
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arrangements to ensure that the incineration unit(s) would be available when
needed to initiate remedial actions.
remedial

alternati'/es

that

Therefore, it may not be possible to initiate

include

on site

incineration

as

quickly

as

other

alterna tives.
Incineration

of Line

800

soils and

sediments could

be

performed

in

conjunction with the incineration of a much smaller volume of waste at Line I
(al though incineration of Line 800 materials alone could be feasible).

The total

time required to incinerate the wastes from both study si tes is estimated to be
about I year, with about 80 to 85 percent of the total time being needed for the
Line 800 materials. These estimated time requirements would depend on the sIze
and number of incinerator units employed for these remedial actions at IAAP.
Costs.

The cost for excavation, material handling and hauling, ash and soil

backfilling in the excavated areas, grading, and seeding is estima ted to be about
$1,726,000 (see Section 4.2.2.3 for cost estima tes).
Onsite incineration would be performed on a contract basis by a hazardous
waste incineration firm. Based on discussions between Dames &: :Vloore and several
incineration

firms

(Ensco,

1988;

IT

Corporation,

1988),

the

unit costs

for

incinerating the Line 800 soils, sediments, and sludge are estimated to be about
$250/ton. This unit cost is based on a total volume of Line I and Line 800 waste to
be incinerated of 89,000 c.y. (see Section 4.1.3.1.2)., (This unit cost is expected to
be approximately the same if only Line 800 mateirals are incinerated.) Assuming
that I c.y. weighs 1.1 tons, the incineration cost for only the 74,000 c.y. of Line
800 wastes would be about $20,350,00.

The total cost to implement this media

alternative at Line 800 would thus be approximately $22,076,000.
1i.1.3.1.3

Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and

Offsite Ash

Disposal.

This

alternative is similar to the Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Onsite Ash
Disposal alternative discussed in Section 4.1.3.1.2, with the exception that the
incineration ash would be disposed offsite instead of onsite.
effecti'/eness,

implementability,

and

costs

of

the

The description,

excavation

and

onsite

incineration actions would be identical to those presented in Section 4.1.3.1.2. The
following discussion will, therefore, focus on the offsite shipment and disposal of
ash.
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DescriDtion.

The envisioned mode of sc.ipment would be to containerize the

incinerator asc. in roll off boxes that would be loaded onto flat bed tractor trailer
trucks for bulk transport to an offsi te landfill.
As discussed in Section 2.3.4, the incinerator ash probably would not be
classified as a hazardous waste under RCRA.

Nevertheless, due to possible long-

term liability considerations, the ash should probably not be sent to an offsite
sani tary or other nonhazardous waste landfil1, which could leak and cause envir,lnmental problems in the future.

The ash from fAAP's existing incinerator used to

burn carbon filters and other explosive wastes is, in fact, disposed at a hazardous
waste landfil1 in Ohio. Therefore, for purposes of this FS, it is assumed that the
incinerator ash would be shipped to a secure RCRA landfil1 for disposal.

The

excavated area at Line 800 would require backfiJling, grading, and revegetation.
Effecti veness.

Disposal of the ash in a secure hazardous waste landfil1 equipped

with leachate controls should provide a high level of long-term protection of human
heal th and the environment. Some risks would, however, resul t from the transport
of the ash on public roads.
lmplementabili ty.

No technical or administrative problems are anticipated in

disposing of the ash offsite. Due to the expected benign nature of the incinerator
ash, it should be possible to identify one or more offsi te RCRA landfil1s wiJling to
accept the ash.
As discussed in Section 4.1.3.1.2, it is estimated that about I year would be
required to complete the onsite incineration of both the Line I and Line 800 wastes
and to dispose of the ash offsite.

If only Line 800 wastes were incinerated, the

estimated treatment time would be reduced by about 2 months to approximately
10 months, since Line 800 contains about six times the volume of contaminated
materials at Line I.
Costs.

The ash transportation and offsite landfil1 costs are estimated to be

$3,600,000 and $9,800,000, respectively, based on the following assumptions:

(I) a

soil moisture content of 20 percent, resulting in about a 20 percent reduction in the
weight of ash to be landfil1ed; (2) a commercial landfil1 cost of $150/ton; (3)
disposal of the ash at a RCRA landfil1 in Chicago, which at 230 miles from IAAP is
the closest commercial landfill that may be available to receive the ash; and (4) a
transportation cost of $0.24/loaded ton-mile. As discussed in Section 4.1.3.1.2, the
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estimated onsite incineration costs for the 74,000 c.y. of Line 300 wastes would be
about $20,350,000.

Including costs

for

excavation, dewatering,

backfilling,

regrading, and seeding, the total cost for this alternati'le is estimated as follows:
Excavation, Loading, and Hauling

$

752,000

Dewatering and Water Treatment

23,000

Backfilling Excavation and Fixing
Borrow Source

1,228,000

Regrading &: Seeding

41,000

Onsite Incineration

20,350,000

Ash Transporta tion

3,600,000

Offsite Landfill Disposal

9,800,000

Total

$35,799,000

The estima ted cost for backfilling of the excavated area at Line 800 assumes that
clean soil would be available from an onsite borrow area.
4.1.3.1.4

Excavating, Offsite Incineration, and Offsite Ash

Disposal.

This

alternative is similar· to the Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Offsite Ash
Disposal alternative discussed in Section 4.1.3.1.3, except that the contaminated
wastes would be shipped offsite to be incinerated, with the ash then being
transported from the offsite incinerator to an offsite landfill instead of the
incinera tion being performed on site with the ash being shipped directly to an
offsite landfill. The following discussion will, therefore, focus on the shipment and
incinera tion of the contamina tion soil and sediments offsite.
Description.

The excavation and offsite ash disposal actions are described in

Sections 4.1.3.1.2 and 4.1.3.1.3, respectively.
As discussed in Sections 2.3.4, it is believed that the soils and sediments at
Line 800 may not be classi fied as hazardous wastes under RCRA, al though the
smaller volume of sludge at the sludge dumping area and possibly sludges in the
lagoon may represent a listed hazardous waste (K044). Because of the presence of
explosive compounds in all of the Line 300 contaminated wastes, it is recommended
that a RCRA - permitted offsite incinerator be used. The offsite incinerator would
probably consist of a stationary, permanent rotary kiln.
The envisioned mode of transport would be to containerize the contaminated
soils and sediments in roll off boxes which could be loaded onto flat bed tractor
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trailer trucks for bulk transport. The receIvIng incineration facility would have to
be capable of handling bulk shipments, and have an appro?riate feed system for the
incinera tor.

The incinera tor ash would similarly be transported to the nearest

available RCRA landfill, which, in some cases, may already be part of the
incinera tor vendor's facili ty.
Effecti'/eness. Effecti'/eness issues associated with the excavation and offsite ash
disposal actions are discussed in Sections 4.1.3.1.2 and 4.1.3.1.3, respectively. As
in the case of onsite incineration (see Section 4.1.3.1.2), the offsite incinerator
would provide very good long-term effectiveness, since at least 99.99 percent of
the explosive contaminants would be permanently destroyed and the toxicity of the
waste would, therefore, be greatly reduced.
Implementability.

Implementability issues associated with the excavation and

offsite ash disposal actions are discussed in Section 4.1.3.1.3.
Offsite incineration of the contaminated soils and sediments may be difficult
to implement. While offsite incineration is technically feasible, some commercial
incinera tion .firms expressed reluctance to accept contamina ted soil, especially in
bulk.

Most commercial incinerators do not have the equipment needed to handle

the feed bulk soil. Due to the large volumes of soils, sediments, and sludge a t the
Line 800 site, placement of these wastes in drums would be impractical.
Costs. Offsite incineration would be very expensive, because of the negligible BTU
content of the wastes, even if an offsite vendor could be induced to treat the soils
and sediments in bulk. The total cost for this alternative is estimated as follows:
Excavation, Loading, and Hauling

$

752,000

Backfilling and Fixing Borrow

1,228,000

Source
Regrading &. Seeding

41,000

Dewatering

28 ,000
24,420,000

Offsi te Incineration

4,500,000

Transporta tion of Waste
to Offsite Incinera tor

313 ,000

Transportation of Ash
to Offsi te Landfill

10,000,000

Offsite Landfill Disposal

$4 I ,282,000

Total
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Assumptions employed in developing this cost estimate are as follows: (I) shipment
of 74,000 c.y. of contaminated wastes to an offsite incinerator near Chicago, about
230 miles from IAAP; (2) a unit transportation cost of $0.24/loaded ton-mile; (3) an
offsite incineration cost of $300/ton; (4) a transportation distance of 20 miles
between the incinerator and the offsite landfill; (5) a commercial landfill cost of
$150/ton; and (6) a weight of 1.1 tons per c.y. of waste.
4.1.3.1.5 Excavation and Disposal in Offsite RCRA Landfill.
Description. In this alternative, the contaminated soils, sediments, and sludge at
Line 800 would be excavated and shipped offsite for disposal.

The excavation

activi ties are discussed in Section 4.1.3.1.2. After the soils, sediments, and sludge
have been removed from Line 800, clean backfill material would be placed in the
excavated area, which would then be regraded and seeded.
As discussed in Sections 2.3.4, it is believed that the contaminated soil and
sediment at Line 800 may not be classified as hazardous wastes under RCRA. The
smaller volume of sludge at the sludge dumping area and in the lagoon may,
however, be a listed hazardous waste (K044). Nevertheless, it is recommended that
all of these wastes be shipped to a permitted hazardous waste landfill for disposal
to minimize the potential for leakage of explosive contaminants from the oflsite
landfill in the future, with associated threats to public health and the environment
and economic liability to the Army. The excavated materials could be shipped in
roll off boxes that are loaded onto flat bed tractor trailer trucks.
E ffecti veness. E flecti veness issues associ a ted wi th the exca va tion and other si terelated activities are discussed in Section 4.1.3.1.2.
Transportation of the contaminated wastes to the offsite landfill on public
roads would entail some risks due to possible spillage or accidents. The long-term
effectiveness of containing the untreated wastes in a well managed and controlled
offsite RCRA landfill should generally be good, although leakage from the landfill
at some point in the future would be possible.
lmplementability.

This alternative is technically feasible.

Administratively,

however, this alternative may be difficult to implement. A landfill operator that
responded to Dames &. Moore's inquiry about landfilling (CECOS, 1988) expressed
reluctance

to accept explosives-contaminated solids, which

may

possibly

be

interpreted as being K044 waste included in the August 17, 1988, land disposal ban
(see Section 2.3.4).
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Costs.

The estimated costs for transporting the Line 300 wastes to the offsite

landfill and for disposing of the wastes at the

landfill

$12,210,000, respectively, based on the following assumptions:

are

$4,500,000 and

(I) shipment of the

74,000 c.y. of contaminated wastes to an offsite landfill located in Chicago, about
230 miles fro,", lAAP; (2) a uni t transportation cost of $0.24/loaded ton-mile; and
(3) a landfill disposal cost of $150/ton.

The total cost for this alternative would,

therefore, be $13,759,000, including, dewatering, excavation, and site reclamation.
4.1.3.2 Groundwater
There are two courses of action that could be followed at Line 300 to prevent
humans from being exposed to contaminated groundwater. One alternative would
be to extract and treat the groundwater, thereby capturing and cleaning the
contaminated

groundwater

and

containing

and

ultimately

dissipating

the

contaminant plume. The other alternative would be to impose land use restrictions
to prevent unauthorized use of the contaminated groundwater. These two alternatives are discussed in Sections 4.1.3.2.1 and 4.1.3.2.2, respectively. In addition, the
groundwater monitoring programs that would be used in conjunction with each of
the media alternatives under consideration are discussed in Section 4.1.3.2.3.
4.1.3.2.1 Groundwater Extraction and Treatment
Descriotion. At this si te, contamination is present in both the shallow till aquifer
and the deeper limestone aquifer.

The till water-bearing zone is located in clay

which greatly retards lateral migration, although rapid vertical migration appears
to have occurred.

The shallow limestone aquifer appears to provide the only

pathway for contaminants to migrate beyond the immediate vicinity of the lagoon.
For these reasons, and because the groundwater yield from the till would be
extre,nely low,

the groundwater extraction wells would be drilled and screened in

the shallow limestone aquifer.
The groundwater extraction system would consist of 10 to 12 wells pumping a
total of about 100 gpm (see Appendix B for discussion and rationale).

The well

system would be designed to intercept and contain the contaminant plume, thereby
halting any further migration. Under the 10- 5 risk level scenario, the groundwater
extraction system is assumed to be operated for a 10-year period. Cleanup of the
shallow limestone aquifer would be expected to have an indirect cleansing effect
on the till aquifer as well.

The extraction of groundwater from the limestone
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aquifer would be expected to result in greater infiltration of contaminated water
from the till aquifer, resulting in a partial cleanup of the till aquifer.

groundwater

extraction

contaminated

materials

would
left

In

lower

the

place

may

water
no

table
longer

somewhat,
be

in

Also,

so

that

contact

with

groundwater.
The extracted groundwater would be treated by a carbon adsorption system
(see Sections 2.5.2.1.9 and 2.5.3). The treated groundwater would be discharged to
Brush Creek under an NPDES permit. When saturation of the carbon in the adsorption system occurs, the spent carbon would be disposed by incineration either at
IAAP's existing onsite incinerator if possible, or offsite.
Effectiveness. The groundwater extraction and treatment system should be very
reliable and effective for containing the contaminant plume at Line

sao

and for

removing explosive contaminants from the treated groundwater prior to discharge
to Brush Creek.

By preventing further migration of the plume and by effectively

treating the groundwater prior to discharge, water quality in Brush Creek would be
protected.
The

carbon

adsorption

system

would

be

designed

to

meet applicable

regulatory requirements, including effluent guidelines for explosives manufacturing
(40 CFR Part 257) and applicable water quality criteria for Brush Creek.

In

addi tion, incinera tion of the spent carbon would be carried out in compliance with
RCRA incinerator standards and other applicable air quality standards.
The mobility of the groundwater contaminants would be reduced by the use of
the extraction wells to contain the plume and thereby limit its migration. The use
of the extraction wells and carbon adsorption would reduce the concentration of
contaminants in and toxicity of the contaminated groundwater.

As pumping

continues, groundwater quality would improve as contaminated waters are replced
by recharging fresh waters.

Incineration of the spent carbon would permanently

destroy the adsorbed explosive contaminants.
Implementability. The use of extraction weBs at si tes similar to IAAP is routine,
and no unusual weB installation problems are anticipated.
Carbon adsorption uni ts are commonly used to remove a wide variety of
organic contaminants from groundwater and other types of wastewater, including
explosive contaminants.

Skid-mounted uni ts can be purchased or rented from
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vendors, and require little assembly.

As discussed in Section 2.5.2.1.9, existing

carbon adsorption units that are currently used to treat industrial effluents at
IAAP's LAP lines could also be considered for treatment of the contaminated
groundwater at Line 800.
Costs.

The estimated capital and 0&."1 costs for the previously described

groundwa ter extraction and treatment system are as foHows (see Section 2.5.3 for
design basis and Sections 2.5.3 and 4.2.2.2 for details of cost estimates).
Capital Cost
Carbon Column

Annual 0&1-.\ Cost
$100,000

Carbon Replacement

$ 42,000

Extraction WeHs

29,000

Carbon Disposal

Pumps and Piping

44,000

Monitoring of Carbon

8,000

Pumps

7,000

Housing

4,000

Total

Total

$177 ,000

31, 000

$138,000

These cost estimates are based on the foHowing assumptions: (I) 12 weHs driHed to
a depth of approximately 60 feet, at a unit cost of $40/linear foot (U.); (2) use of a
building to house the carbon adsorption system; (3) pumping of treated water about
2,000 feet to Brush Creek via a 4-inch ductile iron pipe, at an instaHed cost of
$12.90 per U., including excavation and backfiHj (4) pumps for the extraction
system and treated water at a cost of $18,000; and (5) a carbon usage rate of I
Ib/I,OOO gaHons of water treated. Other assumptions employed in developing these
estima tes are presented in Section 2.5.3.
4.1.3.2.2 Land Use Restrictions
Description.

Land use restrictions can sometimes be used instead of alternative

treatment technologies to protect public health and the environment.

As an

alternative to groundwater extraction and treatment at the Line 800 Pink Water
Lagoon, land use restrictions that would prevent the future use of contaminated
groundwa ter in the vicinity of the lagoon and offpost along Brush Creek may be a
feasible approach.
An effective land use restriction would define the location and amount of
land to be under restricted use, and the types of uses that would be prohibited. In
the case of the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon, the amount of land subject to
restricted use would depend on the location and extent of the contaminated
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groundwater plume in the vicinity of the lagoon, and on predictions of future plume
migration to Brush Creek and then off post 'Iia Brush Creek where potential future
shaUow weUs along the creek could be recharged, Restrictions may be imposed on
the installa tion of any new wells in both the on-post area between the lagoon and
Brush Creek and offpost locations along Brush Creek.

Such restrictions are

currently in place for the installation of wells in the alluvial aquifer along Brush
Creek.

For future off post wells along the creek, the restrictions could also take

the form of a directive regarding the depth of future wells constructed (i.e., the
wells would have to be sufficiently deep to be wi thin a zone unaffected by
potential contamination at shallower depths). Any such restrictions would have to
be legaUy recorded (e.g., in zoning ordinances, property deeds, well construction
permitting regulations, etc.).
Effectiveness. To be effective, the future migration of contaminated groundwater
offpost would have to be reliably predicted and monitored, and adequate land use
restrictions would have to be imposed to ensure that the public would not be
exposed to contaminated groundwater. If the contaminated plume was to migrate
J

beyond the

restricted land area, or the land use restrictions proved to be

ineffective in the future, the public could be exposed to unacceptable levels of
some explosive contaminants.
This alternative would result in no reduction in the toxicity, volume, or
mobility of the contaminated groundwater.
Implementability.

Land use restrictions should not be difficult to implement on-

post, due to the Army'S direct control over all on-post activities.

However, the

imposi tion of effective long-term land use restrictions off-post could be more
difficult to implement depending on the cooperation received from local and State
regulators and the surrounding communi ty. The long-term acceptabili ty of land use
restrictions to regulators and the community is uncertain.
Cost.

Restricting the use of land for the foreseeable future obviously decreases

the value of that land.

The actual cost associated with land use restrictions is

difficult to estimate, due to uncertainties in the areas that would be affected and
in possible future uses for that land. However, because the land is in a rural area
and there are no known plans to develop the area, this cost is expected to be minor
in comparison to that of other media alternatives that would considered for
i mplementa tion.
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4.1.3.2.3 Groundwater .\\onitoring
DescriDtion.

Groundwater

monitoring

programs

would

be

implemented

In

conjunc.ion with each of the soil/sediment/sludge and groundwater media alternatives discussed in Sections 4.1.3.1 and 4.1.3.2.

The various scenarios and their

recommended groundwater monitoring programs are as foUows:
•

Excavation (of soils, sediments, and sludge) and groundwater extraction
and treatment--Due to the reliability and comprehensiveness of these
actions,

only

five

weUs

to

be

sampled semi-annually would

be

recommended.
•

Containment (by capping at Line 800) and groundwater extraction and
treatme:1t--Since these actions are somewhat less effective than the
previous scenario employing excavation, eight monitoring weUs to be
sampled semi-annually would be recommended.

•

Land use restrictions (combined with either containment or excavation
actions for soils, sediments, and sludge)--Since the risk of public
exposure to unacceptable levels of contaminants is much higher for this
scenario, a more extensive monitoring program, consisting of II weUs
to be sampled on a quarterly basis, would be recommended.

For each of the above scenarios, the groundwater samples would be analyzed
for the explosive contaminants of concern in the Line 300 groundwater, and the
expl0sives and metals of concern in the soils, sediments, and sludge (see Section
1.2.4.2).
Effectiveness. RCRA groundwater monitoring requirements would be relevant and
appropriate at Line 800.

The intent of 40 CFR Part 264, Subpart F, would

therefore be met in the design of the groundwater monitoring program.

When

combined with other appropriate media alternatives, groundwater monitoring at
Line 800 when help ensure the long-term effectiveness of the implemented
alternatives,

and would permit additional corrective measures to be adopted in

case unanticipated problems should occur in the future.
Implementability.

The use of groundwater monitoring wells is routine, and no

difficulties are anticipated at IAAP.

Groundwater moni toring is expected to be

required for about 10 years in the case of all alternatives employing groundwater
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extraction and treatment.

For alternati'les employing land use restrictions,

groundwater monitoring is assumed to be continued for a period of 30 years.
Costs.

For all aiternati'/es employing groundwater extraction and treatment, ~

existing monitoring wells would be used for the monitoring program; thus, no well
installation costs would be incurred. It is estimated that three new wells would be
required for each alternative that includes land use restrictions.

The total

estimated cost to install these new wells would be $56,300.
For

the

excavation/groundwater

extraction

and

treatment

alternatives

employing five wells to be sampled semi-annually, the annual cost for groundwater
monitoring would be $5,200.

For the containment/groundwater extraction and

treatment alternatives employing eight wells to be sampled semi-annually, the
annual cost would be $8,300. For all alternatives using land use restrictions, which
would employ II wells sampled quarterly, the annual cost would be $22,900. All of
these estimates are based on an analysis cost of $520/sample.
4.1.3.3 Surface Water
The removal and treatment of standing water in the Line 800 Pink Water
Lagoon is a

prerequisite to

the

excavation, treatment, or containment

of

contaminated soils at the Line 800 site. As such, a surface water action will be an
integral part of any Line 800 remediation alternative.
4.1.3.3.1 Surface Water Removal and Trea tment
Description. Prior to initiating earthwork at Line 800, the free water in the lagoon
would be pumped directly to the carbon adsorption treatment system, or to tanker
trucks for transport to the treatment system.
The lagoon area normally covers approximately 5 acres. If 2 feet of standing
water are assumed held in the lagoon, then approximately 3.3 million gallons of
water would require treatment.

However, the quantity of standing water in the

lagoon can vary markedly, depending on the season of the year and prevailing
wea ther condi tions.

During the drought condi tions in the summer of 1988, we

understand that the area of standing water had receded to cover less than three

acres.
Two options are potentially available for surface water treatment.
option

would

be

to

utilize

excess

capacity available
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at

IAAP's

One

industrial

wastewater treatment plant or LAP lines.
which

These facilities utilize

would be very effecti'/e in removing

the contaminants

cac~on

iilters

present in

the

lagooned water. The second option would be to utilize the same carbon adsorption
system that would be employed to treat contaminated groundwater (see Section
4.1.3.2.1), if this is different from the plant's own facilities.
The treated surface water would be discharged to Brush Creek under an
. NPDES permit.
Effectiveness.

As discussed for the groundwater treatment system (see Section

4.1.3.2.1), the surface water treatment system would be very reliable and effecti'/e
in removing explosi'/e contaminants from the surface water prior to discharging to
Brush Creek, and in meeting all applicable discharge regulations.

The carbon

adsorption system would also be expected to remove a high percentage (up to 50
percent or :nore) of any heavy metals present in the surface water (Patterson,
1985).
In addi tion, removal of the surface water from the lagoon would also reduce
infiltration and leaching of contaminants to groundwater, and would aid in
alleviating the existing mounding conditions than can serve as a driving force for
contaminant migration.
Implementabili ty.
forward.

Pumping of standing water from the lagoon would be strating-

As discussed in Section 4.1.3.2.1 for groundwater treatment, the use of

carbon adsorption to treat explosive-contaminated wastewaters is common and
routine.

Thus, no implementation problems are anticipated for the surface water

removal and treatment alternative.
Costs.

The estimated operating cost to pump and treat approximately 3.3 million

gallons of surface water is $28,000.

This cost assumes that a carbon adsorption

system will already be available onsite, and includes the costs of fresh carbon,
carbon incineration, and surface water pumping.
".1.4 Development of Site-Wide Remedial Alternatives
In this section, the media alternatives described in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3
:or the Line I and Line 800 areas, respectively, have been combined to form
overall, site-wide remedial alternatives, to serve as the basis for screening and
comparing alternatives (see Section 4.1.5) and ultimately for
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selecting and

recommending a preferred alternative for implementation at IAAP. A broad range
of alternatives to be included in the screening process was developed by defining 15
site-wide alternati'/es employing different remedial technologies and remedial
action approaches.
As discussed in Section 4.1.1, the NCP requires that each of five general
catel;0ries involving varying degrees of compliance with ARARs and protection of
public health and the environment be represented in the array of remedial
alternatives evaluated in the alternatives screening process.

Each of the 15

remedial alternatives being considered at IAAP fall into one or more of these five
NCP ca tegories.
The basic components of each of the 15 site-wide remedial alternatives are
listed below, together with a short descriptive title to be used for convenient
reference in subsequent sections of this report.

In addition to these listed

components, the following technologies and operations would be present as part of
each of the site-wide remedial alternatives, with the exception of the no action
alternative:
•

Groundwater monitoring at the Line 800 site.

•

Surface water removal and treatment at the Line 800 lagoon.

•

Discharge of treated surface water and, in some cases, treated groundwa ter at Line 800 to Brush Creek.

The 15 site-wide alternatives-each of which includes actions for both the
Line 1 and Line 800 areas--are as follows:
Alterna tive 1 - No Action
Line I Action:

No Action

Line 800 Actions:

No Action

Alternative 2 - Containment In-Place at Line 1 and Line

sao;

and Groundwater

Extraction/Treatment at Line 800
Line 1 Action:

Cap Streambed and Floodplain and
Creek

Line 800 Actions:

Cap Soils/Sediments/Sludge
Groundwater Extraction and Treatment
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Channelize Brush

:\Iterna ti'le J - Containment In-Place at Line I and Line 3GG; and Land Use
Restrictions at Line 800
Line I Action:

Cap Streambed and Floodplain and Channelize Brush
Creek

Line 300 Actions:

Cap Soils/Sediments/Sludge
Land Use Restrictions (for Groundwater)

Alternati'/e 4 - Excavation at Line I and Line 800 and Disposal in Offsite RCRA
Landfill; and Groundwater Extraction!Treatment at Line 800
Line I Actions:

Excavate Soils and Sediments
Dispose in Offsite RCRA Landfill

Line 800 Actions:

Excavate Soils/Sediments/Sludge
Dispose in Offsite RCRA Landfill
Groundwater Extraction and Treatment

Alterna tive 5 - Excavation at Line I and Line 800 and Disposal

In

Offsite RCRA

Landfill; and Land Use Restriction at Line 800
Line I Actions:

Excavate Soils and Sediments
Dispose in Offsi te RCRA Landfill

Line 800 Actions:

Excavate Soils/Sediments/Sludge
Dispose in Offsite RCRA Landfill
Land Use Restrictions (for Groundwa ter)

Alternative 6 - Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800; and Capping and
Extraction/Groundwater Treatment at Line 800
Line I Actions:

Excavate Soils and Sediments
Dispose at Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon

Line 800 Actions:

Cap Soils/Sediments/Sludge
Groundwater Extraction and Treatment

Alternative 7 - Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800; and Capping and
Land Use Restrictions at Line 800
Line I Actions:

Excavate Soils and Sediments
Dispose at Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon

Line 300 Actions:

Cap Soi!s/Sedimen ts/Sludge
Land Use Restricitons (for Groundwater)
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i\lternati'/e 8 - Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Onsite Ash Disposal at Line
and Line 800; and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800
Line I Actions:

Excavate Soils and Sediments
Incinerate Onsite
Dispose of Ash Onsi te

Line 800 Actions:

Excavate Soils/Sediments/Sludge
Incinerate Onsi te
Dispose of Ash Onsi te
Groundwater Extraction and Treatment

Alternative 9 - Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Onsite Ash Disposal at Line
and Line 800; and Land Use Restrictions at Line 800
Line I Actions:

Excavate Soils and Sediments
Incinera te Onsi te
Dispose of Ash Onsi te

Line 800 Actions:

Excavate Soils/Sediments/Sludge
Incinera te Onsi te
Dispose of Ash Onsi te
Land Use Restrictions (for Groundwater)

Alternative 10 - Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Offsite Ash Disposal for Line
I and Line 800; and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line
800

Line I Actions:

Excavate Soils and Sediments
Incinera te Onsi te
Dispose of Ash Offsi te

Line 800 Actions:

Excavate Soils/Sediments/Sludge
Incinerate Onsi te
Dispose of Ash Offsi te
Groundwater Extraction and Treatment

Alternative I I - Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Offsite Ash Disposal for Line
I and Line 800; and Land Use Restrictions at Line 800
Line I Actions:

Excavate Soils and Sediments
Incinerate Onsi te
Dispose of Ash Offsite
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Line

sao

Actions:

Excavate Soils/Sediments/Sludge
Incinerate Onsite
Dispose of Ash Offsi te
Land Use Restrictions (for Groundwater)

Alternative 12 - Excavation, Offsite incineration, and Offsite Ash Disposal for
Line I and Line 800; and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at
Line

sao

Line I Actions:

Excavate Soils and Sediments
Incinerate Offsite
Dispose of Ash Offsite

Line 800 Actions:

Excavate Soils/Sediments/Sludge
Incinerate Offsite
Dispose of Ash Offsite
Groundwater Extraction and Treatment

Alternative 13 - Excavation, Offsite Incineration, and Offsite Ash Disposal for
Line
Line I Actions:

and Line 800; and Land Use Restrictions at Line 800
Excavate Soils and Sediments
Incinera te Offsi te
Dispose of Ash Offsi te

Line 800 Actions:

Excavate Soils/Sediments/Sludge
Incinerate Offsite
Dispose of Ash Offsi te
Land Use Restrictions (for Groundwater)

Alternative 14 - Channelization and Capping at Line I; and Excavation, Onsite
Incineration, Onsite Ash Disposal, and Groundwater Extraction/
Treatment at Line 800
Line I Action:

Cap Streambed and Floodplain and Channelize Brush
Creek

Line 800 Actions:

Excavate Soils/Sediments/Sludge
Incinerate Onsite
Dispose of Ash Onsi te
Groundwater Extraction and Treatment
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Alternative 15 - Channelization and Capping at Line I; and Excavation, Onsite
Incineration, Onsite Ash Disposal, and Land Use Restrictions at
Line &00
Line I Action:

Cap Streambed and Cap Floodplain and Channelize Brush
Creek

Line &00 Actions:

Excavate Soils/Sediments/Sludge
Incinera te Onsi te
Dispose of Ash Onsi te
Land Use Restrictions (for Groundwater).

In Table 4-1, these 15 site-wide remedial alternatives are grouped

in terms

of the five previously discussed NCP categories, and are summarized in terms of
their component media alternatives and remedial technologies.
4.1.5 Screening and Comparison of Sitewide Remedial Alternatives
In this section, the 15 alternatives that were developed in Section 4.1.4 are
screened to select the most promising alterna tives to carry through to the detailed
analysis phase.

The assembled alternatives are evaluated against the criteria of

effectiveness, implementability, and cost, in judging which alternatives appear
most promising.
The NCP requires that a broad range of remedial alternatives be considered
during the evaluation phase. As required, alternatives from each of the following
five NCP categories were developed and evaluated:
I.

No action

2.

Alternatives that do not meet ARARs, but will reduce present or future
risks to the environment

3.

Alternatives that meet ARARs

4.

Alternatives that exceed ARARs

5.

Offsite treatment and lor disposal.
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TAI3LE 4-1
Summary Descriptions o[ Site-Wide Remedial Alternatives
and Grouping in Terms of the rive NCr Categories
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a NOTE : Alternatives 'I, 5,10, 11, 12, and 13 include o(fsite treatment and/or disposal of wastes; these are presented under
other applicable NCr categories.

The 15 developed alternati"'es are summarized in Table 4-2 in terms of their
major efIectiveness and implementably factors and their estimated present wort;'
costs.

The alternatives are organized in Table 4-2 according to the five NCP

categories.

A breakdown of the cost elements which enter into each estimated

present worth cost is provided later in this section.
The selection of alternatives to be considered

In

the detailed analysis is

tempered by SARA's goal of preserving the broad range of

treatment and

containment technologies initially de",eloped. Thus, to select the best alternatives
while preserving the range, comparisons are also made between similar categories
of alternatives, as described below.
With the exception of the no action alternative, many of the alternatives
developed in Section 4.1.4 have similar components or employ similar approaches
for site remediation. Contaminated soil can be contained untreated or incinerated.
Contaminated groundwater emanating from Line 300 can be extracted and treated
or land use restrictions might be imposed.

In the following sections, the 15 si te-

wide remedial alternatives are reorganized into the following groups, which
represent general types of remedial approaches:
•

0Jo action

•

Containment of untreated soil, and:
Treatment of Line 800 groundwater, or
Restricted use of Line 800 groundwater.

•

Incineration of contaminated soil, and:
Treatment of Line 300 groundwater, or
Restricted use of Line 800 groundwater.

•

Containment of untreated Line I soil and incineration of contaminated
Line 800 soil, and:
Treatment of Line 300 groundwater, or
Restricted use of Line 800 groundwa ter.

In accordance with SARA's goal, direct comparisons of alternatives falling within
each of these groups are 'nade in the following sections, with the best alternative
from each group being carried forward to the detailed analysis phase of the FS.
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"d3LE 4-2
Summary Analysis of Site-wide Alternatives in Terms of Effectiveness, lmplementability, and Cost Criteria
NCP Cate~ory/
Remedial Alternative

Present Wor

Effectiveness

Implement"bili ly

Cost ($190;;

NO ACTION AL TEltNA TIVES
All. I - No Action

• No reduction in toxici ty, mobili ty,
or volume of contaminants.

• May not meet some ARARs, including
surface water quali ty and RCltA

• No immediate implementation
considerations, but future remediation, if needed, would be com-

plicated by spread of plume at
Line 800.

closure rcquireloents.

• May result in exceedances of surface
water quali ty cri teria for Grush Creek,
unacceptable degradation of gruundwater
quality, and exposure of humans and
ani mal s to con tam ina ted groundwa ter.

.,.

ALTEltNATIVES THAT DO NOT MEET ARARs, BUT WILL REDUCE PRESENT AND FUTURE IHSI<S TO THE ENVlIWNMENT

I

\.»

.,. All. J -

Containment In-Place
a t Line 1 and Line 800;
and Land Use
Restrictions at Line
800

• Possible short-term impacts due to
worker exposure by inhalation of dust
and dermal contact, and release of
contaminated sediments to Brush Creek
during construction.

• Should provide reliable, long-term
containment, if caps and channel are
properly maintained.
• Long-term reduction in sediment erosion
into Brush Creek, and infiltration and
leachin~ of contaminants to groundwater.

• Construction could be cOlnpleted
in less than one year.
• Implementation is technically
feasible, with no problems
anticipated.
• Ability to implement orepost
land use restrictions is
uncertain.

$

2,'12 '1,0

I

TABLE 4-2 (cont'd)
NCP Category/
Remedial AIterna ti ve

E f fecti veness

All. 3 -

(Continued)

• May result in unacceptable exposure
levels for certain explosive contaminants in groundwater in the future.

AI t. 5-

Excavation at Line I
and Line 800 and Disposal in Gffsi te RCR.A
Landfill; and Land Use
Restrictions at Line
800

• Possible short-term impacts due to
worker exposure by inhalation of
dust and dermal contact, and release
of contaminated sediments to Grush
Creek during construction.
• Sources of contamination would be
removed, along wi th any associated
ansi te risks of sediment erosion into
Brush Creek, and infiltration and
leaching of contaminants to groundwater.

..,.
I

'-'

'"

• Risk due to transportation of
untreated wastes on public roads.
• Leakage of contaminants from oftsi te
landfill may be possible in the future.
• May result in unacceptable exposure
levels for certain explosive contaminants in groundwater in the future,
because existing groundwater contamination at Line 800 would re'nain.
• Would not meet SARA goal of minimizing oftsite disposal.

Implcmentilbili ty

• Implementation is technically
feasible.
• Due to land disposal ban on 1<04 1f
wastes, offsite landfills may be
unwilling to accept explosivecontaminated soils.
• Ability to implement oUpost
land use restrictions is uncertain.

Present Wor
Cost ($In~

$ 22,525,('

TAI3LE 4-2 (cont'd)
NCP Category/
Remedial AI terna ti ve
Alt. 7 - Excavation at Line I
and Disposal at Line
300; and Land Use
Restrictions at Line
800

Prescnt

Effectiveness
• Possible short-term impacts due to
worker exposure by inhalation of dust
and dermal contact, and release of
contaminated sediments to I3rush Creek
during cons truction.

• Construction could be completed
in less than one year.

WOI

Cost ($1 n

Implementabi Ii ty

$

1,552, I

• Abili ty to implement land use
restrictions is uncertain.

• Should provide reliable, long-term cintainment if cap at Line 800 is properly
mai ntained.
• Long-term elimination of sediment
erosion into Brush Creek and infil tration
and leaching of contaminants into groundwater.

• May result in unacceptable exposure
levels for certain explosive contaminants in groundwater in the future.

..,,

v.>

(]'.

All. 9 -

Excavation,Onsite
Incineration, and

Onsi te Ash Disposal
a t Line 1 and Line;
and Land Use
Restrictions at Line
800

• Possible short-term impacts due to
worker exposure by inhalation of dust
and dermal contact, release of contaminated sediments Brush Creek, and
incinerator emissions.
• Long-term elimination of sediment
erosion into Brush Creek and infiltration and leaching of contaminants
to groundwater.

• Implementation is technically
feasible.
• l3ased on volume of contaminated
soil, about 1 year required to
incinerate wastes.
• Due to limi ted supply of sui table
mobile incinerators, relatively
long lead times may be required to
bring incinerator(s) onsi teo
• Ability to implement "{[post land
usc restrictions is uncertain.

$

26,683,

TAI3LE 11-2 (cont'd)
NCP Category/
Remedial Alternative
AI t 9 -

(Continued)

Effectiveness

Implement,,!>ili ty

Present IVai
Cost ($1 n:

• Incineration is a proven technology
for permanent destruction of explosive
contaminants, and would greatly reduce
soil toxici ty.
• May result in unacceptable exposure
levels for certain explosi ve contaminants in groundwater in the future,
because existing groundwater contamina-

tion at Line 800 would remain.
All. II -

..,
I

'"
"

Excavation,Onsite
Incineration, Offsi te
Ash Disposal for Line
I and Line 300; and
Land Use Restrictions
a t Line 300

• Possible short-term impacts due to
worker exposure by inhalation of dust
and dermal contact, release of contaminated sediments I3rush Creek and
incinerator emissions.

• Potential risk due to transport of
ash on public roads.
• Long-term elimination of sediment
erosion into Brush Creek and inriltration and leaching of contaminants
to gruundwater.

• Implementation is technically
[easi ble.
•

~ased on volume of contaminated
soil, about I year required to
incinerate wastes.

• Due to limi ted suppl y of sui table
mobile incinerators, relatively
long lead times may be required
bring incinerator(s) ansi teo
• Ability to implement oflpost
land lise restrictions is uncertain.

• Incineration is a proven technology
for permanent destruction of explosive
con tam inan ts, and waul d grea tl y reduce
soil toxici ty.
•

May reslJl t in unacceptable exposure

levels for certain explosive contaminants in groundwater in the
future, because existing groundwater

contalnination at Line 300 would
remain.

$ I,J,OII,'

TABLE 4-2 (cont'd)

Ncr Category/
Remedial Alternative
AI t. 13 -

Excavation, Offsi te
Incineration, and Offsi te Ash Disposal for
Line 1 and Line, and
Land Use Restrictions
at Line &00

Effectiveness
• Possible short-term impacts due to
worker exposure by inhalation of dust
and dermal contact, and release of
contaminated sediments to Brush Creek
during construction.

w

00

• [lased on volume of contaminated
soil, about one year required to

$ 1/9,563,f,

incinerate wastes.

• Risk due to transporting untreated
wastes and ash on pUblic roads.

• Offsi Ie Incineration may be
difficult to implement, due to
inabili ty of vendors to handle
soil in bull<.

• Contamination source removal would

• Ability to implement off-post land lise

resul t in long-term elimination of
sediment erosion into I3rush Creek
and infiltration and leaching of
contaminants to groundwater •

..,,

Presen t \V or
Cost ($In~

1m plemen tabi Ii ty

• Incineration is a proven technology for
permanent destruction of explosive
contaminants, and would greatly reduce
soil toxici ty.
• May result in unacceptable exposure
levels for certain explosive contaminants in groundwater in the future
because existing groundwater contamination at Line &00 would remain.
• Does not meet SAltA's goal of
minimizing offsi te disposal.

restrictions is uncertain.

TABLE 4-2 (cont'd)
NCP Category/
Remediall\lternative
Alt. 15 -

Channelization and
Capping at Line Ii
and Excava tion, Onsi te
Incinertion, Onsite Ash
Disposal, and Land Usc
Restrictions at Line 800

Effectiveness
• Possible short-term impacts due to
worker exposure by inhalation of dust
and dermal contact, release of contaminated sediments to Brush Creek,
and incinerator emissions.

ImpJemen tabi Ii ty
• Implementation is technically
feasible.
• Due to volume of contaminated
soil, about one year required to

incinera teo

• Long-term reduction in sedimen t
erosion into flrush Creek and
infiltration and leaching of
contaminants to groundwater.

• Due to limi ted supply of sui table
mobil incinerators, relatively
long lead times may be required
to bring incinerators onsite.
• Ability to implement offpost
land use restrictions is uncertain.

..,.,

w

'"

• Incineration is a proven technology for
permanen t destruction of explosive
contaminants, and would greatly reduce
soil toxicity.
• May resul t in unacceptable exposure
leveis for certain explosive contaminants in groundwater in the future,
because existing groundwa ter contamination at Line 800 would remain.

Present Wor I
Cost ($1 n~)

$

23,'107,OCi

TAI3LE 11-2 (cont'd)
NCP Category/
Remedial Alternative
ALTERNA T1VES THA T MEET
All. 2 -

Effecti veness

Irnpl emen tabi lit y

Present WOI
Cost ($In:

A1~ARs

Containment In-Place
• Possible short-term impacts due to
at Line I and Line 300;
worker exposure by inhalation of dust
and dermal contact, and release of
and Groundwater/Extraction Treatment at Line
contaminated sediments to I3rush Creek
800
during construction.

• Construction could be completed in
less than I year.

$

3,623 ,I

• No implementation problems
anticipated.

• Should provide relable long-term
containment i [ caps and channel are

properly maintained.
• Long-term reduction in sediment
erosion into I3rush Creek and infiltration and leaching of contaminants
into groundwater.

"",

""a

• Extraction well/carbon adsorption
system would provide reliable longterm containment of plume at Line
800, removal of contaminants from
groundwater, and reduction in
groundwater toxici ty.
All. 4 -

Excavation at Line
• Possible short-term impacts due to
worker exposure by inhalation of dust
and Line 800, and
and dermal contact, and release of
Disposal in OUsi te
contaminants sediments to I3rush Creek
RCRA Landfill; and
during construction.
Groundwater Extraction/
Treatment at Line 800
• Risk due to transportation of
untreated wastes on public roads.

• Implementation is technically
feasible.
• Due to land disposal ban on KOI/I,
wastes, offsile landfills may be
unwilling to accept explosivecontaminated soils.

$ 23,710,

TABLE 11-2 (cont'd)
NCP Category/
Remedial Alternative
Al t. 4 -

(Continued)

Effecti veness

Implementabi Ii ty

Present Wor
Cost ($190:

• Contaminant source removal would
eliminate contaminated sediment erosion
into flrush Creek and infiltration and
leaching of contaminants into groundwater .

.. Extraction well/carbon adsorption
system would provide reliable, longterm containment o[ plume at Line 800,
removal of contaminants from groundwater, and reduction in groundwater
toxici ty .
.. Leakage of contaminants from of[site
landfill may be possible in future.

""",
"""

.. Would not meet SARA goal of minimizing offsi te disposal.
AIL 6 -

Excavation at Line I
and Disposal at Line
800; and Groundwater
Extraction/Trea tment
a t Line 800

.. Possible short-term impacts due to
worker exposure by inhalation of dust
and dermal contact, and release of
contaminated sediments to Brush Creek
during construction.
.. Should provide reliable, long-term
containment if cap at Line 800 is
properly maintained .
.. Long-term elimination of sedirnent
erosion into flrush Creek and infiltration and leaching of contaminants
into groundwa ter.

.. Construction could be cornpleted in
less than one year.
.. No implementation problems
anticipated.

$

2,756,1

TABLE 4-2 (cont'd)
NCP Category/
Remedial Alternative
AI I. 6 -

(Continued)

Effectiveness

Implementabili ty

Present IVOI
Cost ($In

• Extraction well/carbon adsorption
system would provide reliable longterm containment of plume at Line
800, removal of contuminants from
groundwater, and reduction in

groundwater toxicity.
All. 8 -

Excavation,Onsite
Incineration, and

Onsi te Ash Disposal at
Line I and Line 800;
and Groundwa ter
Ex traction/T rea tmen t
at Line 800

..,.

..,.
I

N

• Possible short-term impacts due to
worker exposure by inhalation of dust
and dermal contact, release of contaminated sediments to Brush Creek, and
incinerator emissions.
• Long-term elimination of sediment
erosion into Grush Creek and infiltration and leaching of contaminants
into groundwa tcr.

• Incineration is a proven technology for
permanent destruction of explosive
contaminants, and would greatly reduce
soil toxicity.
• Extraction well/carbon adsorption
system would provide reliable longterm containment o[ plume at Line
800, removal of contaminants from
groundwater, and reduction in
groundwater toxici ty.

• Implementation is technically
feasible.
• Gased on volume of contaminated
soil, about 1 year required to
incinerate wastes.
• Due to limi ted supply of sui table
mobile incinerators, relatively
long lead times may be required
bring incineratods) onsi teo

$ 27,873,1

TAGLE 4-2 (cont'd)
NCP Category/
Remedial Alternative
All. 14 -Channelization and
Capping at Line I;
and Excava tion, Onsi te
Incinera tion, Onsi te

Ash Disposal, and
Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at
Line 800

Present Wor I

Effectiveness
• Possible short-term impacts due to
worker exposure by inhalation of dust

• Implementation is technically
feasi ble.

and dermal contact, release of contami-

nated sediments to Grush Creek, and
incinerator emissions.

• nased on volume of contaminated
soil, about I year required to
incinerate wastes.

• Long-term elimination of sediment
erosion into Brush Creek and infiltration and leaching of contaminants
into groundwater.

..,.,
..,.

lrn plcmen t;o bi lit Y

• Incineration is a proven technology for
permanent destruction of explosive
contaminants, and would greatly reduce
soil toxici ty.

w

• Extraction well/carbon adsorption
system would provide reliable, longterm containment of plume, removal of
contaminants from groundwater, and
reduction in groundwater toxicity.

• Due to limited supply of suitable
mobile incinerators, relatively

long lead times may be required
bring incinerator(s) onsi teo

Cost ($Ins

$

21f,592,OI

TABLE 11-2 (cont'd)
Effectiveness

Alternative

Present Wo,
Cost ($In

Implementilbili ly

AL TERNA TlVES THA T EXCEED Arl.ARs
All. 10-

Excavation, Onsi te
• Possible short-term impacts due to
Incinera tion, and Offsi te
worker exposure by inhalation of dust
and dermal contact, release of contamiAsh Disposal for Line 1
and Line 800; and
nated sediments to Brush Creek, and
Groundwater Extraction/
incinerator emissions.
Treatment at Line 800
• Potential risk due to transporting
incinera tor ash on pUblic roads.
'. Long-term elimination of sediment
erosion into Brush Creek and infiltration and leaching of contaminants
to groundwa ter .

.".
I

.".
.".

•

• Incineration is a proven technology for
permanent destruction of explosive
contaminants, and would greatly reduce
soil toxici ty .
• Extraction well/carbon adsorption
system would provide reliable longterm containment of plume at Line
800, removal of contaminants from
groundwater, and reduction in groundwater toxicity.

• Implementation is technically
feasible.

$ 112,8 116,1

• nased on volume of contaminated soil,

about I year required to incinerate
wastes.

• Due to limited supply of suitable
,nobile incinerators relatively long
lead times may be required to bring
incinerators onsite.

TABLE 11-2 (cont'd)
Ef fecti veness

Alternative
All. 12-

Excavation, Offsi te
• Possible short-term impacts due to
Incineration, and Offsi te
worker exposure by inhala tion of dus t
and dermal contact, and release of
Ash Disposal for Line J
contaminated sediments to Brush Creel<
and Line 800; and
Groundwater Extraction/
during contstruction.
Treatment at Line 800
• Risk due to transporting untreated wastes
and incinerator ash on public roads.

1m plemen tabi Ii I Y
• Offsi te Incinera tion may be
difficult to implement, because of
inabili ty of vendors to llilndle
soil in bull<.

Present 1V0
Cost ($1

n

$

50 ,7118"

• Long-term elimination of sediment
erosion into [lrush Creek and infiltration
and leaching of contaminants to groundwater.

..,.,
..,.

• Incineration is a proven technology for
permanent destruction of explosive
constaminants, and would greatly reduce
soil toxici ty.

'"

• Extraction well/carbon adsorption
system would provide reliable, longterm containment of plume at Line 800,
removal of contaminants froln groundwater, and reduction in groundwater
toxici ty.
OFFSITE TREATMENT AND/OR DISPOSAL
See Note a

aAlternatives 11,5,10,11,12, and 13 include offsite treatment and/or disposal of wastes, these are presented under other applciable
NCP ca tegories.

4.1.5.1 No Action
Alternative 1, the no action alternati'/e, is alone in this group. The NCP and
SARA mandate that this alternative be considered in the detailed analysis as the
baseline against which other alternati'/es are judged. Alternative 1 will therefore
be included in the detailed analyses in Section 4.2.
4.1.5.2 Containment of Untreated Soil
Several remedial alternatives utilize containment of untreated soil as their
principal common feature.

In addition, these alternatives can be di'/ided between

those utilizing groundwater extraction and treatment and those utilizing land use
restrictions to provide protectiveness from groundwater.

These alternatives are

compared below.
4.1.5.2.1

Containment Alternatives Employing Groundwater Treatment. Contain-

ment of untreated soil can be provided either onsite or offsite. Onsite containment
would employ capping and isolation of contaminated soils either in place or in
another designated location.

Offsite containment would consist of transporting

contaminated soils offpost to a secure RCRA landfill. The following alternatives
utilize containment for untreated soil, along with groundwater treatment:
•

Alternative 2 - Containment In-Place at Line

I and Line 800; and

Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800
•

Alternative 4 - Excavation at Line I and Line 800 and Disposal in
Off site RCRA Landfill and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800

•

Alternative 6 - Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800; and
Capping and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line
800.

A comparison of these alternatives is presented below.
Effectiveness.

Between the two onsite containment alternatives (2 and 6),

Alternative 6 is judged to be the more effective. Movement of contaminated Line
1 soils and sediments to Line 800 would concentrate and contain the contaminated
materials in one location where a groundwater extraction and treatment system is
proposed to capture any

generated leachate.

The

volume

and

degree

of

contamination of Line I soils and sediments is minor in comparison to the volume
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and

degree of contamination of Line 300 soil/sediments/sludges.

Therefore,

movement of Line I soils would have little effect on the environmental impacts at
the Line 300 site.

Furthermore, implementation of Alternative 6 would result in

the removal of the contamination source from the Former Line I Impoundment
area along Brush Creek.
Containment of wastes in an offsite RCRA landfill in Alternative

~

would be

an effective solution to the contamination problem in the short-term. However, an
improperly managed RCRA landfill could begin to leak at some future time.

In

addition, there would be some risk to pUblic health and the environment due to the
shipment of large quantities the untreated wastes in public roads. Besides these
disadvantages, the offsite landfill alternative would not meet SARA's goal of
minimizing offsite disposal. The one advantage gained by excavation and shipment
offsi te is the physical removal of the contaminant sources which might otherwise
eventually leach into the groundwater and surface water.

However, this one

advantage is insufficient to offset the disadvantages of offsite containment over
onsite containment.
For the reasons presented above, Alternative 6 is judged to be the most
effective of these three alternatives.
Implementability. No implementation difficulties are anticipated for either onsite
containment alternative.

However, Alternative 6 is judged to be easier to

implement than Alternative 2, because excavation of Line I can be more rapidly
accomplished than and would not pose the potential engineering difficulties posed
by channelization and capping. The offsite disposal alternative may be difficult to
implement due to the recent land disposal ban on

KO~~

wastes, and the possible

unwillingness of offsite landfills to accept explosives-contaminated wastes. Thus,
Alternative 6 is judged to be the easiest to implement.
Cost. The costs associated with Alternative 2,
worth basis in Table

~-3.

Alternative

~

~,

and 6 are presented on a present

is nearly an order of magnitude more

expensive than either Alternative 2 or 6. Alternative 6 is judged to be the most
cost effective of the three alternatives.

~-~7

TABLE '1-3
Present Worth Cost Comparison of Soil Containment
Alternatives Employing Groundwater Extraction and Treatment
(Costs in $ 1988)

Cost Element
Line I Stream Channelization and
Flood Plain Capping
Line 800 Capping

Alternative 2

$

I , 129,000

Alternative 'I

$

$
1,070,000

1,070,000

Line I Soil Excavation, Handling,
Backfill , and Site Restoration

155,000

Line 800 Soil Excavation, Handling
Backfill , and Site Restoration

2,0'19,000

Offsi te Soi! Transport and Disposal
in RCRA Landfill

20,096,000

181 ,000

76,000

Soil Hauling and Disposal at Line 800
Surface Water Removal and Treat-

Alternati ve 6

28,000

28,000

28,000

1,350,000

1,350,000

1,350,000

51,000

32,000

51,000

3,628,000

23,71 0,000

2,756,000

ment

Groundwater Extraction and
Treatment
Line 800 Groundwater Monitoring
TOTAL PRESENT WORTH COST
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Recommendation.

Alternative 6 WaS judged to be the most effective, easiest to

implement,

least

and

alternati·/es.

costly

Therefore,

of

the

Alternatives

containment/groundwater
2 and

4 are

dropped

treatment

from

further

consideration.
4.1.5.2.2

Containment Alternatives Employing Land Use Restrictions.

There are

three alternatives that are similar to Alternatives 2, 4, and 6 discussed in Section
4.1.5.2.1, except that they utilize land use restrictions instead of groundwater
extractin and treatment. These alternatives are:
•

Alternative J -

Containment In-Place at Line I and Line 300; and
Land Use Restrictions at Line 800

•

Alternative 5 -

Excavation at Line I and Line 300 and Disposal in
Offsite RCRA Landfill; and Land Use Restrictions at
Line 800

•

Alternative 7 -

Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800; and
Capping and Land Use Restrictions at Line 800.

A comparison of these alternatives is presented below.
Effectiveness. Alternative 7 would be more effective than Alternative J, for the
same

reasons

presented

In

com paring

the

Alternatives 2 and 6 in Section 4.1.4.2.1.

effectiveness

of

corresponding

Even in the absence of groundwater

extraction and treatment at Line 800, little or no additional impact would be
expected as a result of consolidating Line I and Line 800 contaminated materials
at Line 800.
Because

groundwater

treatment

is

not

employed

alternatives, there is a greater effectiveness advantage
contaminated soil

and

Alterna ti ves 2, 4, and 6.

redisposing

offsite

than

there

with

any

of

these

with excavating the
was

when

comparing

At Line 800, contaminant source removal would lessen

impacts on groundwater more than capping.

However, as previously discussed,

moving the contaminated soil to an offsite facility would entail risks due to
transportation on public roads, and may not be protective in the long run,
especially if the facility is mismanaged. Additionally, offsite land disposal without
treatment is discouraged under SARA.
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Based on the above discussion, effectiveness is rated to be equal between
Alternatives 3 and 5, but Alternative 7 is considered to be slightly more effective
than these.
Implementability.

For all three alternati'/es, the ability to implement long-term

Al ternative 5 has the additional

offpost land use restrictions is uncertain.
disadvantage associated
Section 4.1.4.2.1).

with implementation of offsite landfill disposal (see

Alternative 7 is judged to be easier to implement than

Alternative 3, because excavation at Line I can be more rapidly implemented than
and would not pose the potential engineering difficulties posed by channelization
and capping.
Cost. The costs associated with Alternatives 3, 5, and 7 are presented on a present
worth basis in Table 4-4. As shown, Alternative 5 is about an order of magnitude
more expensive than Alternatives 3 and 7. Alternative 7 is judged to be the most
cost effective of the three alternatives.
Recommendiltion. Alternatives 7 was judged to be the most effective, easiest to
implement, and least costly of the containment/land use restriction alternatives.
Therefore, Alternatives 3 and 5 are dropped from further consideration.
4.1.5.2.3

Selected Containment Alternative.

The best containment alternatives

employing groundwater extraction/treatment or land use restrictions were found to
be:

•

Alternative 6 - Excavation at Line I and Disposal a t Line 800; and
Capping

and

Groundwa ter

Extraction/Treatment at

Line 800
•

Alternative 7 - Excavation at Line 1 and Disposal at Line 800; and
Capping and Land Use Restrictions at Line 800.

These two alterna ties employ iden tical containment approaches.
Alternative 6 is judged to be
Al terna tive 7,

which

more

employs land

effective
use

than Alternative 7,

restrictions

However,
because

instead of groundwater

treatment, may result in unacceptable exposure levels for explosive contaminants
in groundwater in the future.

It would appear that Alternative 7 would be the

easier of the two to implement, because a groundwater extraction and treatment
system would not need to be installed.

However, strong public and regula tory

oppositon to land use restrictions in lieu of groundwater containment/treatment
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TABLE 4-4
Present Worth Cost Comparison of Soil
Containment Alternati'/es Employing Land Use Restrictions
(costs in $ 1983)

Cost Element
Line I Capping and Stream
ChanneJiza tion

Alternative 3

$

1,129,000

Alternative 7

Alternative 5

$

$

1,070,000

Line 300 Capping

1,070,000

Line I Soil Excavation, Handling,
Backfill , and Site Restoration

18l , 000

155,000
2,049,00

Line 800 Soil Excavation, Handling,
Backfill, and Site Restoration

20,096,000

Offsite Soil Transport and Disposal
in RCRA Landfill

76,000

Soil Hauling and Disposal at Line
800
Surface Water Removal and Treatment
Land Use Restrictions

28,000

Not Estimated

23,000

28,000

Not Estimated

Not Estimated

Line I Groundwater Moni toring

TOTAL PRESENT WORTH COST

$

2,424,000
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197,000

197,000

197,000

Line 300 Groundwater Moni toring

$

22,525,000

$

1,552,000

may negate this advantage. Cost-wise, Alternative 6 is somewhat more expenshe
than Alternative 7.

Overall, Alternative 6 is judged to be the best containment

alternative, because of its much greater degree of protectiveness. Alternative 6
will therefore be carried through to the detailed analysis.
4.1.5.3 Incineration of Contaminated Soil
Treatment (by incineration) of all contaminated Line I and Line 800
sediments, and sludge is incorporated in six different alternatives.

soils,

This group of

alternatives is also divided between those employing groundwater treatment and
those employing land use restrictions.

The soil

treatment alternatives are

compared in the sections that follvw.
4.1.5.3.1 Incineration Alternatives Employing Groundwater Treatment. Excavated
soils from Line 1 and Line 800 can be incinerated either onsite or offsite.

The

incineration alternatives employing groundwater treatment are listed below:
•

Alternative 8 -

Excavation,

Onsite

Incineration,

Disposal at Line 1 and Line 800;

and

Onsite

As~

and Groundwater

Extraction/Treatment at Line 800
•

Alternative 10 - Excavation,

Onsite

Incineration,

and

Offsite

Ash

Disposal at Line I and Line 800; and Groundwater
Extraction/Treatment at Line 800
•

Alternative 12 - Excavation,

Offsite

Incineration, and Offsite

Ash

Disposal at Line 1 and Line 800; and Groundwater
Treatment at Line 800.
These alternatives are compared below.
Effectiveness.

All three incineration options are expected to be very effective in

destroying organic contaminants in the soil.

Because incineration will destroy

virtually all the organic soil contaminants, no effectiveness advantages are gained
by disposing of the ash offsite as opposed to onsite.

Potential impacts posed by

transporting inert ash over public roads are considered to be minimal.

Thus, all

three alternatives are judged to be equally effective.
Implementability.

The two onsite incineration Alternatives (8 and 10) may be

easier to implement than Alternative 12, due to the apparent inability of offsite
incineration facilities to handle soil in bulk.
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Comparing Alternatives 8 and 10,

onsi te ash disposal would be easIer to implement, because Alterna ti ve 12 would
involve the additional operations of accessing a borrow source for backfill matecial
and shipping ash offsite.

Therefore, Alternative 8 is judged to be the easiest to

implement.
Cost.

The costs associated with Alternatives 8, 10 and 12 are presented on a

present worth basis in Table 4-5.

Alternative 8 is much less costly than either

Alternative 10 or 12.
Recommendation.

Alternative 8 is clearly preferable to Alternati'/es 10 and 12,

because it is as effective as the other two alternatives, but would be somewhat
easier to implement and has a large cost advantage.
4.1.5.3.2 Incineration Alternatives Employing Land Use Restrictions. ,\Iternatives
9, ll, and 13 are similar to Alternatives S, 10, and 12 discussed above, except that
land use restrictions replace groundwater extraction and treatment.

These

al terna ti ves are:
•

Alternative 9 -

Excavation,

Onsite

Disposal at Line

Incineration,

and

Onsite

Ash

I and Line 800; and Land Use

Restrictions at Line 800
•

Alternative II - Excavation,

Onsite

Incineration,

and

Offsite

Ash

Disposal for Line 1 and Line 800; and Land Use
Restrictions at Line 800
•

Alternative 13 - Excavation,

Offsite

Disposal for Line

Incineration, and Offsite

Ash

I and Line 800; and Land Use

Restrictions at Line 800.
Effectiveness. All three incineration options are expected to be very effective in
destroying organic contaminants in the soil.

Because incineration wilI destroy

virtualIy alI the organic soil contaminants, no protectiveness advantages are gained
by disposing of the ash offsite as opposed to onsite.

Potential impacts posed by

transporta ting inert ash over public roads are expected to be minimal;

Thus, all

three alternatives are judged to be equalIy effective.
Implementability.

As discussed in Section 4.1.4.2.1, the two onsite incineration

alternatives (9 and II) may be easier to implement than the offsite incineration
alternative (13). In alI three of these alternatives, the ability to implement off post
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TABLE 4-5
Present Worth Cost Comparison of Soil Incineration
Aiternati'/es Employing Groundwater Extraction and Treatment
(costs in $ 1988)

Cost Element
Line 1 Soil Excavation, Handling,
Backfill, and Site Restoration
Line 800 Soil Excavation,
Handling, Backfill, and Site
Restoration
Onsi te Soil Incineration

Alternative 8

$

285,000

Alternative 10

Alternative 12

$

$

155,000

1,703,000

2,026,000

24,475,000

24,475,000

2,026,000

34,781,00

Offsi te Soil Incineration
16,130,00

12,376,00

28,000

28,000

28,000

1,350,000

1,350,000

1,350,000

32,000

32,000

32,000

Offsi te Ash Disposal in RCRA
Landfill
Surface Water Removal and

155,000

Treatment

Groundwater Extraction and
Treatment
Line 800 Groundwater Moni toring
TOTAL PRESENT WORTH COST

$ 27,873,000 $ 42,846,000 $ 50,748,000
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land use restrictions is uncertain.

Alternati'/e 9 would be somewhat easier to

implement than Alternative II, because the latte, would involve the additional
operations of accessing a borrow source for backfill material and shipping ash
oftsi teo
Cost.

The present worth costs of Alternatives 9, II, and 13 are presented In

Table 4-6. Alternative 9 is much less costly than either Alternative II or 13.
Recommendation.

Alternative 9 is judged to be the best alternative among

Alternatives 9, II, and 13. Alternative 9 was found to be as effective and more
implementable, and much less costly than Alternatives II and 13.

Therefore,

Alternatives II and 13 are dropped from further consideration.

4.1.5.3.3

Selected Soil Incineration Alternative.

The best soil incineration

alternatives employing groundwater treatment or land use restrictions were found
to be:
•

Alternative 8 -

Excavation,

Onsite

Incineration,

and

Onsite

Ash

Disposal at Line I and Line 800; and Groundwater
Extraction/Treatment at Line 800
•

Alternative 9 -

Excavation,

Onsite

Disposal at Line
Restrictions at Line

Incineration,

and

Onsite

Ash

and Line 800; and Land Use

sao.

Alternative 8 is judged to be more effective than Alternative 9, since
Alternative 9, which does not employ groundwater extraction and treatment, may
result in unacceptable exposure levels for explosive contaminants in groundwater in
the

future.

Alternative 8 would also be easier to implement, due to the

uncertainties associated with offpost land use restrictions. Alternative 8 is slightly
more costly than Alternative 9. However, on balance, Alternative 8 is judged to be
the best soil incineration alternative, because of its higher level of protectiveness
for little additional cost. Therefore, Alternative 8 wiIJ be carried forward to the
detailed analysis phase of the FS.

4.1.5.4 Containment of Untreated Line I Soil and Incineration of Line 800 Soil
The two alternatives which fi t into this category combine elements of the
containment and treatment alternatives previously discussed.

They differ only in

the use of groundwater treatment versus land use restrictions. These alternatives
are:
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TABLE 4-6
Present Worth Cost Comparison of Soil Incinertion
Alternatives Employing Land Use Restrictions
(cost in S 1988)
Cost Element

Line 1 Soil Excavation, Handling,
Backfill, and Site Restoration
Line 300 Soil Excavation,
Handling, Backfill, and Si te
Restoration
Onsi te Soil Incineration

Alterna tive 9

S

235,000

Alternative 11

Alternative 13

S

$

155,000

1,703,000

2,026,000

24,475,000

24,475,000

2,026,000

34,781,000

Offsi te Soil Incineration

16,130,000

12,376,000

2S, 000

2S, 000

28,000

Not Estimated

Not Estimated

Not Estimated

197,000

197,000

197,000

Offsi te Ash Disposal in RCRA
Landfill
Surface Water Removal and

155,000'

Treatment

Land Use Restrictions
Line 300 Groundwater Monitorlng
TOTAL PRESENT WORTH COST

$ 26,683,000 $ 43,011,000 $ 49,563,000
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•

Alternative 14 - Channelization and Capping at Line I; and Excavation,
Onsi te Incineration, Onsi te Ash Disposal, and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800

•

Alternative 15 - Channelization and Capping at Line l; and Excavation,
Onsite Incineration, Onsite Ash Disposal, and Land Use
Restrictions at Line 800.

These alternatives are compared below.
Efiectiveness. The difference in effectiveness between Alternatives 14 and 15 is
due only to the difference between groundwater extraction and treatment and land
use restrictions.

Groundwater treatment is clearly more effective in reducing the

risk of exposure to contaminated groundwater offsite, since it would act to contain
the contaminant plume and reduce contaminant concentrations in groundwater. In
the case of Alternative 15, which employs land use restrictions, there could be
unacceptable exposure levels for explosive contaminants in groundwater in the
future.
lmplementability.

Alternative 14 would be easier to implement than Alternative

15, due to possible difficulties in implementing offpost land use restrictions.
Cost.

The present worth costs associated with Alternatives 14 and 15 are

presented in Table 4-7. Alternative 15 is only slightly less costly than Alternative
14.

Potential future cleanup costs associated with the spread of groundwater

contamination, if Alternative 15 were to be implemented, could change the balance
in favor of Alternati'le 14.
Recommendation.

Alternative 14 has clear effectiveness and implementability

advantages over Alternative 15, while being only
Alternative 15.

slightly

more costly

than

On balance, Alternative 14 is, therefore, selected for detailed

analysis in Section 4.2.
4.1.6 Summary of Alternatives Passing Screen
As discussed in Section 4.1.5, four groups of similar alternatives were
developed. The use of these four groups preserves the broad range of alternatives
that must be considered under both the NCP and SARA, and follows the SARA
guidelines of comparing alternatives offering similar levels of performance and
effectiveness in protecting human health and the environment. Alternatives within
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TABLE 4-7
Present Worth Cost Comparison of Combined Soil
Containment and Incineration Alternatives
(costs in $ 1983)

Cost Element
Line 1 Capping and Stream
Channelization

Alternative 14

$

Line 800 Soil Excavation, Handling,
Backfill , and Site Restoration

I , 129,000

Alternati'le 15

$

1,129,000

1,703,000

1,703,000

20,350,000

20,350,000

Surface Water Removal and Treatment

28,000

23,000

Groundwater Extraction and Treatment

1,350,000

Onsi te Incineration

Not Estimated

Land Use Restrictions

TOTAL PRESENT WORTH COST

197,000

32,000

Line 800 Groundwater Monitoring

$
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24,592,000

$

23,407,000

each of these four groups were then compared to each other in terms of their
effectiveness, implementability, and costs.

As a result of these comparisons,_ the

following four remedial alternatives were seJected to serve as a basis for the
detailed analyses in Section 4.2:
•

Alternative I -

No Action

•

Alternative 6 -

Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800; and
capping and

Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at

Line 800
•

Alternative 8 -

Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Onsite Ash Disposal at Line I and Line 800; and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800

•

Alternative 14 - Channelization and Capping at Line 1; and Excavation,
Onsite Incineration, Onsite Ash Disposal, and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800.

4.2

DETAILED ANAL YSIS OF REMEDIAL AL TERNA TIVES

4.2.1 Introduction
As a result of the remedial actions screening process described in Section 4.1,
the four remedial alternatives summarized in Section 4.1.6 were selected for
detailed analysis under the 10- 5 risk level scenario. Each of these alternatives
includes remediation options for both the Former Line I Impoundment and the Line
800 Pink Water Lagoon. In this section, these four alternatives are developed and
described in greater detail, thereby enabling the more detailed analyses and
evalua tions to be performed.
The seven evaluation criteria used to compare the four candidate remedial
alternatives under the 10- 5 risk level scenario are identical to those described in
Section 3.2.1 for the 10- 6 risk level scenario.
The following sections present the detailed alternatives analysis (Section
4.2.2), comparative analysis of alternatives (Section 4.2.3), and selection of the
most appropriate remedy (Section 4.2.4). The selected and recommended remedy
described in Section 4.2.4 represents

the

best balance of the above seven

evaluation criteria, in addition to being protective of human health and the
environment.

In selecting the preferred remedial alternative, the statutory
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preferences for remedies that utilize source control, offer permanent solutions, or
result in the reduction of mobility, toxicity, or volume of contaminants were duly
considered.
~.2.2

Alternati'/es Analysis
This section presents narrative descriptions of each alternatj'/e, followed in

each case by detailed analyses in terms of the seven evaluation criteria.
~.2.2.1

Alternative I--No Action

~.2.2.1.1

Description. The no action alternative under the 10- 5 risl< level scenario

is defined in this FS to mean that no remedial actions would be performed at either
the Line I or Line 800 sites.

No efforts would be undertaken to treat, contain,

remove, or monitor contaminants in the soil, surface water, or groundwater.

Evaluation of the no action alternative provides a baseline against which other
al te rna ti ves can be measured.
~.2.2.1.2

Short-Term Effectiveness.

Since no remedial actions would be under-

taken under this alternative, there would be no short-term impacts on community
or

worker health or the environment due to construction or implementation

acti v i ties.
~.2.2.1.3

Long-Term Effectiveness.

The no action alternative would provide

inadequate protection of public health, due to potential exposure of offsite
residents (with future shallow wells adjacent to Brush Creek) to contaminated
groundwater from Line 800 in the future.

In addition, the surface water in Brush

Creek could be adversely affected by the erosion of sediments at the Former Line
I Impoundment and by migration of the contaminant plume at the Line 800 Pink
Wa ter Lagoon.
~.2.2.1.~

Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility, and Volume.

No reduction in toxicity,

mob iIi ty, or volume of contaminants or contaminated media would result from the
no action alternative.
~.2.2.1.5

Implementability.

There are no construction-related implementation

considerations associated with the no action alternative.

However, considering

potential risks associated with conditions at the two sites and with other viable
alternatives being available,

regulatory

probably be difficult to obtain.
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approval

for

this

alternative

would

4.2.2.1.6

Cost.

However,

the Army

migrating offsite.

No direct costs are associated with the no action alternative.
would assume

the

long-term liability for

contaminants

While the costs associated with future potential liabilities have

not been estima ted, they could be substantial if no remedial actions are taken at
the Line I and Line 800 sites.
4.2.2.1.7

Overall Protection.

The no action alternative is not considered to

provide adequa te overall protection of human health and the environment, because
of adverse long-term impacts (see Section 4.2.2.1.3) and failure to meet several
ARARs (see Section 4.2.2.1.8), including RCRA requirements for closure of surface
impoundments and applicable water quality standards for Brush Creek.
4.2.2.1.8

Legal/lnsti tutional F actors.

Since the public and S ta te and Federal

regulatory agencies are aware of the presence of contamination at the Line I and
Line 800 sites, the no action alternative would likely encounter community and
State opposition.

Also, the no-action alternative fails to meet a number of

requirements that are considered as ARARs.

First, although the waste materials

found in Line I and Line 800 would not be subject to RCRA requirements if left
in-place, RCRA closure requirements for excavation/removal or capping of wastes
in surface impoundments may be considered as "relevant and appropriate", as
excavation/removal or capping could eliminate or significantly reduce migration of
hazardous constituents from the former lagoons.

In addition, the no action

alternative may result in exceedances of surface water quality criteria in Brush
Creek as a result of the erosion of contaminated soils/sediments to Brush Creek
during rainfall events and/or the migration of contaminated groundwater from Line
800 to Brush Creek in the future. Water quality standards established by the State
of Iowa may also be exceeded in Brush Creek for the same reasons. Finally, the no
action alternative would not achieve the remedial action criteria established for
the Line I or Line 800 sites (see Section 2.2) under the 10- 5 risk level scenario.
4.2.2.2 Alternative 6--Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800; and Capping
and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800
4.2.2.2.1 Description. This alternative involves excavating contaminated soils and
sediments from the Line I streambed and floodplain, and moving them to the Line
800 site for disposal in the lagoon area. The Line 800 site would first be prepared
to receive the Line I soils by dewatering the lagoon and laying a geotextile over
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the lagoon's soft sediments.

The Line I soils would then be spread over the

geotextile. As discussed in the fotlowing paragraphs, different portions of the Line
800 site would be capped or backfitled, graded, and seeded, depending on the
concentra tions of contaminants contained in the soils.
A groundwater extraction and treatment system would be instatled downgradient from Line 800 to capture the contaminant plume emanating from the
lagoon. Extracted groundwa ter and cotlected surface water from the lagoon would
be treated by carbon adsorption, wi th treated water being discharged to Brush
Creek. Spent carbon would be incinerated onsite. Groundwater monitoring would
be performed at both Line I and Line 800 to ensure that unexpected migration of
contaminants was not occurring and/or to monitor the effectiveness of the
remedial actions. A more detailed description of these actions is provided below.
The area to be excavated at Line I is approximately 1,000 feet long and 400
feet wide, as shown in Figure 4-1. The

4- to 6-foot-wide strip along the center

line of Brush Creek would be excavated to a depth of 2 feet. The remainder of the
excavation in the floodplain·would be approximately I foot deep. The total amount
of excavated soil and sediments is estimated to be approximately 15,000 c.y. in
place.

Conventional excavation equipment would be used to implement the

excavation portion of this alternative. This is considered technically feasible based
on site characteristics and measured depth to groundwater in the Line I valley (see
Appendix C).

Dust generation would be controtled by the light spraying of water,

as required. The excavated soils would be hauled on dump trucks to the Line 800
lagoon.

During the excavation at Line I, the installation of a silt fence or other

erosion control system may be necessary at the
excavation to prevent silt transport downstream.

southern boundary of the

After the excavation has been

completed, the streambed and flood plain at Line I would be regraded and the
floodplain would be seeded.
Prior to the start of earthwork at Line 800, the free water in the lagoon
would have to be drained and treated.

Depending on the location of the waste-

water treatment system, this water may be pumped directly from the lagoon to the
carbon adsorption unit or may be pumped into tanker trucks for transport to the
treatment system. The treatment system is described in the discussion of groundwater extraction/treatment that fotlows.
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Dames & Moore

Earthwork at Line

sao

would involve removing and stockpiling the ma terials

from the existing dikes around the lagoon, installing a geotextile layer over the
soft sediments of the lagoon, placing the Line 1 soils over the geotextile and either
instal1ing a cap or backfil1ing and grading the different areas of the si teo

The

critical area (about 3 acres) would be covered with a multi-layer cap.
As discussed in Section

~.1.3.1.1,

the "critical area" consists of portions of

the lagoon and sludge dumping area containing soils with elevated concentra tions
of explosives that would result in a risk level above 10-5 due to leaking of the
contaminants to groundwater.

While soils at other portions of the lagoon, sludge

dumping area, and settling basins might also contain elevated concentrations of
contaminants, the concentrations in those areas would not result in a risk level
above 10- 5 .

Thus, these other areas are considered to be "uncontaminated" for

purposes of this discussion.
~.5

The uncontaminated portion of the lagoon (about

acres) would be backfilled with local soils, including the materials from the

excavated dikes.

The settling basins would also be backfil1ed and graded with

available onsite soils. The different areas would be seeded to promote vegetative
growth, which would minimize soil erosion. Figure

~-2

shows the different areas of

the Line 800 site and their corresponding cover type. A conceptual drawing of the
type of multi-layer capping system recommended for the critical area is shown on
Figure

~-3.

A number of assumptions were made and design factors considered in
analyzing this alternative. These assumptions and factors are listed below:
•

The average depth of standing water in the lagoon is about 2 feet when
the remedial actions are initiated.

At least 2 feet of freeboard exists

above the water line. This depth fluctuates seasonally.
•

Al1 of the material from Line 1 can be contained within the Line 800
lagoon.

•

The sediments in the lagoon will settle due to the weight of the
sediments from Line l, the cap, and the fill. Therefore, additional clay
would have to be placed to offset this settlement and maintain surface
contours.

•

The weight of the soil cap and fill would cause consolidation of the
sediments, forcing water out of them.

This water would

into drainage trenches, collected, and treated.

be diverted
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PROPOSED CAPPING SYSTEM
LINE 800 PINK WATER LAGOON AREA
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•

Soft sediments in the lagoon would

prevent construction equipment

from operating on top of them. Therefore, a geotextile layer would be
placed on top of the sediments (after removing the surface water from
the lagoon). The geotextile layer would

provide tensile reinforcement

which would minimize lateral spreading, mud waves, and rotationaltype failures caused by the weight of construction equipment and the
cap.
•

The geotextile may have to be extended into the critical area to allow
access for construction equipment.

•

The geotextile would be anchored in a trench dug around the perimeter
of the lagoon.

Soils excavated from the trench would be spread over

the soft sediments inside the lagoon.

The trench, which is expected to

be in clay, would be backfilled with sandy soils to serve as a drain for
wa ter squeezed out of the sediments. The trench would divert wa ter to
one of at least four concrete collection pits.

Any water collected in

these pits would be removed and treated together with the removed
standing water, or stored in appropriate containers prior to treatment.
As shown on Figure 4-3, the proposed capping system for the critical area
would be composed of three layers:

(1) a topsoil surface layer, (2) a synthetic

composite drainage net in the middle, and (3) a low permeability, clayey soil
bottom layer. The cover over the remaining portion of the lagoon would consist of
two layers: a topsoil surface layer placed over a layer of native soils (mostly clay).
The settling basins would be backfilled with any available onsite soils.
According to IAAP personnel, potential sources of low permeability clayey
soils are available onsite. One source near Line 800 was sampled and the clay was
classified. Based on this classification and on measured permeability coefficients
(see Appendix D) of clays versus underlying soils (Le., the permeability of the clay
is less than or equal to that of underlying soils), capping with these clays would be
feasible at this site.
To implement the earthwork activities, the following sequence of construction steps should be followed:

J.

Free water in the lagoon would be pumped out and treated. If possible,
sump pits would be used to drain some of the water from the sediments
inside the lagoon at this stage.
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2.

The dikes would be removed. If suitable, soils from the dike would be
used as fill and/or in the capping system.

3.

A trench around the lagoon would be excavated.

It would be used to

anchor the geotextile and serve as a drain for the wa ter squeezed out of
the sediments.
~.

The geotextile would be placed over the lagoon and embedded in the
anchor trench.

5.

The trenches would be fiJled with compacted sand.

6.

Soils and sediments from Line I would be spread over the geotextile.
The thickness of these soils is expected to be about 2 feet.

7.

The cap over the critical area and the cover over the lagoon would be
placed.

8.

The settling basins would be backfWed with native soils.

9.

The entire site would be seeded.

To prevent the geotextile from being damaged and/or the lagoon from being
overfiJled on one side, strips of fiJI about 12 feet wide and 1.5 to 2 feet thick would
be initiaJly placed over the geotextile.

These strips would be separated by a

distance of 100 feet on-center in the transverse direction of the lagoon, and would
consist of excavated sediments from Line 1. Line 1 sediments are silty/sandy soils
that would act as a drainage medium and expedite the dewatering and settlement
of the soft sediments under the permeable geotextile. After the strips are placed,
the remaining material from Line I would be applied.

These sediments should be

placed evenly over the entire lagoon. Light-weight construction equipment should
be used, especiaJly when placing the first layer over the geotextile.

After

placement of aJl the sediments from Line I in the Line 800 lagoon, fill placement
would be initiated.
The clay cap over the critical area should be at least

~

feet thick at all

locations. The surface of the cap should be mounded to facilitate drainage of rain
water and prevention of run-on.
clay cap.

A drainage layer is recommended on top of the

Due to the lack of free-draining material onsite, a synthetic composite

drainage net may be used. A 1.5-foot-thick layer of top soil would be spread on
top of the drainage layer.
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The fill over the settling basins and the uncontaminated portion of the
lagoon, which would contain most of the sediments excavated from Line I, would
be as thick as required to establish a continuous ground suriace with the
surrounding landscape.

At the interiace between the critical area and the

uncontaminated portion of the lagoon, the clay layer from the cap above the
critical area would slope gently over the lagoon fill, as shown in Figure

4-11.

It is

assu:ned that a 2-foot layer of na tive soils and a 0.5-foot layer of topsoil would be
required to backfill the uncontamina ted portion of the lagoon.
The clay to be used for the cap should be of the nonexpansive type to prevent
shrinking and swelling due to drying and wetting, respectively. If such clay is not
available on-post, expansive clay could be used as long as it is encapsulated aiter
placement by a geosynthetic m·embrane (geomembrane). The geomembrane would
serve as a moisture barrier and would protect the clay from shrinking and swelling.
Other methods of treating or protecting a cap built of expansive soil are available
and could be used instead of encapsulation with a geomembrane (e.g., using a
3-foot layer of soil over the clay cap).

If this alternative is selected for site

remediation,

should

the

available

clay

soil

be

tested

for

its

swelling

characteristics, and the cap should be designed in accordance with those characteristics.

The present conceptual design assumes that nonexpansive clays are

present on post and could be used to build the cap.
The groundwa ter extraction system would consist of twelve wells installed in
contaminated areas of the limestone aquifer.

Of the twelve wells, ten would be

operating at any given time, and two would be used for standby. Each operating
well would be pumped at a rate of up to 10 gpm, resulting in a total groundwater
extraction rate of 100 gpm. (See Appendix B ior a discussion oi and rationale for
this groundwater extraction approach.) A single or dual carbon adsorption column
would be set up near the well field. The column would provide at least a 3D-minute
mean retention time to treat the contaminated iniluent.

Such units come skid-

mounted and, thUS, little assembly would be required. The carbon column would be
housed in a small heated building to provide protection from freezing during the
winter months.

Treated water would be pumped and discharged to Brush Creek

under an NPDES discharge permit.
Activated carbon

would become saturated with explosive molecules as

contaminated water is treated.

When this saturation or exhaustion point is
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approached, explosives in the extracted groundwater wiH cease to be removed at
design efficiency. This phenomenon--termed breakthrough--would be monitored by
testing the column effluent on a regular basis.
about one pound per thousand gaHons treated.

Typical carbon usage rates are

As site-specific operating data for

this system are obtained, the frequency of column monitoring can be optimized.
Saturated carbon in the column would be replaced when breakthrough occurs.
After shutting off the influent flow, the column would be opened and the carbon
slurry collected in a tanker truck.

Fresh slurried carbon would then be pumped

back into the column. The explosives-contaminated carbon cannot be regenerated
and, therefore, would require disposal.

Thermal destruction at IAAP's onsite

incinerator is recommended and is assumed for this study.

If IAAP's onsite

incinerator could not be used for this purpose, the saturated carbon would have to
be shipped offsite for disposal by incineration.
Groundwater monitoring would be performed at the Line 800 site.

The

groundwa ter monitoring system would consist of eight existing weHs that are
sampled semi-annually.

These samples would be analyzed for the explosive

contaminants of concern in the Line 800 groundwa ter, and the metals of concern in
the soils, sediments, and sludge. Groundwater monitoring at Line 800 is assumed to
be required for a period of 10 years under this alternative.
4.2.2.2.2 Short-Term Effectiveness. Because of the remote location of the Line I
and Line 800 sites, which are more than 6,000 feet from the closest IAAP property
line, no impacts on the community would occur as a result of the construction and

im plementa tion ac tiv ities.
Exposure of workers to contaminants-by inhalation of dust or dermal contact
during excavation and material handling--is possible. Water sprays could be used to
minimize dust generation.

Dust masks and protective clothing would also be used

by workers to minimize exposure.
Some contaminated sediments could be resuspended in Brush Creek and
transported downstream during excavation in the streambed at Line I. A silt fence
would be used to minimize downstream transport of these sediments.

4.2.2.2.3 Long-Term Effectiveness. The combined remedial actions taken at Line
and Line 800 would provide a high degree of reliable, long-term protection of
human health and the environment. The excavation and removal of contaminated
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sediments and soils at Line I would eliminate any long-term

ris~s

at Line I due to

erosion of sediments into Brush Creek or growth of 'fegetation in surface soils and
sediments.
The capping system at Line 800

would be highly reliable if properly

maintained. The cap would prevent contact between humans or animals and contaminated soil, sediments, or sludge (by preventing growth of vegetation in
con ta mina ted ma terials), and would greatly reduce in fil tra tion of precipi ta tion and
leaching of contaminants into the groundwa ter. The removal of the surface water
in the Line 800 lagoon prior to capping will also reduce infiltration and leaching
and alleviate mounding that may drive contaminant migration.

The groundwater

extraction and treatment system should be very reliable and effective for containing the contaminant plume at Line 800 and for removing explosive contaminants
from the trea ted surface wa ter and groundwa ter prior to discharge to Brush Creek.
By preventing further migration of the plume and by effectively treating the surface water and groundwater prior to discharge, water quality in Brush Creek will
be protected.
In addition to the above remedial actions, groundwater monitoring at Line
800 will be used to confirm the long-term protectiveness of these actions, and
would permit additional remedial measures to be implemented if unanticipated
problems with this remedial alternative should occur in the future.
4.2.2.2.4

Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility, and Volume.

soils/sediments will

result in direct elimination of

Excavation of Line I

the contaminant source.

Capping at Line 800 will reduce contaminant mobility by preventing infiltration
through waste materials.

Surface water removal at Line 800 will also serve to

reduce contaminant mobility through reduction of infiltration and alleviation of
mounding that may drive contaminant migration.
This alternative also employs a groundwater extraction and treatment system
to reduce the toxicity, mobility, and volume of contaminants.

The mobility of the

groundwa ter contaminants would be reduced by the use of the extraction wells to
contain the contaminant plume and thereby limit its migration.

The groundwater

extraction system will directly reduce the toxicity and volume (concentration) of
groundwa ter contaminants, as these contaminants will be physically captured during the extraction process.

As contaminated groundwater is removed and the
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plume recedes, the concentration of contaminants in groundwater will be physically
reduced, as contamina ted wa ter is replaced by clean wa ter recharging the aquifer.
The carbon adsorption treatment process reduce the toxicity of the extracted
wa ter as contaminants adsorb to carbon particles.

Once the carbon becomes

saturated with explosive molecules, it would be incinerated to permanently destroy
the adsorbed contaminants.
In conjunction with the groundwater treatment system, the critical area of
the Line 800 lagoon would be capped.

The cap would reduce the migration and

mobili ty of contaminants in the soils, sediments, and sludge by reducing infiltra tion
and leachate generation. Leachate reduction will be beneficial to the groundwater
treatment system as the volume of additional groundwater that wilJ require
trea tment will be grea tly curtailed.
4.2.2.2.5 Implementability. Excavation and capping are welJ developed techniques
that have been used at many different hazardous waste sites.
and materials required to implement these actions

Labor, equipment,

are readily available.

The

excavation and capping could be accomplished by using conventional techniques
while applying appropriate health and safety requirements.

The excavation and

regrading at Line I and capping at Line 800 should not be hindered by any
difficulties other than extreme weather conditions (e.g., rain, snow, or extreme
cold) that could possibly occur.
The proposed alternative would require little maintenance.

To prevent the

erosion of the surface soils, vegeta tion would have to grow and spread over the
excavated Line I area and the Line 800 cap. Therefore, some additional seeding
may periodicalJy be necessary to ensure complete vegetation cover over these
areas. The capping system would have to be periodicalJy inspected and occasional
repairs may be necessary.
The

remediation contractor would have to

schedule with the appropriate officials at IAAP.

coordinate the construction
These officials would need to

arrange acce~s for contractor personnel, coordinate with the contractor to locate

access roads and storage areas for construction equipment, identi fy borrow si tes
for clay and topsoil, etc.
The proposed welJ system to be used for extraction and monitoring could be
instalJed without any unusual difficulties.

This system would provide an effective
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technique to observe the quality of the groundwa ter after the contaminated soils
and sediments have been excavated at Line I and capped at Line 800.
The exact time required to implement this alternative would depend on the
construction contractor's type and quantity of equipment.

A period of I to 2

months should be sufficient to implement the excavation, regrading, and seeding at
Line I.

A period of less than 1 year should be sufficient to implement the

earthwork at Line 800. This overaJl time period would include the time required
for weJl instaJlation and setup of the carbon treatment system.

Groundwater

monitoring would continue for 10 years under the 10- 5 risk level sCenario.
4.2.2.2.6 Cost.

Costs associated with implementing this alternative have been

estimated in accordance with standard engineering procedures. These costs include
both capital and O&:M costs. The capital costs of construction-related items were
increased by a factor of 40 percent to account for lower productivity due to
hazardous waste site work, contractor costs of health and safety programs, and
requirements for building staging and decontamination facilities.

The major

capital and O&:M cost items for this alternative are presented in Table 4-8 and 4-9,
respectively.
The costs in Tables 4-8 and 4-9, as weJl as in other cost tables presented in
Section 4.2, are based on contractor or vendor quotations, published cost data
(Means, 1988), and Dames &: Moore's experience at other hazardous waste si tes.
4.2.2.2.7 OveraJl Protection. As discussed in Sections 4.2.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.2.3, the
remedial actions performed under this alternative would be designed to effectively
control and minimize both short-term and long-term impacts on human health and
the environment. In addition, this alternative would meet aJl ARARs (see Section
4.2.2.8). Therefore, this remedial alternative is considered to offer a high level of
overaJl protection of human heahh and the environment.
4.2.2.2.8 Legal/Institutional Factors. Because the contaminated soils at Line I are
not considered as hazardous wastes (as discussed in Section 2.3.4), RCRA land
disposal restrictions and minimum technology requirements do not apply to the
disposal of these soils at Line 800.

However, RCRA closure requirements for

capping of landfiJls/surface impoundments are considered as "relevant and appropria te" to the Line 800 area. The cover design for this area sa tis ties these RCRA
closure requirements. In addition, RCRA groundwater monitoring requirements (40
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TABLE 4-3
Capital Cost Estimate:
Alternative 6--Excavation at Line 1 and Disposal at Line 800;
and Capping and Groundwater Extraction!Treatment at Line 800

Cost Item

Unit Price a

Cost

Quantity

($)

($ In8)

5 c.d.
15,000

2,800/c.d.
8.40/c.y.

14,000
126,000

15,000
3 c.d.
400,000 s.f.

5.04/c.y.

76,000
3,000
38,000

Line 1:
Access Roads

Excava tion &: hauling
sediments to Line 800
Placement in Line 800
Regrading Line 1
Seeding Line 1

8n/c.d.

93.80/1,000 s.f.

Line 800:
Dewatering (Pumping)
Dike Regrading

Trench Excavation
GeotextiIe (Placed)
Trench Backfill
Clay Cap (borrow, haul,
place)
Clay Barrier:
- Trench Excavation
- Trench Backfill
Soil Cover Over Lagoon
Backfilling Settling Basins
Drainage Net
Topsoil
Seeding
Regrading &: Seeding

30 c.d.
5 c.d.
2,500 1.1.
24,250 s.y.
2,500 1.1.
21,000 c.y.
300 l.f.
300 1.1.
19,000 c.y.
10 c.d.
15,000 s.y.
12,000 c.y.
435,600

756/c.d.
1,9181c.d.

8.12/1.1.
7.94/s.y.
6/1.f.
I I.62/c.y.

23,000
10,000
20,000
193,000
15,000
244,000

Assumed

5,000
5,000
221,000
51,000
63,000
101,000
41,000
100,000

100,000 ea.
40/1.1.
1,500 ea.
12.90/1.1.
4,000 ea.

100,000
29,000
18,000
26,000
4,000

16.24/1.1.
18.00/l.f.
I J.62/c.y.
5125/c.d.
4.20/s.y.
8.4/c.y.
93.80/1,000 s.f.

Borrow Source
Groundwater Treatment:

I
12 (60 It deep)
12
2,000 1.f.
1

Carbon Column
Extraction Wells
Pumps
Piping
Column Housing

1,526,000

TOTAL

Abbrevia tions: c.d.
c.y.
ea.
l.f.
s.L
s.y.

-

crew day
cubic yard
each
linear foot
square foot
square yard

a Unit costs for Line 1 and Line 800 site work and earth work were increased by a
factor of 40% over normal rates to account for hazardous waste site work.
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TA13LE 11-9
Operation &. Maintenance Cost Estimate
Alternative 6--Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800;
and Capping and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800

Cost I tern

Quanti ty

Uni t Price ($)

Annual Cost
($ 1988)

Present Wonh Costa
($ 1988)

Line 800:
Assumed

10,000

100,000

16 analyses/yr

520/analysis

8,320

51,000

10 wells

500/ we lI-yr

5,000

3 J , 000

Carbon Replacement

53,000 Ib/yr

0.80/lb

42,1100

261,000

Carbon Disposal

53,000 Ib/yr

1.53/lb

81 ,090

1198,000

26 analyses/yr

300/anal ysi s

7,800

1/8,000

53 MG/yr

150/MG

7,950

49,000

Assumed

9,000

55,000

172,000

1,093,000

Cap Maintenance
Groundwa ter Moni toring
Groundwater Treatment:
Groundwater Extraction

..,.
I

"

C1'

Effluent Monitoring
Effluent Pumping
System Maintenance
TOTALS

aGroundwater treatment and moni toring are assumed to continue for 10 years.
continue indefinitely.

Cap maintenance is assumed to

CFR Part 264, SUbpart F) are considered "relevant and appropriate," because of the
presence of K044 sludges in the area to be capped. A groundwa ter monitoring plan,
which complies with the intent of these requirements, has been developed for the
Line 800 si tel
In this alternative, treated surface water and groundwater at Line 800 would
be treated and then discharged to Brush Creek. Treatment levels to be achieved
prior to discharge would meet effluent guidelines (40 CFR Part 257) for explosives
manufacturing.

In addition, appropriate aquatic water quality criteria would be

considered in the determination of treatment levels and discharge rates to Brush
Creek.

The State of Iowa would be consulted regarding any additional require-

ments for discharge to surface waters which may apply to this activity.
A hazardous waste (spent carbon) would be genera ted from the activated
carbon treatment of surface water and groundwater at the Line 800 site.

This

spent carbon would either be incinerated onsite in an existing hazardous waste
incinerator (currently operating under interim status) or shipped offsite for
incineration. In either case, incineration would be carried out in full compliance
with RCRA incinerator standards, as well as other applicable air quality standards
(such as NAAQS or NESHAPS). If the spent carbon must be stored prior to onsite
or offsite incineration, such storage would be conducted in compliance with RCRA
requirements for containers or tanks.

Any offsi te shipment of hazardous waste

would fully comply with applicable DOT and RCRA standards for waste transportation, as well as the Superfund offsite policy for waste disposal.
Finally, OSHA standards for remedial activities would be followed for all
remedial actions performed onsi teo
4.2.2.3

Alternative 8--Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Onsite Ash Disposal
at Line 1 and Line 800; and

Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line

800
4.2.2.3.1

Description.

This alternative involves excavation and incineration of

·contaminated Line I and Line 800 soils, sediments, and sludges.
mobile rotary kiln incinerator units

One or more

would be brought onsite and would be fed

excavated materials from the Line 1 and Line 800 sites. Surface water in the Line
800 lagoon would have to be drained prior to excavation. A groundwater extraction
and treatment system would be installed down gradient from Line 800 to capture
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the plume emanating from the lagoon area.

The extracted groundwater and the

surface water removed from the Line 800 lagoon would be treated by carbon
adsorption, with the treated water being discharged to Brush Creek. The carbon
adsorption system would be located near

the groundwater extraction

we!ls.

Groundwa ter monitoring would be performed at Line 800 to ensure tha t unexpected

migration of contaminants was not occurring and/or to monitor the effectiveness
of the remedial actions. Finally, the excavations at Line I and Line 800 would be
backfilled with incinerated ash, graded with clean soil, and seeded.

A more

detailed description of these actions is provided below.
The area to be excavated at Line I is about 1,000 feet long and 400 feet
wide, as shown in Figure 4-1. The 4- to 6-foot-wide strip along the center line of
Brush Creek would be excavated to a depth of about 2 feet. The remainder of the
excavation in the floodplain would be about I foot deep.

The total amount of

excavated soil from Line I is estimated to be about 15,000 c.y. in place. Conventional excavation equipment would be used to implement these excavation acti',ities.

Dust generation would be controlled by the light spraying of water.

The

excavated soil would be hauled in dump trucks and taken to the onsite rotary kiln
incinerator. During excavation of the streambed sediments at Line 1, a silt fence
may be required at the southern boundary of the excavation to prevent silt
transport downstream in Brush Creek.
Prior to the start of earthwork at Line 800, the free water in the lagoon
would have to be drained and treated.

Depending on the location of the waste-

water treatment system, this water may be pumped directly from the lagoon to the
carbon adsorption unit or may be pumped into tanker trucks for transport to the
treatment system.

The treatment system is described in the discussion of

groundwater extraction/treatment that follows.
Contaminated soil would be excavated from the 3-acre critical area at Line
800, which was discussed in Section 4.2.2.2.1.

The area to be excavated would

include the sludge dumping ground and a small portion of the lagoon, as shown in
Figure 4-5. The depth of excavation would vary from 15 feet inside the lagoon and
the adjacent portion of the sludge dumping area to [0 feet at the southwestern
edge of the sludge dumping ground.

Figure 4-5 shows the areas to be excavated

and the corresponding depths of excavation.

Due to the high water table onsite,

soft soil conditions, and the excavation depth requirement, overexcavation of the
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